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Abstract

In this thesis, my main contributions to the field of Robotics and Haptics are presented.
Results and deductions represent the work done during the Ph.D. My research investigated multiple ways to guide humans using haptic interfaces and novel tracking systems.
Two main fields were tackled in the past three years: i) tracking systems and algorithms,
ii) haptics and guidance policies.
Haptic feedback and limbs tracking are the two main pillars for human guidance,
and this thesis discusses when and how they can be used to their best effect in interactive
applications. The dissertation begins with an introduction in where guidelines of haptics
and tracking are backgrounded. The first Chapter introduces the unique attributes of
the touch sense in physiological terms, and the nature of information and control that
can provide. Then, the flow continues with an overview of the tracking state of the art,
outlining our contribution.
Two main parts supplement the rest of the thesis. The former concerns the problem
of tracking different body parts, in a wearable, low-cost, and effective way. Solutions
for fingers, hand, and head are reported and discussed, proposing interesting real applications. The latter focuses on the problem of guiding humans by means of haptic interfaces.
More in detail, we analyze how to adapt algorithms and techniques originally developed
for mobile robots to guide people. An innovative policy to control both human angular
and linear velocity is presented as a preliminary result in the last part of this work.
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Human Guidance: a gentle introduction

To whom, then, if thou wishest to ascend,
A soul shall be for that than I more worthy;
With her at my departure I will leave thee.
Dante Alighieri, The Divine Comedy, Hell canto I

Human Guidance is an ambiguous and polysemous term that at first might result unclear or confusing. In the next lines we try to summarize and contextualize its meaning,
explaining our interpretation that represents the leitmotiv of this thesis and the playground of three years of Ph.D.
When we think about human guidance, usually, we imagine to control the human
posture or position acting on the limbs movement. The entire dissertation presents studies and results in line with this definition. For the sake of practicality and clarity we split
the idea of human guidance in two main categories, that can be summarized as:
i) guide the human’s limbs to reach a desired orientation and/or position;
ii) guide the human direction and velocity to follow a path or reach a goal in a certain
time with a certain orientation.
Both interpretations represent a key point in human-robot interaction and cooperation
tasks. In the next pages, we deal with both of them, trying to give the reader an exhaustive and comprehensive idea.
From the dawn of history down to the present day, being guided in an unknown environment has been represented as one of the first needs. Sailors and merchants in the
past centuries developed strategies to reach their destination faster and safer. Prior to
the compass discovery, geographical position and direction were primarily determined
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by the sighting of landmarks (rivers, mountains, etc.) aided with the observation of the
position of celestial bodies [1]. For instance, on cloudy days, Vikings may have used
birefringent crystal to determine the sun direction and elevation from the polarization of
daylight. Their astronomical knowledge was sufficient to let them use this information to
determine their proper heading [2]. The invention of the compass enabled the estimation
of heading on the Earth, in any sky condition and also when landmarks are not in sight.
This empowered mariners to navigate safely far from land, increasing sea trade, and contributing to cultural exchanges. Nowadays, the world is totally changed. The ancient
and bulky compasses are just a memory, they have been replaced by a new generation
of electronic devices able to locate one’s position on the Earth surface with centimeters
accuracy. Such technologies rely on satellites and are suitable for outdoor navigation,
but ineffective indoor. In fact, indoor tracking is still an open research field. Recent solutions track humans using a set of cameras localizing the body by means of algorithms
for skeleton identification, or active/passive markers. Estimating the position is not sufficient to fully guide humans. It is a natural consequence that also the limb tracking
plays a key role. Different strategies have been developed to record human movement.
Body motion capture techniques are used in gaming, entertainment, sports, medical and
robotics applications. In film making and video game development, tracking refers to
the capability of recording human actions and using that information to animate digital
3D characters. In cinema motion capture, movements of one or more body limbs are
sampled multiple times per second. Early techniques used images from multiple cameras to calculate 3D positions, but usually the purpose of motion capture is to record
only the movements of the body, not the visual appearance. Novel techniques aim at
detecting animation data and mapping movements into a 3D model so that the model
performs the same actions as the actor. This innovative process may be in contrasts with
the older technique of rotoscoping, used, for instance, in The Lord of the Rings (1978).
The animated character movements were achieved by tracking over a live-action actor,
capturing the actor’s motions. To better explain, an actor is recorded performing an action, and then the recorded scene is projected onto an animation table frame-by-frame.
Producers trace the live-action footage onto animation cels, capturing the actor’s outline
and motions frame-by-frame, and then they fill in the traced outlines with the animated
character. The completed animation cels are then photographed frame-by-frame, exactly
matching the movements and actions of the live-action footage. The final result is that the
animated character replicates exactly the live-action movements of the actor. However,
this process takes a considerable amount of time and effort. Advancements in computer
graphics techniques and computational capability introduced a novel strategy to reconstruct the human pose, based on markers. Since the 20th century the performer has to
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wear markers near each joint to identify the motion by the positions or angles between
the markers. Acoustic, inertial, luminous, magnetic or reflective markers, or combinations of these, are tracked optimally at least two times the frequency rate of the desired
motion. The resolution of the system is important in both the spatial and temporal resolution as motion blur causes almost the same problems as low resolution. Recently, thanks
to the rapid growth of technology, new methods have been developed. The majority of
modern systems can extract the profile of the subject from the background. Then, all
joint angles are calculated by fitting the extracted silhouette into a mathematical model.
Several camera-based tracking system are now off-the-shelf. The price range is from
hundreds of Euro for a low cost hand tracking solution (Leap Motion, Leap Motion Inc.)
to thousands Euro for more professional and accurate products (Vicon, Vicon Ltd, and
Optitrack, NaturalPoint Inc.). The aforementioned techniques require a grounded device
or structured environment, like dedicated rooms equipped with expensive cameras. An
alternative solution to overcame this limitation and track the human motion is wearing
dedicated sensors, such as inertial, fiber-optic, or strain-gauge. Capture technologies
based on inertial sensors rely on miniaturized chips, biomechanical models and sensor
fusion algorithms [3]. The motion data of the inertial sensors can be transmitted wirelessly to a computer, where the motion is recorded or viewed. Most inertial systems use
a combination of gyroscope, magnetometer, and accelerometer, to estimate the sensor
orientation with respect to a fixed reference frame. These rotations are mapped into a
modeled skeleton by using a dedicated software. Like in optical trackers, more sensors
produce more natural and true data. Inertial motion capture systems can estimate the full
six degrees of freedom body motion of a human in real-time. Benefits of using inertial
systems include: capturing in a variety of environments including tight spaces, portability, and an arbitrary workspace. Disadvantages are lower positional accuracy and drift
which can compound over time. An example of commercial devices is the Wii controller
developed by Nintendo. The popularity of inertial systems is rising up thanks to independent game developers, mainly because of the quick and easy set up allowing for a
fast pipeline. A range of suits are now available from various manufacturers and base
prices range from 1.000 to 80.000 Euro.
Comprehensibly, estimating body position or posture is not enough to suggest path
and orientation: we need reliable and fast mean to communicate. It is obvious that route
suggestion require to interact with the user through a stable and fast channel. We can
consider as channel the faculty by which the body perceives an external stimulus, i.e., the
senses. For centuries, path planning was limited to inspecting a map, exploiting the environmental landmarks, retrieving the position, and deciding the route. This approach
requires a constant update to continuously estimate the position and locate it into the
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map. With the recent technological developments such as cars, trucks and other fast vehicles it is an unsafe and impractical procedure. A way to overcame this limitation was
the help of a navigator. Initially when audio wireless transmissions were not available,
an additional man was in charge of checking the map and suggesting direction vocally.
Nowadays, the presence of the human navigator can be replaced by an electronic devices.
Navigation aids (like Google Maps and TomTom system) are able to estimate the position, compute the best route, and inform the user via audio messages. A drawback of
such systems is that they use communication channels that may result overloaded or unavailable. Examples are navigation in crowded environment with noisy background, or
in situations in which the sight is affected (for instance in search and rescue operations).
An innovative way to display directional cues is to use a channel that is always free, or
at least not fully used: the sense of touch. Among the five senses, touch is probably the
most developed and the one that we pay least importance to. Whether it is an handshake,
the caress of the wind, the weight of your clothes or the pressure under your feet when
you walk, the sense of touch is constantly activated. There are several interesting aspects
to this sense, it allows us to perceive the texture and the temperature of an object, and
adjust our gait if we walk on an unstable surface. We can classify the touch with respect
to the type of receptor involved: the mechanical sensations to sense motion, thermal sensations to detect hot and cold, and the painful sensations associated to fatigue or tissue
destruction. Mechanical sensations can further be divided into exteroceptive sensations
(which is perceived at the body surface) and proprioceptive sensations (which are more
or less unconscious and tell us about the position of our body in space and balance). The
main and groundbreaking difference between the sense of touch and the others is that
the tactile perception is distributed among the whole body; contrarily the other senses
have only two (sight, hearing, smell) and one (taste) sensory inputs.
All the elements introduced in this section are pieces that create the puzzle depicting the problem of guiding humans using haptic technology in a wearable way. Each
component of this big picture will be analyzed, described, and discussed in the next
Chapters.

Chapter 1

Background
After they had heard the king, they went on their way, and
the star they had seen when it rose went ahead of them
until it stopped over the place where the child was
Matthew the Evangelist,
The Gospel According to Matthew, 70-100

This introduction does not give a comprehensive review of all the topics covered in
this thesis, but provides a brief overview about the state of the art of these technologies,
approaches, and ideas employed in the next Chapters. Two main areas are covered:
wearable tracking systems and haptic interfaces for human guidance.

1.1 Tracking
Although engineers and researchers have countless tracking algorithms to choose among,
they have relatively few sensing technologies available. Between them, what type of
motion capture system is best suited for human guidance? This Section presents an
overview of technologies which could be used for tracking, discussing pros and cons
for each of them. Then, in the conclusion of the Chapter, we outline our contribution.
Results are described more in detail in Chapter 2.

1.1.1 Tracking systems
Whether we are interested in guiding the head, hand, finger, or the whole body, positional
tracking is needed to correctly navigate the user towards a goal. Reconstructing the body
posture or estimating its limbs motion is thus a prerequisite for any guidance algorithm.
Unfortunately, from our experience we have understood that a system viable for all the
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possible guidance algorithms is a mythical creature. In fact, a system that can offer
relatively impressive performance for some applications, often lacks other requirements.
In theory, the perfect tracking should be: tiny, self-contained, complete (in the sense of
tracking position and orientation), accurate, fast, immune to occlusion, robust, wireless
and cheap. That’s impossible. The only thing that would satisfy everyone is a magical
device that, sadly, does not exist. If this “final” tracking system existed, we would use
it for everything, and no more research would be needed. But, we don’t have an unique
solution that satisfies always all the requirements. The reality is that every tracker falls on
at least half of the desired characteristics. But, don’t panic! Researchers have exploited
available physical principles to adapt each sensor to a specific application.
In general, sensors are based on electromagnetic fields, acoustic waves, or physical forces. Specifically, motion tracking systems most often derive estimations from
electrical measurements of mechanical, inertial, acoustic, magnetic, optical, and radio
frequency sensors. This implies that each approach has advantages and limitations. The
limitations are related to the physical nature of the sensor, measurement limitations,
signal-processing issues and electronics flaws. For example, electromagnetic energy decreases with distance, analog-to-digital converters have limited resolution and accuracy,
and electronic components must be as small and lightweight as possible.
We feel that it is worthwhile to describe some of them before going further and
deeper in the next Chapters. This section focuses on tracking for guidance applications,
so we will not look at tracking systems developed for other purposes. In particular,
we will recap the main technologies focusing more on the ones that we exploited in
Chapter 2 and Chapter 3.
Mechanical Tracking Conceptually, mechanical sensing represents the simplest approach. Typically, it involves some form of direct physical linkage between the target
and the environment. Common approach involves an articulated series of two or more
rigid mechanical pieces interconnected with electromechanical transducers such as potentiometers or encoders. As the target moves, the articulated series changes shape and
the transducers move accordingly. Using a-priori knowledge about the rigid mechanical
pieces and online measurements of the transducers, the target position can be estimated
with respect to the environment. This approach can provide very precise and accurate
pose estimates for a single target, but only over a relatively small range of motion. Pioneering works started in 1968, Sutherland [4] built a mechanical tracker composed of a
telescoping stick with an universal joint. Commercial examples today include the Boom
3C by FakeSpace, the FaroArm by Faro Technologies, and haptic devices such as the
Omega from Force Dimension’s [5]. For body tracking purpose exoscheletons are the
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most widespread solution. Examples are [6, 7] for the hand, [8] and [9] for lower and
upper body respectively.
Acoustic Tracking Acoustic systems rely on the transmission and sensing of sound
waves, measuring the time that they take to reach known receivers from known source.
Typically, multiple transmitters are distributed in a structured environment and multiple receivers are placed on the tracked objects. The receivers can compute the time
to receive the signal and provide the distance from the transmitter. When multiple receivers/microphone are present in a known position on a rigid object, the time difference
between them can provide information about the orientation of that rigid object relative to the transmitters. Acustic tracking systems operate by timing the flight duration
of a brief ultrasonic pulse. In the late ’60s, Sutherland pioneered this field building a
continuous carrier-phase acoustic tracking system to supplement his mechanical tracker
[4]. This system used a continuous wave source and determined range by measuring the
phase shift between the transmitted signal and the signal detected at a microphone. Since
walls and objects in a room are extremely reflective of acoustic signals, the amplitude
and phase of the signal received from a continuous-wave acoustic emitter in a room can
vary drastically and unpredictably with changes in the receiver position. Point-to-point
ranging for unconstrained 3D tracking applications requires transducers that are as omnidirectional as possible, so that the signal can be detected no matter how the emitter is
positioned or oriented in the tracking volume. To achieve a wide beam width, you must
use small speakers and microphones with active surfaces a few millimeters in diameter.
This is convenient for integration into human motion tracking devices and helps reduce
off-axis ranging errors, but the efficiency of an acoustic transducer is proportional to the
active surface area, so these small devices can’t offer as much range as larger ones. The
physics of ultrasonic waves in air and transducer design dictate other design trade-offs
and considerations as well. Ambient noise sources decrease rapidly with increasing frequency, so operating at a higher frequency is beneficial for avoiding interference, and
the shorter wavelengths offer higher resolution. However, selecting a higher frequency
reduces the range because of problems with transducer size and frequency-dependent
attenuation of sound in air. Their accuracy can be affected by wind (in outdoor environments) and uncertainty in the speed of sound, which depends significantly on temperature, humidity, and air currents. Depending on room acoustics and tracking volume, it
may be necessary for the system to wait up to hundreds milliseconds to avoid echoes
from the previous measurement, resulting in update rates as slow as about 10 Hz. Acoustic systems require a line of sight between the emitters and the receivers, but are more
tolerant of occlusions than optical trackers (which we discuss further) because sound
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can find its way through and around obstacles easier. Even if acoustic trackers require
time-consuming calibration, are susceptible to measurement error as a result of ambient
noise and do not have high update rates, acoustic tracking technologies can be used in
conjunction with other sensors, such as inertial sensors. Despite these limitations acoustic tracking solutions were implemented and patented by companies such as Intersense
[10].
Magnetic tracking A more recent tracking technology is based on measuring the intensity of magnetic fields. There are typically a base station that generates a reference
signal and a probe to measure the field strenght [11]. As the distance between the measurement point and base station increases, the strength of the magnetic field decreases
accordingly. If the measurement point is rotated, the distribution of the field line is
changed across the various axes, allowing determination of the orientation as well. Magnetic tracking systems can achieve good accuracy in controlled environments, but are
sensitive to interference from close ferromagnetic materials and from magnetic fields
generated by other electronic devices. Usually such systems exploit measurements of
the local magnetic field vector at the sensor, using magnetometers (for quasi-static direct
current fields) or current induced in an electromagnetic coil when a changing magnetic
field passes through the coil (for active-source alternating current systems). Three orthogonally oriented magnetic sensors in a single sensor unit can provide a 3D vector
indicating the probe orientation with respect to the source. A pro is that the Earth can
be used as a natural source of magnetic field. This strategy has the advantage in replacing bulky hardware, but also the drawback that the magnetic field varies over the planet
surface, and corrections for local field anomalies are required. Alternatively, multicoils
source unit can actively induce magnetic fields. However, ferromagnetic and conductive
material in the environment modify magnetic field shape. We decided not to go deeper in
sensors based on artificial magnetic source, since for the work described in this dissertation only the Earth magnetic field is used. Despite magnetic field strength and distortion
problems, there are three noteworthy advantages to a magnetic approach to tracking humans. First, the size of the user-worn component can be quite small. Second, magnetic
fields pass right through the human body, eliminating line-of-sight requirements. Third,
you can use the Earth as source unit to simultaneously excite (and thus track) multiple
sensor units without additional hardware. Magnetic tracking has been implemented in
several commercial products, an example is the Razer Hydra [12].
Optical and Camera based tracking Optical and camera based tracking systems use
analysis of images captured by sensors to reconstruct the object pose. Optical track-
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ers detect markers for a reconstructing process, whereas camera systems use the whole
image (sometimes aided by depth information) to extract the desired shape.
An optical system relays on a combination of emitted and reflected light. Two components are thus required: a light source and a light sensor, e.g. a camera. The light
source can be either the passive objects that reflect the emitted light or an active device
that generates light. Examples of passive sources include retroreflective markers, distinguishable colored fiducials and even the natural surfaces in the environment. This
technique is nowadays popular for instance in augmented reality experiences. Examples
of active light sources are colored light-emitting diodes. Optical sensors can be either
analog or digital devices. Analog sensors offer continuous voltages indicating the overall
intensity or centroid position of the aggregate light reaching the sensor. Digital sensors
offer a discrete image of the scene projected onto the sensor. Lenses and apertures can
be used to project images onto the sensor, indicating the angle to the source. The intensity of light acquired by the sensor can be thus used to estimate the distance to the
source. Filters can be added to selectively admit or reject certain wavelengths of light.
For example, a sensor might use infrared light sources in conjunction with filters that
only admit infrared light, providing a light source separate from the environment visible
light. The simplest analog sensor is a photosensor, a device that simply changes resistance as a function of the quantity of light reaching it. Whereas individual photosensors
offer relatively little information, relative or ratiometric amplitudes within a set of sensors can offer position information. Photosensors have the advantage of simplicity and
speed. An analog position sensing detector is a semiconductor device that produces a set
of currents that indicate the position of the centroid of the light reaching the sensor. The
more famous and used digital image sensor is the charge-coupled devices (CCDs). Typically they use arrays of pixel that convert light energy into an electrical charge. These
systems produce a discretely sampled image of a scene by simultaneously opening the
pixel sensors to collect light energy over a short time interval. Electronics surrounding
the pixels then transfer the array of charges off the chip. Recently, thanks also to the
development in computer graphics algorithms and the growing in CPU and GPU computational performance, several tracking system have been developed exploiting RGB
and RGB-D (RGB and Depth) CCDs cameras. In [13] authors developed a markerless
visual tracking to track the whole hand. The system was further extended to reconstruct
articulations of two hands that interact with each-other in a complex, unconstrained manner [14]. Moreover, with two cameras in [15] authors addressed the problem of tracking
markerless the 3D position, orientation and full articulation of the human body. In our
works, and in particular in the research presented in Sect. 3.2, we exploited a Vicon
Tracking system. It is a commercial high accuracy setup composed by 8 cameras able to
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track passive markers with millimeters precision in large environments.
Inertial Tracking System As a conclusion of this background Section we introduce
inertial tracking systems. We report only a brief description, since we analyze this technology more in detail in Chapter 2. Inertial solution initially became widespread for
ships, submarines, and airplanes in the ’50s, and only later for humans. The reason is
simple, at the beginning an Inertial Navigation Sistem (INS) contained gyroscopes, and
early high-accuracy spinning-wheel gyroscopes weighed far too much to be attached to
a person. Not until the advent of MEMS (microelectronic mechanical systems) sensors
in the late late ’70. An accelerometer could be (in theory) double integrated to obtain
position updating in each direction, after compensating for the effect of gravity. Most
recent systems are of a different type, called strapdown INS, which eliminates mechanical gimbals and measures the orientation by integrating three orthogonal angular-rate
gyroscopes strapped down to the body frame. To get position, three linear accelerometers measure the acceleration vector in body frame, which is then rotated into navigation
coordinates using the current rotation matrix as determined by the gyroscopes. Inertial
trackers might appear to be the closest device to the optimal solution, but they still have
some limitation. Gyroscopes and accelerometers are already available in chip form having in a single-chip six-axis inertial measurement unit (IMU), with three gyroscopes and
three accelerometers. Inertial sensors are completely self-contained, no emitters to install, and no sensitivity to interfering electromagnetic fields or ambient noise. They also
have very low latency (typically milliseconds) and high sample rates (thousands Hertz).
Good inertial sensors also offer extremely low jittering. The weakness that makes inertial system far from the definitive solution is the drift. If one of the accelerometers has a
bias error of just 1 milli-G, the reported position output would diverge from the true position with an acceleration of 0.0098 m/s2 . After a barely 30 seconds, the estimates would
have drifted by about 5 meters. Even very good gyroscopes (very voluminous and expensive) drifts by a milli-radian within a short time. Nevertheless, given the advantages,
inertial sensors can prove very valuable when combined with one or more other sensing
technologies, as describe in what follows. Inertial sensors have provided the basis for
several successful hybrid systems combining inertial and magnetic sensors. In particular,
a MARG1 (Magnetic, Angular Rate, and Gravity) board consists of a MEMS triaxial gyroscope, accelerometer, and magnetometer. The sensors board can be integrated with a
wearable device and used to reconstruct the pose of the human body. The main drawback
of MARG sensors is that the majority of the algorithms used to estimate their orienta1 It is worth pointing out that in this thesis we refer to as IMU (Inertial Measurement Units) when the unit
is composed by an accelerometer and a gyroscope, whereas we indicate as MARG (Magnetic, Angular Rate
and Gravity) the unit capable of inertial and magnetic measurements.
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tion rely on the magnetometer, thus they are sensitive to variations in the magnetic field.
In spite of that, tracking systems based on this technology are commercially available
and allow to accurately track the whole body, except the hands, both in outdoor and indoor environments, under different lighting conditions and free from grounded hardware
[3, 16, 17, 18].

1.1.2 Our contribution
The first part of this thesis focuses on our contribution on the field of tracking, presenting a novel family of wearable tracking system. In Sect. 2.1 we present a glove based
on inertial and magnetic sensor capable of estimating the hand posture. The system can
be coupled with wearable thimble for displaying force feedback in a guidance scenario.
The system was enhanced to evaluate forces in grasping deformable objects with known
shape and stiffness, results are presented in Sect. 2.2. Moreover, the algorithm developed for the whole hand was adapted for computing the orientation of a single MARG
and exploited in two further spin-off projects. The former resulted in a wearable interface to control a robotic arm for people with mobility impairments. The inertial sensor
is coupled with an electromyography (EMG) sensor and used as remote controller (see
Sect. 2.3). The second project is an innovative input system for wearable smart-phones
and smart-watches. The orientation of index, middle, and ring finger, and two conductive bands allow the user to type wireless addressing problems of privacy and noisy
environmental background (see Sect. 2.4).
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1.2 Haptic interfaces and algorithms
In this Section we give an overview of the haptic interface state of the art, and report a
brief introduction of the algorithms used for human guidance. Then, we briefly introduce
our contribution.

1.2.1 The sense of touch
As we mentioned in the introduction of this dissertation, touch is probably the most
stimulated among our senses and the one that we pay least importance to. Through the
touch we can explore textures, estimate temperature, distinguish shape, and balance our
body. All these actions involve different types of touch. It is important to notice that
often these sensations are in concert and it is the integration among them, in the central
nervous system, which really tells us about the nature of the stimulus. In fact, sensory
information from receptors displaced on the body enters the central nervous system by
the dorsal horns of the spinal cord. To have a good sense lots of receptors, cells and
nerves are involved. As a consequence, having several nerve endings active requires that
the brain reserve more space to process all of the information from the nerves. This
implies that the area of our brain devoted to sensing fur on our fingertips is much larger
than that responsible for other sensing. An interesting representation of this inequality
among the senses is depicted in Fig. 1.1. Interested readers can found more details in
[19, 20]. Let’s continue with an example. If we close our eyes and grasp an object, we
feel something in our hand. The skin receptors distinguish the edges and corners. Then,
we can appreciate textures and temperature. The tension we need to put in fingers, hand,
and arm muscles, to counter gravity, tells us more about the size and the weight of the
object. This happens thanks to the skin, a host of receivers that we use to feel things. The
skin is the communication channel between our internal body systems and the outside
world. It is the body’s largest organ; covering the entire outside of the body (1.5-2.0 m2 )
and being about 2-3 mm thick, it accounts for about 15% of the total body weight in
adult humans [21].
Any active or passive contact between the skin and an object/environment is turned
into a collection of information, e.g., temperature, pain, and pressure, that allows the
brain to explore and know the world around us. As shown in Fig. 1.2a, skin is organized
in three layers, including, from top to bottom: (i) epidermis, made of dead skin cells,
which provides a waterproof barrier and creates our skin tone; (ii) dermis, which contains nerve endings, hair follicles, sweat glands, sebaceous glands, and touch receptors.
Its primary function is to sustain and support the epidermis by diffusing nutrients to it and
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(a)

(b)

Figure 1.1: Sensory regions. (a) The image subdivides the sensory regions to show regions that receive input
from somatosensory, auditory, and visual receptors. (b) A cortical homunculus, a distorted representation of
the human body based on a neurological map of the areas and proportions of the brain dedicated to processing
sensory functions (sight, touch, etc.).

replacing the skin cells that are shed off the upper layer of the epidermis; (iii) hypodermis, which is made of fat and connective tissue. It mainly acts as an insulator and helps
regulate body temperature. It also acts as a cushion to protect underlying tissue from
damage. Our sense of touch is controlled by a huge network of nerve fibers and different
receptors in the skin, known as the somatosensory system. This system is responsible for
all the sensations we feel. Four main types of receptors compose the somatosensory system: mechanoreceptors (pressure and surface texture), thermoreceptors (temperature),
nociceptors (pain), and proprioceptors (muscle length, muscle tension, and joint angles).
Because of the scope of this thesis, we briefly present the receptors, focusing only on
those which concerns pressure and vibration used in Sect. 2.1 and Sect. 3.2, respectively.
Mechanoreceptors in the skin have traditionally been distinguished on the basis of the
types of stimulation to which they respond, the size of their receptive fields, and their
rates of adaptation [22]. They can be classified as rapidly adapting, if they respond to a
change in stimulus very quickly. They can sense right away when the skin is touching
or stops touching an object, but they cannot sense the steady-state contact of a tactile
stimulus. These receptors are the ones dedicated in perceiving rapid and regular changes
in pressure, such as vibrations. On the other hand, receptors can be classified as slowly
adapting if they do not respond to a change in a stimulus very fast, but they are good at
sensing the continuous pressure of an object touching or indenting the skin.
Based on to the size of their receptive field, mechanoreceptors can be further divided
in type I (small) when their receptive field is about 2–8 mm in diameter, and type II
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(a)

(b)

Figure 1.2: Human skin. (a) Main layers and components. (b) types of mechanoreceptors whose function is to
perceive indentations and vibrations of the skin. The main characteristics of each mechanoreceptor (i.e., size
of the receptive fields and the rates of adaptation) are also shown.

(large) when their receptive field is larger. Each tactile unit is composed of an afferent
fiber and its ending. There are four different endings in glabrous skin whose only function is to perceive indentions and vibrations: Merkel cells, Meissner’s corpuscles, Ruffini
endings, and Pacinian corpuscles (see Fig. 1.2b). Based on morphological observation
(receptive field characteristics, adaptive properties of the fibers to stepwise indentation,
and frequency response to sinusoidal vibration), attempts have been made to associate
different sensing characteristics to different receptors:
⋄ Meissner’s corpuscles - they are ovoid structures located in the dermis of glabrous
skin and they are most sensitive in the 20–40 Hz range of vibration. They are 40–
180 µm long and their density is high on the fingertips (15–24 /mm2 ). They are
typically associated with rapidly adapting type I receptors. [23].
⋄ Merkel cells - they are in the deepest layer of the epidermis of glabrous skin and
they register the pressure. Their density is estimated to be 80 /mm2 and they are
typically associated with slowly adapting type I receptors. [24].
⋄ Ruffini endings - they are spindle-shaped structures located in the deepest part of
the dermis of both hairy and glabrous skin. They respond to pressure on skin and
are very sensitive to pressure variations. They are typically associated with rapidly
adapting type II receptors. [25].
⋄ Pacinian corpuscles - they are multilayered, onion-shaped structures located deep
within the dermis and the subcutaneous fat layer of both hairy and glabrous skin.
They are most sensitive in 200–550 Hz range of vibration and they are long enough
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to be visible to the naked eye (1–4 mm). They are typically associated with slowly
adapting type II receptors. [26].
Although mechanoreceptors are distributed all over the body, mostly they are concentrated in non-hairy skin which is used in interactions with the surrounding environment,
such as the palms, lips, tongue, soles of feet, fingertips, eyelids, and face.

1.2.2 Kinesthetic and cutaneous perception
Our everyday life is based on exploration and interaction with the environment, and
much of this knowledge comes from our limbs and our fingers. The information provided by proprioceptors allow us to estimate the position of each part of our body and
manipulate objects in the presence of a poor visual feedback or when it is completely
missing. The term proprioception was coined by the physiologist Charles Sherrington
at the beginning of the 19th century to denote the awareness of movement derived from
the body proper, i.e., from muscles, tendons, and articulation. This concept was further
distinguished from exteroception – data gathered from outside the body – and from interoception – information coming from the internal organs [27]. Afterwards, the word
“kinesthesia” entered in the scientific nomenclature with the work of Bastian [28]. Literally, kinesthesia is the “sensation of movement” that relies on sensations arising from
joints, muscles, and tendons, as well as vestibular sensations. Kinesthesia is another
term that is often used interchangeably with proprioception, but with a greater emphasis
on motion. More recently, the term kinesthesia is broadly defined to include the perception of force as well [29]. However, kinesthetic and cutaneous sensory systems cannot
be considered completely independent. For instance, receptors in the skin and joints
can play an important role in gathering information about changes in limb position and
movement. In particular, such inputs seem to be relevant for kinesthesia in the hand.
Johansson et al. demonstrated the role of cutaneous feedback in kinesthesia at the proximal interphalangeal joint [30]. Indeed, it was shown that both joint and/or cutaneous
anesthesia affect the ability to detect the movements of the fingers and feel their position
[31, 32]. Contrarily, for more proximal joints, such as the knee, receptors in the joint or
the skin do not importantly contribute to the sensory inflow, but they have only a minor
influence on perceived joint angles [33]. In the next pages, we present technologies that
exploit kinesthesia and cutaneous perception allowing humans to interact with virtual or
remote environments.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 1.3: From grounded to wearable haptics. (a) Grounded haptic devices, (b) exoskeletons, and (c) wearable interfaces.

1.2.3 Haptic interfaces: from desktop to wearable
Haptic technology deals with the fusion of touch and force and enables users to interact with remote environments. Since the early ’90s, there have been numerous studies
and advancement in haptic interfaces. Examples of commercial haptic interfaces are
the Phantom (3D Systems, SC, USA) and the Omega (Force Dimension, CH). These
interfaces mainly provide kinesthetic feedback to the users (see Sec. 1.2.2). Such devices, Fig. 1.3a, are desktop robots, i.e., “grounded”, able to accurately generate a wide
range of forces. Although they guarantee a realistic interaction with virtual objects, they
are far from being portable, and their bulky form-factor makes them not suitable for
multi-contact interactions. Moreover high accuracy implies high cost, that consequently
results in low reliability for low-cost devices. Wearable haptic interface are still not
commercially available, but the market is expected to be valued at USD 19.55 Billion by
2022 [34].
We can consider the route towards the wearability as depicted in Fig. 1.3. The first
step, aimed at improving the form factor and wearability of haptic interfaces is the development of “body grounded” devices, such as exoskeletons. Troncossi et al. [35]
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designed a backdrivable five-finger hand exoskeleton (see Fig. 1.3b). It had a payload of
30 N for grasping force (flexion) and 10 N per finger for the resistant force in extension
movements. The exoskeleton was placed on the dorsal side of the hand without affecting
grasping actions. Chiri et al. developed HANDEXOS, a novel wearable multi-phalange
device for post-stroke rehabilitation [36]. It consists of five independent modules, one
for each human finger, that fit on the dorsal side of the user’s phalanges. Each module
has 3 active DoF and 3 force sensors on the palmar side of the finger in order to monitor
the interaction forces. Similar to grounded haptic devices, exoskeletons are typically
able to sense the position of the fingers and to display both kinesthetic and cutaneous
force feedback. However, their kinesthetic feedback is limited to the body-grounded
base and if they are attached only to the hand, the arm cannot perceive any force cue, in
contrast to what happens for grounded haptic interfaces. Another drawback, that must
be considered when designing body-grounded haptic interfaces, is that two forces are
always applied to the user: the force simulating the interaction and an undesired reaction force that counterbalances the first one. In grounded haptics the interaction force is
counterbalanced by the ground and thus not felt by the user. In general, to overcome this
issue the reaction force, i.e., the undesired one, is distributed over a large surface, thus
making it less perceivable than the interaction force [37].
A second step involves the idea of moving the base of the interface as close as possible to the application point of the force simulating the interaction. As sketched in
Fig. 1.3c the exoskeleton base is moved from the wrist to the nail part of the finger and
the interaction force is applied at the fingerpulp. This is absolutely essential to simplify
the mechanical design of the wearable haptic system and improve its wearability. It is obvious that wearble haptic devices, like the one of Fig. 1.3c, developed within the tracking
project described in Sect. 2.1, can display only cutaneous force. However, diminishing
the force feedback provided to solely cutaneous should not be seen as a problem, but
as an opportunity. In fact, when used in guidance, cutaneous devices can provide force
feedback in a safe way. The simplified form factor has a positive impact for the compatibility with tracking systems based on vision and inertial sensors. Moreover, reduced
hardware complexity influences the market price allowing a broader diffusion.

1.2.4 Wearable haptic devices
Several types of cutaneous haptic devices have been developed over the past several
years, they spread from pressure-based to vibration and indentation feedback. Here we
provide a brief overview of those devices using tactile technologies that inspired us to
developed the ones presented in the next Chapters.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 1.4: Three thimble cutaneous devices designed with different mechanical characteristics (a) 3-DoFs device a mobile platform driven by three cables via DC-motors; three force sensors attached to the mobile
platform are used a closed-loop force control developed by Prattichizzo et al. [40]. (b) Wearable fabric-based
display for multi-cue delivery. Two DC-motors move the soft belt, developed by Bianchi et al. [42]. (c) 3-DoF
device capable of displaying interaction forces by skin stretch. Three rigid links are controlled using three
servo motors, developed by Leonardis et al. [43].

Pressure-based devices About 10 years ago Minamizawa et al. [38] laid the foundation developing a wearable cutaneous devices having the features described in the previous Section. The device is able to reproduce weight sensation of a virtual object. It consists of a pair of motors and a belt; when the motors spin in the same direction, the belt
applies a tangential force to the skin, whereas when the motors rotate in opposite directions a vertical force is generated on the user’s fingerpulp. A step forward in the research
of wearable haptic devices was presented by Pacchierotti et al. in [39]. They presented
an innovative wearable device that can be worn on the proximal phalanx, and is able to
display normal and shear force. The trump card of this approach is that the device leaves
the fingertip uncover and free to interact with the surrounding environment. The missing
feature of this device is the capability of reproducing surface exploration. A partial solution came from Prattichizzo et al. [40]. They developed a wearable 3-DoFs consisting
of two platforms: one is located on the dorsal part of the finger which supports three
micro DC motors and the other one is in contact with the finger pad (see Fig. 1.4a). The
motors, by controlling the length of three cables, move the platform towards the user’s
fingertip and re-angle it to simulate contacts with arbitrarily oriented surfaces. Three
force-sensing resistors near the platform vertices measure the fingertip contact force for
closed-loop control. Pacchierotti et al. [41] presented an improved version of the same
device equipped with position encoders and only one sensor, that was able to achieve
higher accuracy. With such technology any shape can be displayed to the user. A further
advancement in the wearability was developed within the works presented in this thesis,
and it is fully detailed in Sect. 2.1.5.
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A different approach has been used by Bianchi et al. [42] who presented a wearable fabric-based tactile display for multi-cue delivery (see Fig. 1.4b). Multiple levels
of stiffness can be reproduced by modulating the stretching state of a fabric through two
DC motors. An additional vertical degree of freedom is implemented through a lifting
mechanism, which can be used to convey a sensation of softness to the user’s finger pad.
Gleeson et al. [44] fabricated a 2-DoF fingertip-mounted cutaneous device to render tangential skin displacement at the fingertip using a 7 mm hemispherical tactor. Its two radio
controlled servo motors and compliant flexure stage can move the tactor along any path
in the plane of the finger pad. This device is capable of rendering 1 mm of displacement
at arbitrary orientations within a plane, with a rate of 5 mm/s. Its direction cues have
been used for human mobile navigation in an unknown space [45]. Leonardis et al. [43]
developed a wearable 3-DoF device with compact dimensions and light weight, capable
of displaying both contact no-contact transitions and interaction forces by skin stretch
(see Fig. 1.4c). The asymmetric rigid parallel kinematics reduces the mechanical interference with the other fingers allowing a multi-contact manipulation of virtual/remote
objects. Pacchierotti et al. [46] presented a 3-DoF cutaneous device for remote tactile
interaction. The revised design and the addition of springs with respect to the one presented in [40] make it possible to provide the sensation of breaking and making contact
with remote objects. Although all these devices enhanced the rendering of virtual/remote
objects, in spite of the way cutaneous feedback was provided, most of them have been
utilized in frameworks with interactions as a single point force, rather than spatially
distributed sensations [30, 47]. On the one hand, such a simplified approach makes it
possible to reduce the number of input parameters, actuators, force sensing systems, and,
thus, the size and the weight of the device. On the other hand, together with the devices
form factor, the range of stimuli provided is drastically simplified with respect to the sensations experienced during a real tactile interaction. Although satisfying results can be
achieved this way in practical implementations, a very accurate delivery of the desired
force on the user’s fingertip cannot be guaranteed.
Vibration-based devices In addition to the aforementioned devices, there is also a
growing interest in vibrotactile cutaneous feedback. An entire section in Chapter 3 is
dedicate to this technology. Although pressure-based devices achieve good performance
in rendering the sensations of touching a remote object, most of them limit the mobility
of the hand and its interactions with the environment. Moreover, they are developed
mainly for the hands; different body parts (legs and arms for instance) require other
technologies for display cutaneous sensations. In several studies wearable vibrotactile
devices have been placed on different parts of the body and used as a means of commu-
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nication. Aggravi et al. [48] employed vibrotactile bracelets to guide older adults with
a minimal impact on their freedom of motion. The authors took into account the effects
of aging on the sense of touch while designing the haptic bracelet. Cosgun et al. [49]
placed vibrating motors on a wearable belt and carried out a preliminary evaluation study
of vibration patterns that can provide navigation assistance for visually impaired people
in cluttered indoor environments. They defined two main classes of vibration patterns
depending on the type of intended human motion: directional and rotational. Jones
et al. [50] designed a wireless tactile display that consists of 4 × 4 array of vibrating motors that is mounted on a waist band and stimulates the skin across the lower back. The
device performance was evaluated with eight different vibrotactile patterns that could be
identified by the subjects with almost perfect accuracy. An experiment confirmed that
the tactile display can be used as a navigation aid outdoors and that the vibrotactile patterns presented can be interpreted as directional or instructional cues. A similar device,
the ActiveBelt, was proposed by Tsukada and Yasumura [51]. In this case the haptic belt
was integrated with a directional sensor and a Global Positioning System (GPS), and employed as an intuitive navigation system. We do not analyze further these strategies since
part of the next Section and Chapter 3 focus on exploiting vibrational stimuli for human
guidance. A part from the use for navigation purposes, vibrotactile feedback has gained
popularity in recent developments of devices for therapeutic applications. Alahakone
and Senanayake [52] proposed a real-time biofeedback system to improve postural control and stability in clinical populations. Hung et al. [53] examined the effect of real-time
corrective vibrotactile feedback for training bilateral reaching motions for stroke rehabilitation in the absence of therapist supervision. They evaluated a bilateral upper-limb
motor learning system, including a wireless wearable sleeve-armband device for providing vibrotactile feedback, on hemiparetic stroke survivors and able-bodied people. The
results indicated the potential efficacy of vibrotactile cues for unsupervised motor learning in both the healthy and the stroke populations. Wall [54] exploited a 6-DoF motion
sensor (3 linear accelerometers and 3 gyroscopes) to estimate trunk tilt. An array of 48
tactors, that rings the torso, feeds back this tilt information, magnitude, and direction to
the subject. Results show that vibrotactile feedback about body inclination can be used
to help control body motion under a variety of conditions and tasks. Vibrotactile feedback is useful also for rendering specific properties of remote/virtual objects. Kyung
et al. [55] designed a haptic mouse able to provide texture signals, such as patterns,
gratings, and roughness. A small planar-distributed pin array was embedded into a commercial computer mouse to highlight the ease of integration of the developed interface
with existing systems. Romano et al. [56] presented a new method for creating detailed
haptic texture models from data recorded during natural users interactions with textured
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(a)

(b)

Figure 1.5: Two example of haptic bracelet. (a) Vibrotactile bracelet for navigation purposes developed by
UNISI (Italy). (b) Vibrotactile bracelet for navigation purposes developed by DLR (Germany).

surfaces. An accelerometer and a force sensor mounted on a customized stylus record
vibrations and the applied normal force while exploring a surface. A computer then generates synthetic texture signals in real time, and small voice-coil actuators mounted on
the stylus render resulting vibrations to the user’s hand. More recently, Asano et al. [57]
developed a wearable display system that modifies the perceived roughness of textured
surfaces. This device, that mainly consists of a voice coil actuator, stimulates the activity
levels of tactile mechanoreceptors in order to increase and decreases the roughness felt
by the user.
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1.3 Human navigation using haptics
The aforementioned haptic technologies are the pillars for an effective human guidance.
In what follows we describe how to use them for human guidance, presenting the two
methods before going into details with the dedicated Chapters.
Guide a human limbs exploiting haptic stimuli Previously, we showed how haptic
devices enable users to explore environments and feel the generated force. The environment can be virtual, in which case the interaction forces are computed by means of a
model, or real, when the haptic interface is used to teleoperate a slave robot, and the
interaction forces can either be estimated or obtained via a load cell, and then returned
to the user. Virtual environments are widely used in haptics for training and guidance
purposes, as it has been pointed out in [58] and [59]. This work shows that haptic feedback is important in skill acquisition during imaged-guided surgical simulation training.
In more recent years, the use of active constraints, or virtual fixtures, was introduced to
assist users in their task, both in virtual reality as in teleoperation scenarios. Active constraints are virtual forces that can be used to prevent unwanted motions (forbidden region
virtual constraints), or guide the user towards a certain goal. They have been used by
themselves (without force return from the environment), like in [60], where a user teleoperates a robot to perform live-line maintenance, and the active constraint keeps him
close to a circular path, or in [61] where force fields prevent the user from approaching
obstacles in teleoperation. Another example can be found in [62], where virtual fixtures
are designed to recreate force interaction at a catheter tip when it approaches a target
area. Active constraints can be used as the only source of haptic feedback, but they are
frequently implemented on top of the force feedback made available by the environment.
Human guidance can thus declined in supporting the execution of delicate tasks with
virtual constraints to avoid collisions with not allowed zones, by means of haptic feedback. Abbott et al. [63] proposed the concept of guidance virtual fixtures for assisting
the user in moving the robot manipulator along desired paths or surfaces, and forbidden
regions of the workspace. On this line, Nakao et al. in [64] developed an haptic navigation system for supporting master-slave robotic surgery. In their approach, untouchable
regions around target tissue are highlighted by producing force feedback through master
manipulator. These sensations are transmitteted to the surgeon with the aim of avoiding collision. An additional example of using haptic interface was presented in [65] in
which the authors investigated the use of haptic hints for training. The problem of providing these haptic cues in a wearable and portable way is still an open research field.
With this dissertation we intend to present our contribution on addressing the problem
of rendering cutaneous feedback, while the user is navigating through space. We focus
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on solutions to render the forces in a werarable way and tracking the hand at the same
time in Sect. 2.1.
Guide a human toward a goal by means haptic cues Regarding the capability of
haptic interface on guiding human towards a goal, various techniques have been developed. Pielot et al. in [66] developed an interesting method to guide users in eyes-free
pedestrian navigation using haptic feedback generated by a mobile phone. The system,
called “Tactile Compass”, estimates direction and distance of the goal, with respect to
the user current position. Another example of wearable tactile navigation system is the
one presented in [67]. Here authors proposed a 3D-Printed handleable device delivering a sliding sensation. The sliding curved handrail sensation informs the user of a
change in direction. More recently, Spiers et al. proposed in [68] a device for pedestrian navigation guidance: an articulated cube rotating its upper half to suggest direction.
Experimental tests demonstrated the usability of this device showing that about eighty
percent of participant were successfully guided through a goal. A direct consequence
of guidance strategies for human is the exploitation for visually impaired users. In [69]
the authors propose an haptic system capable of displaying cues to help blind pedestrian
to escape from dangerous area. Galatas et al. in [70] presented a prototype named "eyeDog", which helps visually impaired people with autonomous vision-based navigation
and laser-based obstacle detection features. It is composed of a mobile platform, a laptop
for the computation, a laser and a camera. The system was tested in multiple scenarios
evaluating the usability in real world scenario. Regarding pure haptics methodologies,
different body parts were considered for displaying directional hints. Belt positioning
were studied in [71], they presented a tactile display consisting of tactors located around
the user’s waist for displaying directions in the horizontal plane. In 2011, Boll designed
a car navigation system that provides turn-by-turn instructions using a vibro-tactile waist
belt aims to avoid the cognitive load that most car navigation systems place on drivers. A
wearable belt developed in [72] has the capability to facilitate navigation in older person.
Through a series of four, small, vibrating motors adjusted to the cardinal positions of
front, back, right, and left, the belt provides the wearer with vibrotactile signals indicating the direction and distance to their destination. Similar work have been presented in
[73] and [74], just to name a few. For the sake of briefness, we only mention these works
without entering in further details. Regarding the upper part of the body, Etran et al. in
[75] opened the field of haptic guidance with a wearable system based on directional
cues generated by a vest. An array of 4-by-4 vibro-motors delivering haptic navigational
signal to the user’s back. Authors implemented 5 different signals, 4 to navigate the
users forward, backward, left and right, and an addition to start and stop the navigation.
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Since the last Chapter of this thesis presents a novel policy to guide human exploiting
directional cues using haptic bracelets, we add here a couple of line introducing the
state of the art before going into details of the novelties proposed in Chapter 3 For what
concerns the arm, the "GentleGuide" system was proposed by Bosman et al. [76], their
system consists in two vibrating bracelets to suggest direction to the users. Scheggi
et al. in [77] presented an assistive system to guide a blind in an unknown environment
by means of two haptic elastic bands worn as bracelet and a remote volunteer. Exploiting
the same technology, Aggravi proposed in [78] a haptic guidance policy to steer the user
along predefined paths, whereas in [79] authors described a method for navigate human
in human-robot teams.

Chapter 2

Wearable Tracking Technologies
Observe all men, thyself most.
Benjamin Franklin

In this chapter we present an innovative sensing system based on inertial and magnetic sensors for hand tracking. It can be combined with cutaneous devices for the
rendering of the force feedback, thus producing a wearable sensing/actuation system.
The proposed method does not suffer from occlusion problems, it is wearable and cost
effective however, since the employed sensors use the magnetometer to compensate the
drift, they are sensitive to variations in the magnetic field. This property makes it challenging to interface the sensing glove with wearable devices since their motors generate
variations in the magnetic line field. Preliminary experiments showed the effectiveness
of using inertial and magnetic sensors for hand tracking. Then, we report an extension of
the proposed glove capable of estimating fingertip contact force in grasping deformable
objects. The system estimates the configuration of the hand and the deformation of the
object at each contact with the fingertips of the human hand. The force exerted by each
fingertip is obtained by multiplying the stiffness matrix of the object and the vector of
object local deformation in the contact point. We conclude the chapter reporting two
more possible uses of the developed tracking system: the former is a wearable interface
for controlling lightweight robotic arm, the other one is the development of a wearable
input interface which allows interactions through fingers tapping.
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2.1 Wearable interface for hand tracking
The human hand represents a complex fascinating system with highly sensitive sensory
capabilities and dexterous grasping and manipulation functionalities. As a consequence,
estimating the hand pose and at the same time having the capability to provide haptic
feedback in a wearable way may benefit limbs guidance in areas such as rehabilitation,
human-robot interaction, gaming, and many more. Even if the existing solutions allow
to accurately measure the hand configuration and provide effective force feedback to
the user, they have limited wearability/portability. In this Section, we present the wearable sensing/actuation system GESTO (Glove for Enhanced Sensing and TOuching) and
its development steps. It is based on inertial and magnetic sensors for hand tracking,
coupled with cutaneous devices for the force feedback rendering. Unlike vision-based
tracking systems, the sensing glove does not suffer from occlusion problems and lighting conditions. We properly designed the cutaneous devices in order to reduce possible
interferences with the magnetic sensors and we performed an experimental validation on
ten healthy subjects. In order to measure the estimation accuracy of GESTO, we used a
high precision optical tracker. A comparison between using the glove with and without
the haptic devices shows that the presence of them does not induce a statistically significant increase in the estimation error. Experimental results revealed the effectiveness of
the proposed approach. The accuracy of our system, 3.32 degrees mean estimation error
in the worst case, is comparable with the human ability of discriminating finger joint
angle.

2.1.1 Motivation
Capturing, analyzing, and interacting with the human body, and in particular with the
human hands, is fundamental in several guidance scenario such as teleoperation [46],
robotic surgery [80], and human-robot interaction [81]. In these contexts, wearability
represents a key point since it improves the way humans interact with each others and
the surrounding environment. Wearable devices have the advantages of being portable
and well integrated into people habits, with the aim of providing valuable information
to the users. The idea is that technology will increasingly become a more consistent
part of our daily life as it will be part of our clothing and sometimes even part of our
bodies [82]. As we mentioned in the introduction (see Sect. 1.1.2), there is an increasing
interest in developing new solutions to accurately track the human body and provide the
users with realistic force feedback. However, most of the existing solutions are not completely wearable or portable. They usually rely on grounded devices and/or structured
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Figure 2.1: GESTO (Glove for Enhanced Sensing and TOuching) in a gaming scenario. It is made by 11
MARG boards (blue) for sensing, and 5 wearable haptic devices (red) for force rendering. It allows to estimate
the joints values and rotation of the human hand with respect to a global reference frame. Also, it can provide
cutaneous haptic feedback to the user while interacting with virtual/remote environments. A modular solution
is adopted in order to easily connect a different number of cutaneous devices as well as allowing to separately
use the sensing and the actuation components.

environments. In the introduction we presented an overview of tracking system, without
focusing on a specific application; in this chapter we deal with the problem of tracking
the human hand. In this respect, several techniques have been developed such as optical
trackers, exoskeletons, camera-based systems, and fabric-integrated sensors. Accurate
optical tracking systems such as Vicon and Optitrack could be configured to estimate
the human hand posture with high precision and accuracy. The main drawback of these
approaches is the fact that these frameworks need a structured environment. Exoskeletons allow to accurately estimate the fingers pose thanks to their rigid structure and high
quality sensors [83, 84]. Disadvantages result in cost and weight.
Although the aforementioned solutions provide very precise motion estimation, they
are neither wearable/portable, nor usable in unstructured or outdoor scenarios. Towards
the concept of portability, camera-based tracking algorithms became a widespread solution due to improvements in computer vision techniques and progressive growth in
computers computational capabilities. In [13] and [85] the authors developed a hand
tracker which employed a commercial RGB-D camera to extract the position, orientation, and configuration of the human hand. Commercial devices, like the Leap Motion,
allow to simultaneously estimate the full hand configurations of both hands. However,
as we introduced in the previous Chapter, camera-based solutions have some limitations:
RGB-D cameras might not work properly in an outdoor environment due to the infrared
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interference, and occlusions of the fingers may cause a poor estimation of the hand pose.
A viable solution consists in using fabric-integrated devices, e.g., datagloves based
on piezoresistive, fiberoptic, magnetic, and Hall-effect sensors [86]. In [87] the authors
developed a piezoresistive glove to measure the fingers flexion. An improved version,
which included also abduction measurements, was presented in [88]. A wireless lowcost glove based on flexible resistive sensors was presented by Borghetti et al. [89]. This
system was characterized by a low power consumption with a weekly battery lifetime.
Recently, Bianchi et al. [90] built a prototype of a glove equipped with goniometers,
which was capable of reconstructing the whole hand posture (with the exception of
the palm’s orientation) in grasping tasks. Despite the results, goniometer technology
presents some limitations related to the high number of electrical connections per joint,
which may reduce the wearability of the system. Different from camera-based trackers,
data gloves require the users to wear additional equipment (such as gloves), which may
prevent the users to have a natural interaction with the environment.
Another way to estimate the pose of the human body is to use Micro Electro Mechanical Systems (MEMS) technology, in particular MARG sensor. Focusing on hands,
a MARG tracking glove using 2-axis accelerometers was developed in [91]. The authors, by means of six sensors placed on the fingers, made a whole-hand input device
exploiting the 26 postures of the american sign language alphabet. A similar device, using triaxial accelerometers, was developed by Kim et al. [92]. This device was used as
a wearable mouse by allowing three fingers to operate as the left, middle, and right buttons. A sensing glove composed of inertial and magnetic sensors was proposed in [93].
For each finger, the authors used two pairs of triaxial gyroscope/accelerometer placed
on the proximal and intermediate phalanges, and a triaxial magnetometer placed on the
fingertip. The sensors were connected to multiple micro-controllers in order to achieve
an accurate estimation. The proposed data glove used one sensors board for each phalanx, three MEMS sensors boards for the palm, and additional hardware to collect and
process the data.
By considering all the aforementioned tracking methodologies, we focused on MEMS
technology to estimate the hand pose. This choice fitted the requirements of designing
a wearable low cost sensing system capable of working in unstructured environments
with varying lighting conditions. Moreover, since the goal is to provide also haptic feedback exploiting cutaneous devices, a glove instrumented with MARG sensors represents
a good solution in terms of hardware integration, user customization, and tracking capability.
For what concerns the haptic feedback we consider the methodologies presented in
the Introduction, focusing on haptic devices designed to be portable and wearable by
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using vibrations and motor-driven platforms (see Sect. 1.3). Vibrotactile stimuli are
usually generated by DC motors with eccentric masses, which can be easily integrated
in devices like suits, bracelets, shoes, gloves, etc. [94, 77, 95]. Although vibrotactile
stimuli have been successfully used to guide the human motion [96, 97, 78], they can
only provide multi-frequency patterns, with a limited force feedback rendering capability. Motor-driven platforms devices use DC motors [40] or servomotors [98] to tilt a
mobile platform and render 3-D forces on the finger pads. The idea behind these devices
originates from the observation that stimuli received by the user, while interacting with
an object, consist also of a cutaneous sensation perceived by mechanoreceptors in the
skin. Previous researches demonstrated the potential of these interfaces in recognizing
the local properties of objects, such as shape and edges [40]. Due to their reduced size,
these devices can be integrated with an RGB-D tracker or with a Leap Motion controller
in order to provide haptic feedback in virtual reality interaction [99, 100].
Accordingly with the motivation discussed previusly, we use wearable cutaneous devices which provide force feedback via motor-driven platforms to guide the subjet using
cutaneous stimuli. Even if vibrotactile motors represent a more wearable solution, cablespring driven devices can generate a more realistic feeling of touch. To make the haptic
interfaces more wearable, comfortable, and compatible with the proposed tracking glove,
we design an improved custom version of the devices presented in [98] and [100].
Our contribution consists in presenting GESTO (Glove for Enhanced Sensing and
TOuching) based on MARG sensors for hand tracking and cutaneous devices for force
feedback (Fig. 2.1). The sensing glove can estimate the joints values of the hand as well
as its rotation with respect to a global reference frame. To the best of our knowledge,
this represents one of the first attempts to combine a sensing glove based on inertial
and magnetic sensors with haptic tactile devices. A possible disadvantage of combining
magnetometer and motor-driven devices consists in having permanent magnet inside the
devices that might affect the performance of the magnetic sensors. To overcome this limitation, we design the glove in order to take advantage of the biomechanical constraints
of the human hand [101, 102]. Different from existing solutions, the proposed system is
wearable, portable and it can be used in indoor/outdoor unstructured environments. This
work started from previous results presented in [103] compared to which we provided a
new and improved prototype of the sensing glove, a new haptic device, a more extended
theory, and a more comprehensive experimental validation.
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Figure 2.2: GESTO (Glove for Enhanced Sensing and TOuching) is composed of 11 MARG sensors (blue):
1 sensor for the palm and 2 sensors for each of the remaining fingers. 5 wearable haptic devices (red) provide
force feedback to the user.

2.1.2 Design of the sensing glove
The cutaneous devices considered in this work are assumed to be rigidly attached to
the distal phalanges of the fingers as the ones developed in [40]. Thus, we designed
a sensing glove made by 11 MARG sensors (1 sensor for the palm and 2 sensors for
each finger) and we exploited the biomechanical constraints. For the sake of simplicity
and without loss of generality, we use a simplified 20-DoFs kinematic hand structure.
We consider fingers with four DoFs : two in the metacarpophalangeal (MCP) joint, one
in the proximal interphalangeal (PIP) and one in the distal interphalangeal (DIP). For
the thumb we modeled two DoFs in the trapeziometacarpal (TM), one in the metacarpophalangeal (MC) joint, an one in the interphalangeal (IP) joint. For all the fingers,
we placed the sensors on the intermediate and proximal phalanges and we exploited the
relation between the upper finger joints,
θDIP ≃ 0.88 θP IP

(2.1)

θIP ≃ 0.77 θMCP .

(2.2)

and
More details about the hand model and biomechanical constraints exploited in this
thesis are reported in Appendix B.
Each MARG board contains a triaxial accelerometer/gyroscope (InvenSense MPU6050)
and a triaxial magnetometer (Honeywell HMC5883L). Ten sensors boards are placed on
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the dorsal surface of the fingers and one on the back of the palm (Fig. 2.2). The last
phalanx of each finger is left uncovered to not affect the user’s tactile perception. The
sensing glove uses an Arduino Nano with an ATmega328 microcontroller. Arduino collects the raw data from the MARG boards, and sends them through an 115200 bps serial
connection to an external computer in charge of all the mathematical computations.
The update rate of the system is 50 Hz. In particular, the accelerometer sample rate is
1 kHz, the gyroscope can provide an 8 kHz output data rate, whereas the magnetometer
can achieve a maximum rate of 160 Hz in single measurement mode and 75 Hz in continuous measurement mode. The glove is designed by considering the 50th percentile of
European men and women, age 20-50 [104]. This is a very common approach in objects
design and ergonomics. The housing of the sensors is designed in order to fit the finger
and narrow the possible movements of the electronic board as the hand/fingers move.

2.1.3 Calibration of the sensing glove
The entire system needs a calibration procedure to work correctly. It consists in two
parts: (i) a calibration of each MARG sensor, (ii) a calibration of the hand model and
tracking algorithm. The MARG calibration method is reported in Appendix A. The
tracking algorithm requires an initial setup, which consists of three steps. In the first
step, the user is asked to displace the hand in a known a-priori position, i.e., the user
places the hand in a flat surface. In this phase, each MARG sensor collects 200 samples
to estimate the gyroscope bias. In the second step, for each hand joint we compute
the offset quaternion combining the joint estimations and the known posture. In the
last step, similarly to [3], we use the a-priori knowledge of the hand kinematic chain
to estimate the length of the links. The user is asked to touch in turn the fingertip of
the thumb with the fingertip of the other fingers (index, middle, ring and pinky) and
moving them without applying forces to the finger pads, to not violate the constraint in
Eq. (2.1). Since the distance between the fingertip is zero, we can take advantage of
the kinematic chain to improve the estimation of the length of the bones. Starting from
an initial value (taken from anthropometric measurements), we perform an optimization
algorithm to refine the estimation. The a-priori lengths of the fingers are used as a
starting point to initialize the optimization problem that minimizes the distance between
the two fingertips. We validate this procedure with synthetic data. This is a common
approach in the relevant literature when accurate measurements are hard to obtain [13].
We performed 30 trials and for each trial we generate hand configurations with pseudorandom lengths of the phalanges and joints values (an admissible range of values is
considered). Joints values are corrupted with zero mean Gaussian noise with a standard
deviation of 3 deg, simulating the estimation error of the MARG sensors (see Sect. 2.1.7).
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Figure 2.3: Coordinate frames and quaternion that express the orientation used for the MARG tracking system.
In green is reported the orientation of the intermediate phalanx referred to the proximal phalanx P qI , and the
orientation of the proximal phalanx with respect to the palm 0 qP . phalanx W qI , proximal phalanx W qP ,
and palm W q0 with respect to the world frame ΣW .

The optimization procedure estimates the length of the phalanges with an error less then
5% of the real bone length.

2.1.4 Hand tracking algorithm
In the following paragraph, we report the joint estimation for a generic finger, since the
same approach applies to all fingers. Let W q0 (t), W qP (t), W qI (t) be the quaternions
that express the orientation, with respect to the global reference frame ΣW , of the frames
associated to the palm, to the proximal phalanx, and to the intermediate phalanx, respectively (see Fig. 2.3). Let 0 q̂P be the offset quaternions between the proximal phalanx and
the palm, and P q̂I the offset quaternion between the intermediate phalanx and the proximal one, both estimated during the aforementioned calibration phase. The orientation
of the proximal phalanx referred to the palm can be computed as
0

qP (t) = 0 qW (t) ⊗ W qP (t),

where 0 qW (t) is the conjugate quaternion of W q0 (t). Then, the quaternion which describes the rotation of the proximal phalanx with respect to the initial configuration results
qP (t) = P q̂0 ⊗ 0 qP (t).
(2.3)
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Figure 2.4: The wearable cutaneous device is composed of two platforms (a): one placed on the nail side of
the finger and one in contact with the finger pad. One small servomotor controls the length of three cables in
order to display the desired force to the user. The rendered 3-D model of the device from three different points
of view is reported in (b).

The quaternion qP (t) is converted into Euler angles representation and used to compute
the flexion/extension and abduction/adduction values of the MCP joint. In the same
way, the orientation of the intermediate phalanx with respect to the proximal phalanx is
estimated
P
qI (t) = P qW (t) ⊗ W qI (t)
and consequently,
qI (t) = I q̂P ⊗ P qW (t) ⊗ W qI (t).

(2.4)

Then, the Euler angles conversion is used to compute the value of the PIP joint.
Finally, the value of the DIP joint is obtained from the estimated values of the PIP joint,
exploiting (2.1). For the orientation estimation of each MARG sensor with respect to the
global world frame ΣW , we use the algorithm proposed in [105] since it achieves the
lowest estimation error (see Sect. 2.1.7) and it has only one parameter to be set (see
Appendix A).

2.1.5 Design of the wearable haptic devices
Contextually with the tracking glove, we developed the cutaneous devices for cutaneous
feedback. Cutaneous devices received an increasing interest in the last years, due to the
possibility to provide haptic feedback in a wearable way, and thus contribute in bringing
haptic technologies to everyday life applications. Minamizawa et al. [106] found that
the deformation of the finger pads due to the interaction with an object can generate a
reliable sensation even when perceptions on the wrist and arm are absent. This implies
that a simple device for reproducing the virtual object can be realized by recreating the
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finger pad deformation. Based on these observations Pacchierotti et al. [80] presented
a 3-DoFs wearable cutaneous haptic device able to provide cutaneous stimuli at the
finger pad. The device was made of a body that contained three servomotors (placed on
the fingernail) and a mobile platform that applied the required forces. To have a more
compact, wearable, and suitable solution for the tracking systems, Scheggi et al. [100]
developed a smaller 1-Dof device for the force feedback rendering. The device was
composed of two platforms: one placed on the nail side of the finger and one in contact
with the finger pad. Three cables and three springs connected the two parts, while one
small servomotor controlled the length of the cables. The idea was to move the platform
towards or away from the finger pad, to display a force at the user’s fingertip.
In this study, we improve the design presented in [100]. We changed shape and
weight (reduced to 12.6 g) of the cutaneous device to optimize its use with the sensing
glove. The size of the device is minimized and the motor (Hitec HS5035-HD Digital
Ultra Nano) is moved from the back of the device to the front, positioning it horizontally
in order to remove the magnetic disturbance affecting the MARG sensors (Fig. 2.4).

2.1.6 Haptic feedback
At the equilibrium static condition, the force induced by the finger pad is balanced with
the forces generated by the three cables. For each cable the resultant force can be expressed as the sum of two components. The first one is the force generated by the servomotor, and its module depends on the motor torque. The second one is the resistance
given by the three springs, and the module depends on the springs stiffness. This force
is expressed with respect to the center of the platform and results

τ
− 3ks |d − d0 | ,
Ff =
r

where τ is the motor torque (max 0.078 Nm for the servomotor used), r = 0.0055 m is
the pulley radius, ks = 300 N/m is the springs stiffness, d is the current cable length,
and d0 is the nominal spring length (d0 = 0.015 m). Therefore, to generate the desired
force we start from an initial position in which: (i) the fingertip is not stimulated by
the device, and (ii) the platform is in contact without producing skin deformation. This
position is reached using a preliminary manual calibration. The use of a force sensor
on the platform would make this procedure automatic, but it would also add extra wires,
thus increasing the complexity of the device to wear. Since the finger pad is compliant,
the displacement of the platform produces a deformation of the finger pulp that leads to
a contact stress distribution. Thus, a relationship between the position of the platform
and the exerted force can be evaluated.
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In order to describe this relationship, let us recall some of the mathematical and numerical models for the human fingertip which have been proposed in the literature. In
[107] a study on structural model of the fingertip was presented. The paper took into account both the material in-homogeneity and geometry. The authors studied whether the
proposed fingertip model could predict the force-displacement and the area responses of
relative force during interaction with a flat, rigid surface, like our platform. Moreover,
they evaluated if the stresses and strains predicted by this model were consistent with the
tactile sensation. In [108] the authors presented a 2-D continuum fingertip model. The
finger was approximated by an homogeneous, isotropic and in-compressible elastic material. The undeformed fingertip was modeled as an axial symmetric ellipsoidal elastic
membrane, filled with a in-compressible fluid with an internal pressure. The authors considered a 2-D model and an external load was applied to the finger through a flat surface.
The model predicted a pulp force/displacement relationship which could be represented
as a non linear hardening spring, i.e., whose stiffness increased with the applied load.
In [109], Wu et al. described a 2-D finite element model of the fingertip. The skin was
modeled as an hyper-elastic and viscoelastic membrane, and the subcutaneous layer was
considered as a biphase material. Thus, fingertip deformation and applied force could
be related by an impedance model, which was non-linear and depends on the fingertip
specific characteristics (e.g., the subject age).
Because of the simplicity of the 1-DoF devices used in this work, we consider a
simplified model of the fingertip, i.e., a linear relationship between resultant normal force
and platform displacement. The isotropic elastic behavior of the finger pad with stiffness
Kf = 0.5 N/m considered here is in accordance with the work of Park et al. [110]. In
other terms, we assume that the platform displacement is proportional to the desired
force Fp to be applied to finger pad by the mobile platform,
∆p = Kf−1 Fp ,
where ∆p is the displacement of the platform with respect to its initial position,i.e., when
the platform is in contact with the finger pad without producing any skin deformation.
Because of the design of the device, and the possible maximum displacement of the
platform, the maximum force that can be provided to the human’s finger pad is about
5.2 N. A similar open-loop control of wearable cutaneous devices was used in [111] and
[40] for 3-DoF cases.

2.1.7 Experimental validation
In this section we report the experimental validation of the proposed system. The total
weight of the glove is 160.5 g, including the Lycra-glove (72 g), 5 devices (12.6 g each),
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Figure 2.5: Comparison among the four different estimation algorithms. The MARG sensor was freely moved
and rotated. An accurate optical tracking system was used to compute the ground truth measurements. For
each algorithm we report the mean and standard deviation of the error in orientation estimation expressed as
roll, pitch and yaw angle.

and cables (25.5 g). A preliminary experiment was conducted to test the performance of
four attitude estimation algorithms. Additional experiments were performed to prove the
robustness, dynamic performance, precision, and compatibility of the proposed sensing
glove with the wearable haptic devices.
2.1.7.1 Experimental comparison of the attitude estimation algorithms
We implemented and tested four different algorithms for the orientation estimation of
MARG sensors:
i Gauss-Newton method (GN) combined with a complementary filter [105];
ii Nonlinear Complementary Filter (NCF) suggested by Mahoney [112];
iii Gradient descent algorithm coupled with a complementary filter (GDC), proposed
by Madgwick [113];
iv Gauss-Newton method with Extended Kalman Filter (GNK) in a quaternion version
[114].
In order to compare the algorithms, we used an accurate optical tracking system,
whose output was considered as ground truth reference. A Vicon tracking system consisting of 8 cameras was used to provide reference measurements of the MARG sensor
orientation. The sensor was placed on a flat platform together with six passive optical
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Algorithm

Roll (deg.)

Pitch (deg.)

Yaw (deg.)

GN

2.70 ± 1.83

1.42 ± 1.13

2.47 ± 1.68

NCF

2.68 ± 1.76

1.43 ± 1.13

2.58 ± 1.72

GDC

2.71 ± 1.94

1.58 ± 1.23

2.63 ± 3.24

GNK

2.84 ± 2.46

2.08 ± 2.03

3.24 ± 3.25

Table 2.1: Mean and standard deviation of the attitude estimation error for the four considered algorithms.

markers. An initial calibration procedure was performed in order to align the reference
frame of the sensor with the one of the Vicon.
We freely moved and rotated the platform, 10 trials were performed. Each trial was
90 seconds.
A comparative error analysis among the four algorithms is reported in Table 2.1 and
Fig. 2.5. In Fig. 2.7 we report the ground truth values of a typical trial. The estimated
quaternions are transformed in Euler angles only for the sake of clarity. In the proposed
system, we used the algorithm presented in [105] since it achieved the lowest estimation
error, and it had only one parameter to be set.
2.1.7.2 Experimental validation of the sensing glove
Here, we report the results concerning the validation of the hand posture estimated by
the proposed sensing glove. We firstly validate the glove without the wearable haptic devices, then we discuss the results of the test conducted wearing the devices. Finally, we
compare these results using the statistical analysis in order to demonstrate the robustness
of the proposed system. Ten healthy subjects were involved in the first experiment (age
range 24-47, 8 males and 2 females, all right-handed). None of the participants reported
any deficiencies in the perception abilities (including vision, hearing, touch and proprioception). Participants signed informed consent forms, all of them were informed about
the purpose of the experiment, were able to discontinue participation at any time and no
payment was provided for the participation. Each user was asked to wear the glove and
freely move his/her right hand for 90 seconds without any training session. Two trials
were performed for each subject.
We recorded the users’ hand configuration both using our sensing glove and the
Vicon tracking system. On each MARG we placed four passive markers and processed
at the same time the orientation computed by the optical tracking system and by the
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Figure 2.6: Joint orientation estimation for the index finger, representative user.

inertial and magnetic sensors. For each subject we computed the values of the fingers’
joints both with the MARG boards and the optical tracker A representative joint angle
values estimation is shown in Fig. 2.6.
Table 2.2 summarizes the first experimental results. The table reports the average
error and the 95% confidence interval for all the considered joints of the hand among the
different trials of the users. The mean of the estimation error is less than 3.30 degrees
for all the considered joints, thus the accuracy of the system is close to the human ability
in discrimination of finger joint-angle [115].
Then, to evaluate the compatibility of the proposed glove with the wearable haptic
devices we performed the same experimental procedure wearing the haptic interfaces.
Ten healthy subjects (age range 24-47, all males and right-handed) were involved in this
test. None of the participants reported any deficiencies in the perception abilities (including vision, hearing, touch, and proprioception). The participants signed informed
consent forms. All of them were informed about the purpose of the experiment, were
able to discontinue participation at any time, and no payment was provided for the participation. Each user was asked to wear the full system (glove and five haptic devices)
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Figure 2.7: Experiment 1. The MARG sensor was positioned onto a flat platform together with six passive
optical markers. We kept the platform steady for 30 seconds, then we freely moved and rotated it for 30
seconds, and finally we kept it steady for further 30 seconds. A representative trial is depicted; only the
orientation estimated by the optical tracker is reported.

and move his/her right hand for 90 seconds. Two trials without any training session were
performed for each user. No specific task or gesture was suggested. The motors received
a sinusoidal input signal to continuously move up and down the platform and generate
a variable magnetic field and soft iron disturbance. Table 2.3 reports the average error
and the 95% confidence interval for the PIP joint values for each finger, and MCP for
the thumb. It reports also the estimated values for the MCP joint for index, middle,
ring, pinky, and (TM for the thumb). This experiment reveals that the interference effect
generated by the motors is negligible for the joint values estimation.
To prove and validate these results we perform a statistical analysis on the data, analyzing the error in the orientation estimation (dependent variable) under the two different
conditions, the glove coupled or not with the devices. We exploit the paired sample ttest to determine whether the mean difference between paired observations is statistically
significant. We process the data recorded in the two experimental sessions.
Firstly, we validate the hypothesis that the presence of the devices is negligible for
the estimation of the MCP joints orientation. We take into account the worst case,
i.e., the pinky. Indeed, since it has the shortest link compared to the other fingers, the
distance between the MARG sensor and the device is the smallest one. Collected data
passed the Shapiro-Wilk normality test (p = 0.662) and a comparison of the means
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among the error was carried out. The presence of the haptic interfaces does not elicit
a statistically significant increase in error compared to the estimation without them
(t(19) = 0.876, p = 0.410).
Once the relationship between the haptic devices and the sensors placed on the proximal phalanx is investigated, we focus our attention on the sensors boards placed close
to the motors. Three statistical analyses for this scope are performed. In the former, we
analyze the error among all the PIP joints, in the second we carry out the test only for the
PIP joint of the pinky, whereas in the latter we focus our attention on the intermediate
phalanx of the ring. The first analysis is used to determine whether there is a statistically significant mean difference between using the glove with and without the haptic
devices. The assumption of normality was not violated, as assessed by Shapiro-Wilk’s
test (p = 0.714). The test reveal that wearing the haptics interfaces does not induce
a statistically significant increase in estimation error (t(99) = 1.452, p = 0.154). In
the second and third analysis, we investigate whether the presence of the device worn
on the pinky produces a statistically significant mean increase in error estimation for
Confidence
Digit

Joint

Error (deg.)

Interval 95%
(deg.)

Thumb

Index

Middle

Ring

Pinky

TM (F/E)

3.20

[3.08 3.32]

TM (A/A)

2.87

[2.76 2.98]

MCP

3.72

[3.57 3.86]

MCP (F/E)

3.62

[3.49 3.75]

MCP (A/A)

3.27

[3.16 3.38]

PIP

3.16

[2.98 3.34]

MCP (F/E)

2.73

[2.60 2.86]

MCP (A/A)

2.68

[2.57 2.77]

PIP

2.66

[2.56 2.76]

MCP (F/E)

2.98

[2.85 3.11]

MCP (A/A)

3.20

[3.09 3.32]

PIP

3.04

[2.89 3.19]

MCP (F/E)

2.72

[2.60 2.83]

MCP (A/A)

2.97

[2.86 3.08]

PIP

3.16

[3.02 3.30]

Table 2.2: Mean and 95% confidence interval of the joint estimation error without haptic devices. The data are
computed among ten users; each user performed two trials.
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Confidence
Digit

Joint

Error (deg.)

Interval 95%
(deg.)

Thumb

Index

Middle

Ring

Pinky

TM (F/E)

4.68

[4.43 4.91]

TM (A/A)

4.64

[4.45 4.83]

MCP

3.11

[2.98 3.24]

MCP (F/E)

3.21

[3.07 3.36]

MCP (A/A)

2.89

[2.76 3.02]

PIP

3.26

[3.10 3.42]

MCP (F/E)

2.28

[2.14 2.41]

MCP (A/A)

2.84

[2.69 2.98]

PIP

2.15

[2.02 2.28]

MCP (F/E)

3.23

[3.10 3.36]

MCP (A/A)

2.41

[2.31 2.50]

PIP

4.73

[4.58 4.88]

MCP (F/E)

3.47

[3.32 3.62]

MCP (A/A)

2.50

[2.64 2.37]

PIP

4.93

[4.74 5.10]

Table 2.3: Mean and 95% confidence interval of the joint estimation error when the wearable haptic devices
are used. The data are computed among ten users; each user performed two trials.

the boards placed on the second phalanx of the ring and of the pinky. Because of
the shortest bones of the pinky, these sensors are the closest to the device, compared
to all the other possible motor-sensor distances. Results of a paired sample t-test reveal that the mean difference was statistically significant only for the pinky PIP estimation (t(19) = 2.642, p = 0.033), whereas we can reject this hypothesis for the ring
(t(19) = 2.022, p = 0.083).

2.1.8 Conclusions
Estimating the human hand pose and, at the same time, having the capability to provide
haptic feedback in a wearable way is a challenging task. In this chapter we presented a
possible solution which relies on MARG sensors for the pose estimation, and cutaneous
haptic devices for the force feedback. The proposed device can estimate the joints values of the hand as well as the hand rotation with respect to a global reference frame. It
is designed to limit possible disturbances that may arise between the magnetometers of
the MARG sensors and the servomotors of the haptic interfaces. A modular solution is
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considered to connect an arbitrary number of cutaneous devices as well as allowing to
separately use the sensing and the actuation components. The experimental validation
conducted on ten healthy subjects revealed that the 95% confidence interval for the orientation estimation error is 3.06 ± 0.12 degrees among all the hand joints without the
devices and 3.32 ± 0.15 degrees with the devices. These experiments demonstrate the
possibility to sense and provide force feedback to the human hand in a wearable and
portable way. In the next Section we present the capability of a glove based on the same
technology of estimating force grasping a deformable object.
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2.2 Wearable interface for fingertip force estimation
In the previous Section we addressed the problem of tracking the hand in a wearable
way, the following step in the journey towards the human limbs guidance deals with the
problem of force estimation. Here, we present a novel method to estimate the fingertip
contact forces in grasping deformable objects with known shape and stiffness matrix.
The proposed approach exploits the same hardware described in the previous chapter,
i.e. a sensing glove instrumented with inertial and magnetic sensors (see Sect. 2.1).
Data obtained from the accelerometers and gyroscopes, placed on the distal phalanges, are used to determine the hand posture and the event when the fingers establish
contacts with the object. In addition, the sensing glove is used to estimate the deformation of the object at each contact with the fingerpulps. The force exerted by each
fingertip is computed multiplying the stiffness matrix of the object and the vector of
object local deformation in the contact point. Extensive simulations were performed in
order to evaluate the robustness of the proposed approach to noisy measurements, and
uncertainties in human hand model. Experimental validations with a virtual object were
performed. A high precision grounded haptic device was used to simulate the virtual
object and accurately measure the forces exerted by the users during the interaction.

2.2.1 Motivation
Contact forces determine the quality of a grasp in object manipulation for human and
robotic hands. The knowledge of the fingertip contact forces in grasping and manipulating an object can be useful in a variety of research areas such as: human guidance
[116], anatomical study [117], brain researches [118], rehabilitation [119], haptic rendering [120, 121], human action learning [122], and sensorimotor control [123]. Recently,
results in force evaluation using a sensing glove made by pressure sensors have been
presented in [124], where the authors show a flexible and stretchable fabric-based tactile
data glove to measure the hand configuration and contact forces. In [123] the authors
presented a combination of marker-based vision tracking technique and force/torque sensor for fingertip contact force measurement. Researchers have been trying to solve this
problem exploiting different tecqniques. Mascaro et al. [125] exploited changes in fingernail coloration to estimate finger forces using miniature LEDs and photo detectors. A
similar study was performed by only using external cameras [126]. Electromyography
(EMG) signals of forearm muscles were used to estimate fingers forces in [127]. However, EMG signals provide a rough estimation of the total force exerted by all the fingers.
In [128] the authors used markers on the fingers and force sensors below the finger pads
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Figure 2.8: Inertial and magnetic sensors can be used to estimate fingertip contact forces in grasping deformable objects.

to estimate the position and contacts. However, force sensors below the finger pads may
limit the perception of the contact with the object thus reducing the grasping and manipulation abilities. A method based on RGB-D cmaeras to estimate the interaction forces
during the manipulation of an object with known physical parameters was proposed in
[129]. However, vision based approaches still suffer from occlusion and need external
and non wearable equipment (see Sect. 1.1.2 for further details). Results are more accurate in force measurement using multi-axes force/torque sensors to measure the contact
forces, examples are the approches presented in [130] and in [123]). However, heavy
equipment and metal parts surrounding the finger pads cause significantly decreasing in
cutaneous perception. Moreover, multi-axes force/torque sensors still need a tracking
system to estimate the hand pose and contact points.
In this Section we propose a new, and still preliminary, technique for fingertip contact force estimation in grasping deformable objects. The method uses MARG sensors
to estimate the fingertip contact forces. The proposed system is wearable and allows unlimited workspace. We considered negligible rolling and skidding of the fingertips over
the object, negligible finger pad deformation compared to the object deformation (hard
finger model). We assumed that the stiffness matrix of the object does not change with
its deformation. To estimate joint angles and fingers orientation, we used a simplified
version of the sensing glove presented in the previous chapter. Then, by considering the
kinematic model of the hand (see Appendix B), the pose of each fingertip is estimated
with respect to the palm (cfr. Sect. 2.1.4). The main idea is that accelerometer and gyroscope are sensitive to impact and we can use their information to detect the contact
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events. In fact, when a fingertip touches an object, it is subject to a change in the acceleration (and angular velocity), so we can detect the contact time analyzing the data of
accelerometer and gyroscope (Fig. 2.9). Once a contact event is detected, the position of
the corresponding fingertip is considered as the contact frame origin on the object. The
axes of the contact frame are defined as follows: two axes are tangent to the object surface and third one (normal axis) points inside the object. For a deformable object with
known stiffness matrix, neglecting the change in stiffness matrix due to local deformation, the applied force of each fingertip during the contact is obtained by multiplying the
stiffness matrix and the fingertip position vector w.r.t. the contact frame. Error sources
in this method are: hand model errors (including the length of phalanges, and configuration of the hand), MARG measurement errors (including bias and noise), delay in
contact event detection, and object stiffness matrix error. The palm configuration error,
i.e., error in the placement of MCP and TM joints, and the phalanges length can cause
error in both magnitude and direction of the forces. Thus, an accurate model of the hand
improves the accuracy of the estimated forces. Errors in the orientation measurement of
each MARG are the most important error sources of this approach. Therefore, an appropriate calibration of the MARG sensors is performed in order to have a better estimation
of forces. The calibration procedure is detailed in Appendix A. Delays in contact event
detection can also be a reason for error in the direction and amplitude of the estimated
forces. It can be reduced by increasing the sampling rate of the sensors. Finally, errors
in estimating the object stiffness matrix cause error in the estimation of the fingertip
contact forces.
A simulation study was performed to evaluate the robustness of the proposed approach and to understand how the error sources affect the results of the proposed algorithm. Preliminary experiment with virtual objects were conducted to validate the
proposed approach. An Omega.3 haptic device was used to provide the user with the
contact forces with the object and accurately measure the forces exerted by the user
during the interaction.

2.2.2 Hand pose estimation
In this Section we briefly describe the design of the MARG sensing glove, without detailing the algorithms used to estimate the hand pose since it has been already presented and
more details are in Appendix A. The proposed glove is based on the design discussed
in Sect. 2.1.2. In this preliminary study we instrumented only the thumb and the index
finger. The prototype, depicted in Fig. 2.8, is made by seven MARG sensors: one on
the palm, three on the thumb, and three on the index finger. The hand model is the same
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2.9: Inertial and magnetic sensors used to estimate fingertip contact forces in grasping deformable foam
brick: sequence of (a) approaching, (b) contact, and (c) squeezing in grasping.

exploited in the previous chapter, and described in Appendix B. The raw data of all the
sensors are transmitted to an external PC through serial communication at 115200 bps.
All the pre-processing and calculations are performed by the external PC.

2.2.3 Contact force estimation
The idea behind our system is to use GESTO( see Sect. 2.1) to estimate the hand pose
and simultaneously compute contact forces by detecting if and which finger enters in
contact with the object. As a finger comes in contact with the object, the algorithm
updates the contact frames, positions, and forces vectors. The hand model is the same
used in the previous work and detailed in Appendix B.
The hand kinematic parameters li = [li,1 , li,2 , li,3 ] ∈ R3 for i = 1, ..., 5 represent
the length of metacarpal, proximal and distal phalanges of the thumb, and proximal,
middle, and distal phalanges for index, middle, ring, and pinky fingers, respectively
(thumb is indicated by i = 1, and pinky is indicated by i = 5). Let the hand configuration parameters R0,i ∈ SO(3), and di ∈ R3 be the rotation matrix and the
translation vector of the TM (for the thumb) and MCP (for index, middle, ring, and
pinky fingers) w.r.t. the palm (Carpus), respectively (see Fig. 2.10). We indicate with
θi (t) = [θi,1 (t), θi,2 (t), θi,3 (t), θi,4 (t)] ∈ R4 the vector of the joint angles of each finger,
where θi,1 (t) shows the adduction/abduction movement, and θi,2 (t), θi,3 (t), and θi,4 (t)
show the flextion-extension movements of TM, MCP, and IP for the thumb, and MCP,
PIP, and DIP for the other fingers, respectively. The pose of each finger pads is shown by
pair (Ri (t), pi (t)), where Ri (t) ∈ SO(3) is the rotation matrix of the finger pad w.r.t.
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Figure 2.10: Hand kinematic parameters: length of the phalanges (li ), displacement (d2 ) and rotation (R0,2 )
of the MCP of the index finger w.r.t. the reference frame of the palm.

the palm, and pi (t) = [pxi (t), pyi (t), pzi (t)]⊤ ∈ R3 is the position vector of the finger pad
w.r.t. the palm. The pose of each finger pad can be obtained from the simple kinematic
chain of the finger.
In order to detect the contact events, the algorithm monitors the data from the accelerometers and gyroscopes placed on the distal phalanges. Once the norm of the acceleration and angular velocity variation of a distal phalanx are above certain thresholds a
contact is detected. Let us define the contact event signal αi (t) ∈ {0, 1}, i = 1, ..., 5 for
each finger as follows:
(
1
if kai k > ath && ∆kgi k > gth
αi (t) =
0
otherwise
where kai k, and kgi k are the norm of acceleration and angular rate for the distal phalanges of each finger, and ath ∈ R+ , and gth ∈ R+ are the thresholds. These values might depend on the motion profile of the finger and on the stiffness of the object.
Thus, we need to find them experimentally. Let tc,i ∈ R+ be the time instant in which
αi (t) = 1, we define a new contact frame Ci = hOi , xi , yi , zi i where Oi is the origin of
the contact frame, whose distance from the palm is equal to pi (tc,i ), two of its axes (yi
and zi ) are tangent to the surface of the object, and xi is the normal component of the
coordinate frame pointing inside the object. Let Ri (tc,i ) be the rotation matrix of such
coordinate frame w.r.t. palm. The position of each fingertip w.r.t. the new contact frame
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pc,i (t) = [pxc,i (t), pyc,i (t), pzc,i (t)]⊤ ∈ R3 can be obtained by:
pc,i (t) = R⊤
i (tc,i )(pi (t) − pi (tc,i ))
For an object with known stiffness matrix Ko ∈ R3×3 the force applied by each
finger to the object in the contact frame is:
(
Ko pc,i (t)
if pxc,i (t) > 0
λi (t) =
0
otherwise
where λi (t) = [λxi (t), λyi (t), λzi (t)]⊤ ∈ R3 is the force vector in the contact frame Ci
and pxc,i (t) is the normal component of pc,i (t).
An accurate hand kinematic and configuration parameters (li , R0,i , and di ) improve
the accuracy of the force estimation using MARG sensors. Furthermore, an appropriate
calibration procedure reduces bias and noise, and decreases the force estimation error.
Moreover, using a high sampling rate for the sensors results in a lower delay in contact
event detection, and improves the accuracy of the proposed approach. A precise model of
the stiffness matrix of the manipulated object leads to a better estimation of the fingertip
contact forces.

2.2.4 Simulation results
In order to evaluate the robustness of the proposed approach, and to investigate the effects of various error sources, simulation studies were performed. We simulated the bone
and joint structures of an anthropomorphic hand. A MARG is considered for the palm
and all phalanges. The data provided by the MARG sensors (orientation w.r.t. global
frame) are used to reproduce the hand articulation pose. Contact event signals for each
fingertip are simulated, so at the contact event time instances, the signal is logically high,
and in all other moments it is logically low (similar to the real system). Simulations were
performed with a sampling time of 1 ms.
The simulation scenario is as follows. The object is a sphere with 80 mm diameter,
and stiffness matrix Ko = diag[1000, 1000, 1000] (N/m), initially located at [50, −30, −70]
mm w.r.t. palm. In the first five seconds the palm is fixed and the fingers approaching
the object in a synergistic manner, each finger establishes a contact in different times
(t ∈ [0 5)) while grasping the object; then, in following five seconds (t ∈ [5 10)) the
fingers keep the contacts and the palm starts to rotate around its y-axis with a constant
velocity up to 60 deg. In the next five seconds (t ∈ [10 15)) the palm goes back to its
initial orientation while the fingers do not move. In the last five seconds (t ∈ [15 20))
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Figure 2.11: Simulation results of hand tracking and fingertip contact force estimation in object manipulation
for thumb and index finger: (a),(b) joint angles; (c),(d) fingertip positions w.r.t. palm; (e),(f) fingertip position
w.r.t. contact frames and contact event signal; (g),(h) estimated fingertip contact forces.

the palm is steady while the fingers are releasing the object in a synergistic manner.
Fig. 2.11 shows a typical result of the algorithm including: joint angles θi (t), fingertip
positions w.r.t. the palm pi (t), fingertip position w.r.t. contact frames pc,i (t), contact
event signals αi (t), and estimated force vectors w.r.t. contact frames λi (t) for the thumb
and index fingers. For the results presented in Fig. 2.11 the nominal values of the hand
parameters and the palm configuration along with their real values are presented in Table
2.4 and a realistic set of values is considered for the different source of errors as shown
in Table 2.5.
The joint angles reconstruction is independent from link lengths li , di , and bias error
of the MARGs and, as it can be seen from Fig. 2.11, it is less affected than the other
variables. In Fig. 2.11e-h it is evident that once each contact event signal is triggered,
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hand parameters

nominal values

l1 (mm)

[40, 30, 28]

[40.29, 27.40, 21.60]

l2 (mm)

[37, 24, 23]

[35.95, 24.96, 27.96]

d1 (mm)

[20, 0, 0]

d2 (mm)

[18.12, 67.61, 0]

real values

[13.55, 0, 0]
[18.04, 67.34, 0]

R0,1

I3

I3

R0,2

I3

I3

Table 2.4: Hand parameters and palm configuration values.
Error source
Delay in contact detection (ms)

values
30

Error in link lengths li (mm)

N (0, 5)

Error in hand configuration parameter di (mm)

N (0, 5)

Bias of MARGs’ orientation for each angle (deg)
Noise of MARGs’ orientation for each angle (deg)
Stiffness matrix (N/m)

N (0, 2)
N (0, 0.5)
0

Table 2.5: Numerical values of the error sources used for simulation.

the corresponding contact frame is created and as far as the normal component of the
fingertip position w.r.t. contact frame is positive, the force is estimated. As soon as
the normal component of any fingertip position w.r.t. its corresponding contact frame
becomes negative (the finger pad goes off the object) the force becomes zero.
The accuracy of the estimated forces depends on the precision of the hand model
and on the accuracy of the MARGs measurements. We use the relative and absolute
error criteria to evaluate the accuracy of different estimated signals. The relative error
is defined as efr (k) = kf g (k) − f (k)k/kf g (k)k, while the absolute error is efa (k) =
kf(k)−f g (k)k where f (k) and f g (k) are the estimated and ground truth vector signals,
e.g., position and force, at the sampling time k, and k·k is the Euclidean norm. The accuracy of the estimated forces presented in Figs. 2.11g-h for thumb is different from index
λ(1)
λ(2)
finger, in fact er = 20.56%, while er = 4.95% for the same level of measurement
noise. The motivation is that the error of hand parameters and palm configuration of
thumb is higher than index finger (see Table 2.4).
In order to investigate the effect of measurement noise (assuming no bias error of the
MARGs, delay in contact event detection, and error in stiffness matrix) we considered
a Gaussian noise for MARGs measurement error with zero mean and five different stan-
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σ (deg)
Figure 2.12: Average and standard deviation of norm of contact force estimation error of all fingertips for
different standard deviation σ of MARGs measurement noise.

dard deviation (σ = [0, 0.5, 1, 1.5, 2] deg). The simulation was performed 35 times
for each different level of noise. Fig. 2.12 shows the average and standard deviation of
eλ
a , during the simulation time for all the trials, in which λ is the concatenated vector
containing all the estimated force vectors. As it can be seen the average and standard
deviation of eλ
a increase linearly with the standard deviation of MARGs measurement
error.

2.2.5 Experimental validation
In order to validate the proposed approach, a set of experiments have been performed.
Subjects wore the glove equipped with inertial and magnetic sensors on the palm, index
and thumb finger. Their index finger was fixed on the handle of an Omega.3 haptic device
using an ad-hoc 3D printed handle. The task was to touch, push, and release a virtual
deformable object (Fig. 2.13). The virtual object was a sphere with 80 mm diameter with
stiffness matrix Ko = diag{100, 100, 100} (N/m) and it was positioned at [-30, 170, 80]mm w.r.t. palm. The gravity compensation of the haptic device was activated. For
the present prototype of the system we used a sampling time of 50 ms. Data acquisition,
visualization, and haptic rendering are all performed in Simulink® environment via C++
level 2 S-Functions (system-functions).
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Figure 2.13: Experimental setup: the subject wears the glove and manipulates a virtual object using index
finger. The ground truth data is provided by the haptic device.

A representative result of the experiments is depicted in Fig. 2.14. The hand parameters and palm configuration values of the subject (l2 , d2 , and R0,2 ) are reported in
Table 2.4. Fig. 2.14a shows the joint angles of the index finger, Fig. 2.14b shows the
position of the index fingertip w.r.t. palm obtained by the haptic device and the glove,
Fig. 2.14c illustrates the position of index fingertip w.r.t. contact frames, and Fig. 2.14d
shows the estimated forces by the haptic device and the glove. The estimated contact
forces by the haptic interface are computed w.r.t. the palm and for the sake of comparison have been reported in the contact frames (see Fig. 2.14d). The contact event signal
is depicted in all plots in order to clarify the state of the system during the contact event
time instances.
For the results presented in Fig. 2.14d the average of eλa is 1.04 N, its maximum
is 6.38 N, and the average of relative error eλr is 17.81%. For the results presented in
Fig. 2.14b, the average of epa is 23 mm with the maximum of 81 mm, and the relative
error epr in percentage is 4.17%. The experimental results, summarized in Table 2.6,
show an acceptable performance of the proposed approach.
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Figure 2.14: Experimental results of hand tracking and fingertip contact force estimation in manipulating a
virtual object with index finger, and comparison with ground truth data of the haptic device: (a) joint angles;
(b) fingertip positions w.r.t. palm; (c) fingertip position w.r.t. contact frames; (d) estimated fingertip contact
forces. The contact event signal is depicted in all plots in order to clarify the state of the system during the
contact event time instances.

Error

position (p)

force (λ)

avg(ea )

23 mm

1.04 N

max(ea )

81 mm

6.38 N

avg(er )

4.17%

17.81%

Table 2.6: Error criteria for position and force estimation in the experimental validation
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2.2.6 Conclusion
In this Section, we presented a new method to estimate the fingertip contact forces using
a customized version of GESTO. No force sensor was used. Contact event detection is
performed by monitoring the data from the accelerometers and gyroscopes placed on the
distal phalanges of the hand. The kinematic model of the hand is used to estimate the
fingertips’ positions. For a deformable object with known stiffness matrix, the estimated
force is obtained by multiplying the position of the fingertips in the contact frames and
stiffness matrix of the object.
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2.3 Wearable interface for controlling a robotic arm
Many common activities of daily living like open a door or fill a glass of water, which
most of us take for granted, could be an insuperable problem for people who have limited
mobility or physical impairments. For years the unique alternative to overcome this
limitation was asking for human help. Nowadays thanks to recent studies and technology
developments, having assistive devices to compensate the loss of mobility is becoming
a real opportunity. Off-the-shelf assistive robotic manipulators have the capability to
improve the life of people with motor impairments. Robotic lightweight arms represent
one of the most spread solutions, in particular some of them are designed specifically
to be mounted on wheelchairs to assist users in performing manipulation tasks. On
the other hand, usually their control interface relies on joystick and buttons, making
the use very challenging for people with limited motor abilities. In this Section, we
present a novel wearable control interface for users with limb mobility impairments. We
make use of muscles residual motion capabilities, captured through a Body-Machine
Interface (BMI) based on a combination of head tilt estimation and electromyography
signals. We exploited for this purpose a single module of GESTO system to estimate
the head orientation. The proposed BMI is completely wearable, wireless and does not
require frequent long calibrations. Preliminary experiments showed the effectiveness
of the proposed system for subjects with motor impairments, allowing them to easily
control a robotic arm for activities of daily living.

2.3.1 Motivation
According to the European Health and Social Integration Survey in 2012 over 49 million
people need assistance in their daily lives [131]. Assistive technologies like powered
wheelchairs, walkers, canes, and prosthetic devices have greatly enhanced the quality of
life for individuals with disabilities. Nevertheless, people with limited limbs usage have
difficulty in performing Activities of Daily Living (ADLs) such as picking up a bottle,
opening doors, filling a glass of water, etc. Interest and effort in this field have led to
design Wheelchair-Mounted Robotic Manipulators (WMRMs) to increase autonomy in
manipulating objects in ADL for people with upper extremity reduced mobility, like
persons with spinal cord injuries [132, 133]. Several robotic arms designed as WMRM
are commercially available. The Manus manipulator, produced by Exact Dynamics, is
a 6-DoFs system [134]. Kinova developed JACO and MICO lightweight robots ready
to be carried on a wheelchair to help people with limb impairments [135]. A common
drawback for this robot typologies is having more DoF than the dimensionality of their
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LED

Figure 2.15: The wearable control interface is made by a MARG board for tilt estimation, three EMG electrodes, and an acquisition board, based on a ATMega328 microcontroller. The system is capable of collecting
the values from the MARG board and from the electrodes and send them wireless to the robot controller. A
LED is used for provide the user with visual feedback.

control interface, thus resulting a hard usability for impaired users.
In the last years, solutions for developing fully or partially autonomous robot have
been studied [136, 83]. However, patients prefer to retain as much control as possible
when working with assistive devices [133]. For this reason, joysticks and gamepads
still represent the most widespread interfaces. They have the advantage of being easy
to use and integrate. Very often people with upper limbs impairments cannot move
their hands and arms with fine and precise gestures. Existing Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) modalities [133] as well as emerging Brain Computer Interfaces (BCI)
[137] and computer vision systems [138] have been shown to be suitable controllers for
WMRM systems. Prior investigations in HCI for people with upper extremity impaired
or quadriplegics resulted in several Body-Machine Interfaces (BMI) as speech and gesture recognition [139, 140], tongue movements [141], Electrooculography [142], and
Electromyography (EMG) [143]. Voice control interface is a common solution, but the
reliability of the speech recognition decreases with the increasing of the environmental
noise, so that becomes unreliable in crowded spaces, or noisy outdoor scenarios. An
alternative control method relies on gesture motion recognition and body tracking. As
already detailed in Sect. 1.1.2, several techniques have been developed to track the human body, such as optical trackers, exoskeletons, camera tracking algorithms, and fabricintegrated sensors. Pros and cons were already discussed for each of these technologies
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Figure 2.16: System architecture scheme. A cap, instrumented with a MARG board and three EMG electrodes,
is used to record and wireless transmit to a PC both the detected frontalis muscle contractions and the inertial
and magnetic values. Two Xbee Series 1 boards create a wireless serial link between the cap and the wheelchair
controller. The controller is based on an Intelr NUC pc in which are executed at the same time both the
minimization algorithm and the robot control main program. The Intelr NUC pc and the Kinova arm can be
mounted on a powered wheelchair.

and we do not deal with them in this section. Considering the aim of this Section, inertial
tracking system results probably the optimal solution, compared to the other available
possibilities.
In this Section, we present a novel Body Machine Interface to control an assistive
robotic arm. The proposed BMI extracts signals from body motions exploiting residual
movements available even in people with severe impairments. Our system employs a
MARG sensor for estimating the patient’s head orientation and EMG electrodes for detecting muscle contractions. The patient can thus drive the assistive robot tilting the head
and contracting the frontalis muscles. This choice fitted the requirements of designing
a low cost interface capable of working in unstructured environments with varying light
conditions, being portable and independent from grounded tracking hardware. Moreover, since the goal is to create a wearable system, an instrumented cap represents a
good deal between user customization, portability, and tracking capabilities. Pilot experimental results show the effectiveness of the proposed approach, allowing the patient to
grasp a bottle and fill a glass of water in about a minute and half.

2.3.2 The wearable interface
A patient oriented control interface should be easy to use and effective. Based on this
principle we built a system in which the user is both in control and assisted by the robot
during the manipulation tasks. The interface presented in this work aims at replacing
dedicated inputs to fully control a robotic arm. Typically joystick and buttons are used
to control assistive robots, but they are not suitable for patients with severe disabilities
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Figure 2.17: Cap reference frame. We decide to use only Roll and Pitch rotation since the Yaw rotation is not
desirable for people with impairments.

or upper limbs impairments. To overcome this functional limitation we replaced buttons
with frontalis muscle contraction, and the joystick with the head inclination.
A cap (see Fig. 2.15), instrumented with a single MARG board and three electrodes
(one channel bipolar EMG), is employed and used both as inputs for the tilt estimation and for the control mode selection. With the proposed system the user can switch
between different robot control modes contracting the frontalis muscle, and move the
gripper tilting the head. The algorithm for tilt estimation is detailed in the Appendix A,
whereas in Section 2.3.3 we explain the EMG signal detections. An ATMega328 microcontroller, included in the cap, is in charge of collecting the values from the MARG
board and from the EMG electrodes and send them through two Xbeer modules to the
wheelchair controller. The acquisition rate of the inertial and magnetic values is 100 Hz.
A Kinova MICO2 robotic arm is actuated using an Intelr NUC PC under C environment. The PC can be powered using the wheelchair battery and it is configured for a low
power consumption. Thanks to these features the MICO2 arm could be mounted to the
seat frame of a motorized wheelchair together with the controller. The architecture of
the proposed wearable interface is illustrated in Fig. 2.16.
Our system requires an initialization procedure composed of two steps. In the first
phase, the user is asked to keep the head steady for 3 seconds, during which 300 samples
from the board are collected to calibrate the system, after that the current orientation is
set as the initial one (see Appendix A for further details). In the second step, according
to the maximum voluntary contraction (MVC) technique [144], the user is asked to acti-
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vate two times the frontalis muscle for three seconds to adjust gain and thresholds for a
correct detection. A LED informs the user once the procedure is successfully completed.
Thenceforth the user can start to operate the robot, switching between four different control modes selectable with the muscle contractions as detailed in Table 2.7. The selection
is fed back to the operator with the LED, that flashes n times per second indicating the
selected control mode (e.g., 3 times per second for the wrist rotation modality). Once
the user has selected the desired control, he/she is able to move the robot tilting the head.
Cap inclination and selected mode are transformed in robot motions in accordance with
the following equation
vk =

(
αk Ψi , if |Ψi | > δk
0,

if |Ψi | ≤ δk

(2.5)

,

where Ψi are the Euler angles correspondent to the quaternion estimated using the algorithm detailed in Appendix A. Let i = {Roll, P itch} be the current axis, whereas
δk represents a threshold to avoid undesired motion due to the head tremor and αk is a
parameter that converts the estimated angle into a velocity reference.
The reference system and the rotations with respect to the initial orientation are
shown in Fig. 2.17.
The resulting speed vk along the k-axis depends on the selected modality k =
{x, y, z, θ, φ, ψ}. Being x−, y−, z− the axis w.r.t the robot base reference frame, and
θ, φ, ψ the robot wrist rotational axes. Preparatory experiments conducted with patients
suggested not to consider the Yaw angle, since it is not suitable for people with reduced
mobility. Moreover after some preliminary tests, we decided to use four different control
CAP TILT

Mode 1

Roll

Pitch

Translation
Left/Right

Translation
Forward/Backward
Translation
Up/Down
Wrist
Lateral orientation
Wrist
Vertical orientation

Mode 2
Mode 3
Mode 4

Wrist rotation
clockwise/counter-clockwise

Table 2.7: Modes description.
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modalities instead of three to improve the usability and system effortlessness. We experimentally observed that keeping separated end effector translations and wrist rotations
increases the learning effect and the familiarization with the system, thus reduces the
uncertainty in the user’s movement and consequently, the motion control. We defined a
high level control strategy based on a Finite State Machine (see Fig. 2.18) so that the user
can switch between different control modalities thanks to the frontalis muscle contractions (see Table 2.7). Furthermore, for the open and close fingers operation we decided
to use only the EMG signals to control the grasp, since we can not control the speed
of the fingers actuators. The event e3 , associated to the fingers activation, produces a
change in the end-effector state, i.e., from open to close position and vice-versa, keeping
the same control mode.

Figure 2.18: The proposed finite state machine for the motion control of the robotic manipulator. MODE 1 is
the starting state. Events e1 , e2 and e3 are generated by contracting the frontalis muscle, that correspond to
one, two, and three frontalis muscle contraction, respectively.
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Figure 2.19: Example of three activations (event e3 ) in a time window of 2.5 s seconds. (a) raw EMG signal.
(b) processed EMG signal after the operations of rectification, normalization and filtering (blue); threshold
(red).

2.3.3 EMG signal detection
Assistive devices aim at reproducing the natural motion of the human arm, and usually
can be controlled in three different ways: translation of the end effector along the three
axis of the space, wrist rotation, and fingers opening/closing. To swap between one
modality to another, we exploit the EMG interface substituting buttons and switches.
Following the approach described in [145] we focused on the acquisition of the EMG
signal generated when the user contracts the frontalis muscle. Thanks to the bilateral
representation in the brain cortex the frontalis muscle is always spare, also in case of
stroke, becoming a suitable candidate for substituting the aforementioned button func-
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Hole2
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Figure 2.20: Experimental setup. The user with his own wheelchair. He wears the hat and is able to control
the robotic arm tilting the head. For the sake of simplicity in the experimental phase the robot was fixed to a
table.

tions [146]. An EMG interface measures the electrical potential between a ground and
a signal electrode. Standard methods to measure EMG signals are either invasive, with
wire or needle electrodes, or non-invasive with surface electrodes. The former consists
of an electrode that is inserted into the muscle, whereas the latter consists in electrodes
placed on the skin surface over the subjects’ muscle. In the proposed approach we
used the second method, i.e., surface EMG. In particular we used non-gelled reusable
silver/silver-chloride surface electrodes. They present low noise interface and are recommended for biopotentials recording [147]. For acquiring the signals, we designed and
produced a custom acquisition board, fulfilling requirements on bandwidth, dynamic
range, and physiological principles. A typical EMG waveform is characterized by a
spectral content between 10 to 250 Hz with an amplitude up to 5 mV depending on the
particular muscle [148]. The microcontroller samples the EMG signal at 1 kHz to avoid
aliasing. The reference value of received EMG is normalized using the maximum voluntary contraction (MVC) technique [144]. Fig. 2.19 shows a representative raw EMG
signal and its filtered values. The trigger signal is obtained using a single-threshold value
defined as the 50% of the MVC, a level that was repeatable and sustainable for the subject without producing undue fatigue during the use of the interface. More in detail, to
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Figure 2.21: Results of the experimental validation, divided by scenario: we report mean time (±standard
deviation) to fill a glass of water and to complete the pick and place task for S1 and S2, respectively. Blue
bars represent data where users used the proposed interface (I), whereas green bars represent data where users
controlled the robot with the joystick (J).

prevent false activations due to glitches or to spontaneous spikes, a trigger is detected
only if the captured signal exceeds the threshold for at least 50 ms [149]. Moreover to
generate multiple-contractions event we set a time window of 2, 5 seconds starting from
the first threshold overtaking. Thus, events e1 , e2 , e3 correspond to one, two or three
muscle contractions in the same time window, respectively.

2.3.4 Experimental validation
In this section, we present the experimental evaluation performed to assess the feasibility
and functionality of our approach. We validated the proposed system in two different
scenarios. In the first scenario, users were asked to fill a glass with a bottle of water.
Here we tested the usability of the interface for ADL and its capacity in performing
tasks with multiple translations and wrist rotations. We define this scenario as S1. The
second scenario consists in a pick and place task. This choice was adopted to highlight
the capability of the system in performing fine rotations and translation. We refer to
this scenario as S2. Users repeated the experiments in two different modalities. In
the first modality (I), users wore the hat and controlled the robot with the proposed
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interface. In the second modality (J) users used 2 axis and 6 buttons joystick to control
the robot. The MICO2 robotic manipulator was mounted on a table, close to the left
side of the wheelchair to provide users with disabilities more capabilities to interact
and manipulate the objects in the environment. Ten subjects (age range 24-51, eight
males) were involved in the experimental evaluation, eight of them were healthy subjects
while one of the participants reported serious limited mobility both to the upper and
lower limbs, and another one had limited lower limbs mobility. The participants signed
informed consent forms. All of them were informed about the purpose of the experiment,
were able to discontinue participation at any time, and no payment was offered for the
participation. A familiarization period of 5 minutes for each modality was provided to
participants to acquaint them with the system. In the first scenario (S1), each user wore
the cap and performed the proposed task. A representative user wearing the system and
performing S1 is shown in Fig. 2.20a. In S2 users were asked to pick a peg from a
hole in the support base and place it inside another one with a different orientation (see
Fig. 2.20b). The peg is a 3D-printed parallelepiped with a 2 × 5 cm base and 20 cm
height. The size of the holes in the support base was 2.5 × 5.5 cm, while the board was
3.5 cm high. The final hole (hole2) was rotated of 20 degrees with respect to starting
hole (hole1) about the direction perpendicular to the punctured board surface.
In both scenarios, users tried the two modalities four times, an exception was made
for the upper limb impaired user that performed only the I modality. The J modality
was used as a gold metric for evaluating the functionality of our approach. The average
task completion times are summarized in Fig 2.21. Results show the effectiveness of the
proposed approach. An additional comparison metric can be found in [140], where the
authors evalueted their interface on a task similar to S1. In [140] the required system
Questionnaire factors

Mean (SD)

Usefulness

5.9 (0.3)

Ease of use

5.5 (0.5)

Ease of learning

5.6 (0.6)

Satisfaction

6.1 (0.3)

Mark ranges from “1 = strongly disagree” to “7 = strongly agree”.
Mean and standard deviation (Mean (SD)) are reported.
Table 2.8: Questionnaire factors and relative marks.
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is more than 200 seconds. At the end of the trials, an online survey based the Usability
and User Experience (USE) [150] in the form of a bipolar Likert-type was proposed to
the subjects. The USE questionnaire evaluates four dimensions of usability: usefulness,
ease of use, ease of learning, and satisfaction. Each dimension is assessed with a number
of items which subjects respond to with a seven-point scale (1 = strongly disagree, 7 =
strongly agree) for the overall system. Results are shown in Table 3.3.
From Table 3.3, we can assert that the subjects rated positively the system. In particular the satisfaction after the trials results very high. On the other hand, the easiness
of the interface use and learning is the weakest point. This is probably due to the limited familiarization time before the trials. The high variance is symptomatic of different
perceptions between the users depending on their motor abilities.

2.3.5 Conclusion
Results of the users evaluation and time comparison confirm the feasibility and greater
usability of the proposed system. The developed interfaces combines in a wearable way
a MEMS tilt estimation and an EMG signal detection to control a 6 DoF lightweight
arm. A cap, instrumented with a nine axis MARG (a single module of the glove presented in Sect. 2.1) and three EMG sensors, was used both to move and control the
opening/closing of the end-effector. Results of the user study showed that individuals
with severe motor impairments can operate assistive robotic manipulators using the proposed system interface. Moreover patients confirmed its ease of use and performances
comparable with a joystick based controller.
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2.4 Wearable interface for finger tapping
This Section presents a further wearable tracking interface developed as a branch of the
GESTO project (see Sect. 2.1). Hand in Air Tapping (HAT) is an innovative controller
which allows interactions through fingers tapping. It consists in a Bluetooth Low Energy
rings system enabling wireless communication with any compatible device. Each ring
is hardware-wise independent from the others. This allows full modularity, i.e., the
number of employed devices can be chosen to meet each application requirements. The
proposed system was evaluated in two user studies, both on text input: (i) users learning
curve in terms of writing speed; (ii) rate of text entry comparison between the proposed
interface and that of numpad style keyboards. We associated each keystroke to a set of
letters/symbols and compared two approaches: one based on T9 technique and the other
on multi-tap input method. Results show comparable performance between HAT and
numpad style keyboards. HAT keeps the hands free, not affecting hand movements and
human interactions with the surroundings. Moreover, as a general input technology, it
might have several potential applications in the field of computer-human interfaces.

2.4.1 Motivation
Keyboards and typing technologies have come a long way over the past couple centuries.
The first typing devices were designed and patented in the 1700s while the first manufactured came about in the 1870s. By definition, a typewriter is a small machine, either
electric or manual, with type keys that mark characters one at a time on a piece of paper.
Typewriters have totally changed their shape over the years, they have been updated in
terms of technology, efficiency, design and eventually the age of computers transformed
them in keyboards, but, essentially, people still have something with letters in front of
them. Although this idea, as simple as functional, has remained the same for many years,
it has limitations in terms of size, weight, and portability. The recent wide dissemination
of wearable interfaces may change the old habits, addressing these issues. World’s major
companies are highly sponsoring devices like the Apple Watch, the Google Moto 360,
and the Asus ZenWatch. They have the advantages of being portable and well integrated
into people habits, with the aim of providing valuable information to/from the users. The
idea is that technology will increasingly become more a consistent part of our life as it
will be part of our clothing and sometimes even part of our bodies. As we have discussed in Sect. 1.1.2, there has been an increasing interest in developing new solutions
to accurately track the body to enhance the human guidance in field such as human-robot
and human-computer interaction. Some examples of existing strategies were presented
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Figure 2.22: One of the applications of HAT is wirelessly entering text on a mobile phone.

in Sect. 1.1.2 and Sect. 2.1.1. According to eMarketer estimation nearly 39.5 million
US adults used wearables in 2015, and that number is only going to rise [151]. This is
especially true in the fitness world, where wearables look to dominate. A new concept of
fashion is born, that mixes advanced electronic technologies with common clothes and
accessories.
As interest grows, researchers explore new ways to interact with electronic devices,
such as smartphones and smartwatches. That brought to recently investigating hand
wearable input devices. “FingeRing” [152] was developed by attaching ring shaped sensors on each finger and allowing to input many commands or characters by finger-tip
typing action. Kim et al. [92] developed a system, based on inertial sensors, to operate
the hand as the left, middle, and right mouse buttons. In a similar manner, the device
can be used as a wearable keyboard, giving the user the ability of pointing and selecting
any character, event, or operating by his hand motion and finger clicking. In 2010, the
Peregrine Glove was launched to the North American PC gaming market. It consists of a
glove with 38 touch zones the user can customize to trigger any signal he wants and communicate with an application that is supposed to use a keyboard. Touching your fingers
can then be the way to communicate your intention. Zhang et al. [153] designed a ringshaped device to be worn on fingers. By finger clicking or sliding on any surface, a user
can interact with a remote display, just like using a touch-pad. Jing et al. [154] proposed
the Magic Ring, a light hands-free input device for the finger gestures recognition. It is
based on inertial sensors and can act as a remote controller for electrical appliances such
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as TVs, radios, and lamps. In 2014, a system named Airwriting aimed at translating what
you write in the air into editable text for phones, or tablets, was developed at Germany’s
Karlsruhe Institute of Technology [155]. It has onboard some wide spread technology
such as acceleration sensors and gyroscopes, together with a statistical model of the characteristic signal pattern for every alphabet letter. In 2015, Nirjon et al. [156] presented
TypingRing, a wearable system that enables the user to type as if an invisible standard
QWERTY keyboard is lying on a surface underneath his hand. A user study states that
TypingRing yields a reasonable typing speed (e.g., 33–50 characters per minute) and the
typing speed improves over time.
In recent years, mobile terminals such as smartphones have become widespread. According to this, we tend to use the information service at a glance and frequently to
accomplish several different tasks (e.g., checking e-mails, finding a route, texting, dialing a number). However, these hand-held mobile devices need to be taken out of a pocket
to be used. For example, most of the smartwatches available in the market are capable
of delivering data-driven notifications and timely updates to the user, but, because of the
tiny size of their screen, there is just not enough space for solid gesture commands. This
is why voice control is usually the primary input method for a smartwatch. Beside the
technological limitation due to the speech recognition, that is also drastically affected by
the noise of the surrounding environment, privacy issues arise using this kind of commands. Thus, at the very end, it is not that easy to interact with this type of devices
without using the smartphones as a means. Other technologies, such as the Peregrine
Glove and Airwriting, are glove-based input systems and come with all inconveniences
of covering the hand. Although the ring-shaped devices presented in [153, 154] have a
very low impact in terms of obstruction, they are unsuited for typing.
To some extent, most of these devices can be used to replace a keyboard, but they are
based on complex gestures that take time to master. Moreover, continuously performing
gestures in uncomfortable poses and with no support for the arm can strain the user.
In this regard, more recently, the Tap Strap (Tap Systems Inc., USA) came out. It has
a series of embedded sensors which monitor mechanical information of the hand and
fingers. This information is processed by a Micro Controller Unit in the Strap, which
decodes the raw data into finger tap combinations and transmits the resulting characters
or commands via a Bluetooth radio. The device must be put at the top of the fingers,
near knuckles and it involves all the five fingers. Although its very good design and its
ease of donning, the user interaction with the surrounding environment is significantly
constrained while wearing the device. On the other hand, TypingRing addresses the task
of typing without being obstructive, but it requires a surface, such as a table or wall, to
type on.
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Figure 2.23: Design of HAT.

By considering all the advantages and weaknesses of the aforementioned input technologies, we propose a new system based on rings with easy typing in mind: the Hand In
Air Tapping (HAT). When the thumb touches a ring a data packet is sent via Bluetooth to
a master device. The idea is pictorially represented in Fig. 2.22. We believe that devices
that collect information solely relying on accelerometers, no matter the quality of the filtering process, nor the quality of the artificial recognition algorithms, suffer from user’s
undesired actions, especially when the hand is involved. Our main aim is to provide an
unobstructive system reliable at any moment, regardless if you are sitting at your desk,
or walking in the street. In the era of portable technologies we cannot constrain the use
of a device to a very specific scenario only. Moreover, the number of misunderstood
actions must be minimized, possibly even fully eliminated, so as to avoid turning the
system from an useful tool into an annoying device.

2.4.2 HAT - Hand in Air Tapping system
We proceed now describing the whole system. Both the hardware component and software implementation are described in the next pages.
2.4.2.1 Hardware
A 3D printed ring-shaped housing, made of ABS material, guarantees high wearability
and embeds the electronic core of each device. As it is shown in Fig. 2.23, the input interface is firmly attached on the proximal phalanx of the finger by means of an adjustable
velcro strap. On it two conductive copper bands are sewn allowing 3 distinct types of
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contact detection: upper band, lower band and both bands simultaneously. This latter
modality is achieved software-wise by means of a timer set to 30 ms. HAT is managed
by a RFduino, a fingertip sized, Arduino compatible, wireless microcontroller (RFduino,
USA). The device embeds also a MARG unit, the same used in the previous Chapters
(see 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3). The algorithm detailed in Appendix A estimates the orientation
of each device, and thus enables wrist movements to control the keystroke input in combination with the touch actions. Therefore the number of available input activations for
each ring is doubled, and allows to cover the whole set of required inputs using few devices. Each ring is powered by a tiny (19x15x7.5 mm) 3.7 V 100 mAh LiPo battery, that
guarantees a long lifetime. The stand-alone hardware structure makes the system completely modular: according to the task to be accomplished a different number of rings
(i.e., input devices) can be used.
To maximize precision and detection reliability, preliminary experiments were conducted evaluating two strategies: i) voltage divider and ii) BJT current amplifier. We decided to avoid standard and traditional switches and push buttons, since they are heavy,
arduous to wear and characterized by a limited frequency due to their mechanical proprieties. Results show that a PNP-BJT transistor as current amplifier is more stable and
robust then resistance approach. The voltage divider was built exploiting high value resistors, where human skin conductivity was exploited to reduce one of those. More in
detail, we measured the resistance between the finger pulp of the thumb and the fingertip
of the index, middle and ring, respectively of ten subjects. For each finger we computed
the average, with respect to the fingers, and, since minimal variance was found, we designed an unique voltage divider to properly adjust the threshold in the variation range
center. However, experimental test revealed that this method is strongly user-dependent,
as a matter of fact that the resistance value of the finger changes in accordance with the
age, the size, and the subject’s emotional state. On the base of these results, we decided
to adopt a simple, but effective, BJT amplifier. The ground of the circuit is always connected to the skin of the finger and a high gain PNP-BJT is used to detect the contact.
The circuit, depicted in Fig. 2.24, shows the concept of the keystroke detector for a single band. Once the finger pulp of the thumb gets in contact with the copper band, a small
current leaves the base junction of the associate transistor through the finger: the cut-in
voltage threshold is reached, and the transistor switches in active-mode. This causes a
flow of current in the 330 kΩ resistor connected between +3.3 V, and the collector. A
voltage increase is measured by the microcontroller, and the keystroke is detected. Concerning the power consumption and the consequently battery lifetime, we observed an
average of 1.58mA current utilization in idle state, and 4.21 mA during the contact. In
both cases we had a maximum current request up to 12mA due to the Bluetooth radio
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Figure 2.24: Scheme of the electronic circuit to detect a touch by means of a conductive band.

operations. With these features we can extend the battery lifetime for more than 2 days.
We further reduced the current requested by the CPU taking advantage of the ultra low
power (ULP) function available in the microcontroller instruction set. We set the sample
time to 30ms, putting the RFduino in ULP mode instead of busy waiting bringing down
the average current to 4µA. The total weight of each ring is 11.6 g, including the ABS
housing (4.7 g) and the LiPo battery (3 g).
2.4.2.2 Software
In this work we focus on testing the proposed rings performance in a text input case
study exemplified on an Android mobile phone. To enforce modularity, each ring is
individually programmed to exhibit a predefined behavior, i.e., notify 4 types of events:
i) upper band touch detection, ii) lower band touch detection, iii) contemporary touch
on both bands, and iv) orientation variation. Implementing an event-triggered paradigm,
each ring exploits the onboard Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) to notify the occurred event
to the phone, acting as BLE master. The binding between an event from a specific ring
and a functionality is performed in the phone app and it is partially customizable to meet
user’s needs.
Regarding the input methodologies, we implemented a multi-tap and a simplified version of T9 [157, 158], in which possible words for a given key combination are sorted
basing on their shortness while more sophisticated methods that consider words usage
frequency or sentence analysis will be future improvements. For both supported modal-
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Figure 2.25: Screenshot of the application to read the signals of the rings developed using Android API.

ities, the app provides a simple Graphical User Interface (GUI) which displays the bindings between each ring/band in the current medium finger ring orientation. The positions
swap of the ring and the index due to a 180 degrees hand rotation is implemented in the
GUI for easing the use. Moreover, two lines of text are included: one containing the
entered text and the other displaying the word currently being typed. Finally, a settings
view allows full customization in terms of ring/band to key binding.
In order to let the user benefit for a potential a-priori experience with a T9 software,
most likely endured by means of a numpad mobile phone, we chose to use three rings,
namely index, medium and ring, each sensing three possible touch signals plus the orientation. The total of direct key input is then 9 in each tilt state, resulting in a total of 18.
Following the same line, we configured the default bindings for the palm up orientation
to mimic a numpad alphabetic keyboard, see Table 2.9, with the only variation of replacing the symbols key with the SPACE command. We assigned all control functionalities
to the palm down orientation, namely commands: NEXT, PREV, SPACE, DEL, RESET and UNDO, along with a reduced set of symbols. NEXT and PREV are used in
the T9 mode to select a word from the list of those compatible with the current pressed
key sequence.
In Table 2.9 the colors of the column on the left resemble the velcro strap color of the
rings. That correspondence is kept in the GUI, see Fig. 2.25. In the current state of the
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Palm rotation

Finger
RING

Upwards

MIDDLE

INDEX

INDEX

Downwards

MIDDLE

RING

Band

Bindings

UP

a,b,c

UP+DOWN

j,k,l

DOWN
UP

t,u,v
d,e,f

UP+DOWN

m,n,o

DOWN
UP

w,x,y,z
g,h,i

UP+DOWN

p,q,r,s

DOWN

SPACE

UP
UP+DOWN

NEXT
SPACE

DOWN

PREV

UP
UP+DOWN

DEL

DOWN

RESET

UP
UP+DOWN

()[]{}

DOWN

,.:;?!’

Table 2.9: Default HAT key bindings.

application we traded generality for ease of use by fixing the BLE advertisement name
of each ring in a static format, i.e., rfduino∼N where N ∈ 0, 1, 2. On the master side
the app automatically connects to any BLE device whose name begins with rfduino∼,
relieving the user from unnecessary configuration burden and from managing possible
reconnections. In order to retain scalability, the rings software only differs for its ID
which, in turns determines the final number of the advertisement name. Upon detecting
an event the ring sends two chars (bytes) to its master: the first contains its ID while the
second is the band number (‘0’ → upper, ‘1’ → lower, ‘2’ → both) or the new orientation
(‘U’ → palm up, ‘D’ → palm down). In the phone, the function n = nring nband
maps the received two chars into an unique number that serves as entry key for the
customizable bindings table.

2.4.3 Experimental validation
Two different user studies were conducted to show the system usability and performance,
comparing it with standard input methods.
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2.4.3.1 User Study 1 - Evaluation of operability
This input system might appear counterintuitive and very slow to perform complex writing tasks, but, bearing in mind the average user typing speed while using numpad phones
in the early years we strongly believe that this way is worthwhile. As for the cited input
method, learning ease is an important factor but certainly not the only one: what matters the most for the final users is the achievable efficiency and this system has a steep
learning curve, and once mastered it will be possible to input data without looking at the
rings, nor at the phone screen. In this respect, we conducted a user study as a first step to
investigate the operability. Its goal was to estimate how fast a user could improve his/her
typing speed using the HAT system in two writing modalities: (1) using the custom T9
technique introduced in the software section; (2) using the classical multi-tap text entry
modality for numpad keyboards, i.e., each time the subject touches the conductive band
in a small time period (1s), he/she switches to the next letter (refer to Table 2.9 to check
the default correspondence between key bindings and conductive bands).
Seven healthy volunteers, four males and three females, took part in the experiment.
They were aged between 25 and 45 (mean 33) years. All of them were right-handed.
None of the participants had previous experience with HAT. All of them were aware of
and had past experience with the T9 input methodology in numpad phones. However,
their most recent use dates back to more than three years prior to the experiment. None
of them was a native English speaker. Subjects wore three rings composing the HAT
system for this experiment on the proximal phalanx of their right index, middle, and
ring fingers. They were asked to slightly change the position of each device, to be able
to better reach all of the six conductive bands with the thumb of the same hand. An
Xperia Z3 mobile phone (Sony Inc., Japan) running the custom application described in
the software section (see Sect. 2.4.2.2) was used to display phrases being typed and was
placed on the desk, right in front of the subjects. A familiarization period of 5 minutes
was provided to participants to acquaint them with the system. In the meanwhile they
were instructed that they had to repeatedly input a single phrase (randomly selected from
the MacKenzie and Soukoreff’s phrase set [159]) for 15 times. This task had to be repeated using both the input conditions (i.e., multi-tap and custom T9). The presentation
order of the condition was randomized and there was a break of three minutes between
the two sessions, one per input modality. The merit of using a pre-defined phrase set
is to attain general and repeatable results. The phrases contained no punctuation symbols, and just a few instances of uppercase characters, but participants were instructed
to ignore case and to enter all characters in lowercase. Although the inclusion of such
characters would make the evaluation more closely mimic real-life interaction, it would
also introduce a confusing source of variation in the dependent measures, and, there-
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Figure 2.26: Evaluation of operability of HAT. (a) and (b) show the CPM about the phrase repeatedly entered
throughout the experiment by each subject (one per color). The thicker black line shows the mean among all
the subjects. Multi-tap and custom T9 input methods were used in (a) and (b), respectively. (c) fitting curves
(dashed lines) represents the estimation of the learning curves computed on experimental data averaged among
the subjects (circles). Multi-tap and T9 techniques are depicted in magenta and black, respectively.

fore, internal validity would be compromised and results would be less likely to attain
statistical significance [159].
Throughout the experiment we measured the time to complete each trial (enter the
phrase once). The trial started when the user read the given phrase for the very first time
and ended when this was successfully typed. In case of mistakes, the user could use
the DEL key to delete just the last letter, or the RESET key to start typing the whole
word by scratch. We expressed the text entry rate also as characters per minute (CPM)
including spaces. The first two phrases were ignored for practice and are not reported in
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the results plot.
Figs. 2.26a and 2.26b show how the input speed increases trial by trial regardless
the input method tested. Comparison of the means among the different trials was tested
using a one-way repeated measures ANOVA for each way of typing, i.e., multi-tap and
custom T9. According to Shapiro-Wilk and Mauchly’s Test, the assumptions of normality and sphericity, respectively, were not violated in any case. There was a statistically
significant difference for both input methods: F1,7 = 246.336, p < 0.0001, for the
multi-tap method and F1,7 = 106.711, p < 0.0001, for the custom T9 technique.
However, it is worth to point out that the given practice is based on a single phrase
and just seven subjects, thus the obtained typing speed can serve as a rough estimation
of the learning curve and of the potential limit of the typing speed using HAT.
The theory of the learning curve or experience curve is based on the simple idea
that the time required to perform a task decreases as a user gains experience [160]. The
use of learning curves finds application in many cases, such as setting labor standards,
evaluating labor performance and productivity, preparing cost estimates, and in several
other user studies [161, 162, 163, 164].
In order to assess a measure of learning, we used the sigmoid curve [165]
fˆ(θ, x) =

θ4
+ xmin
θ3 + exθ1 +θ2

for fitting purposes, where x is the trial number, θ = {θi }i=1...4 is the curve shape
parameters vector and xmin is the minimum observed performance. We used the data
plotted in Fig. 2.26 to feed the parameter estimation problem for both the multi-tap and
T9 . The resulting unconstrained minimization problem (UMP) is
θ∗ = arg minθ

13
X

(y(x) − fˆ(θ, x))2

x=1

where x is the trial number and y(x) is the corresponding CPM value. The dependency
on the initial guess, consequence of the UMP non-convexity, was mitigated in a genetic
fashion by randomizing the initial guess and storing the best solution.
Fig. 2.26c shows the fitting curves alongside the averaged experiment data. The
black dashed line depicts the multi-tap modality for which the achieved good fitting
assesses a good accuracy level for the settlement prediction of 40 CPM. The T9 counterpart that converges to 60 CPM is shown in blue. The optimization result for this case
was 5 times higher than for the multi-tap, then this input method is slower. We believe
that sample number 11 has an interesting interpretation: after gaining some familiarity
with the device the users tried to push themselves making more mistakes and thus reducing their efficiency. That is confirmed by sample 13 in which a result greater then the
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Figure 2.27: Performance comparison while using the T9 technique with the 3310 mobile phone and the HAT.
Solid lines show the mean over the 5 subjects phrase by phrase. Dashed lines show the linear interpolation on
the set of available data. Experimental data related to the phone and the HAT system are expressed in blue
and red, respectively. The slopes of the two equations empathize the different learning effect due to the input
modality tested.

predicted settlement is achieved on average. We expect that future works will provide
evidence of a better converging performance in the order of 80 CPM.
According to subjects’ feedback and our own observations, a significant factor for
prohibiting high text entry rates was the difficulty of having to simultaneously look at
the screen and at rings to map letters to type to bands to touch. Although participants
claimed to feel the difference in terms of input speed from the first to the last phrase,
they also assessed they had much room for improvement and a practice of 15 phrases is
not enough to reach the best performance. A much longer practice would be needed to
be proficient.
2.4.3.2 User Study 2 - Nokia 3310 vs HAT: multi-phrase comparison
The goal of this study was to compare the HAT system with an as old as widespread
texting method, the T9 technique. Because of the improvement in terms of performance
when using the custom T9 technique compared to using the classical text input modality (see Fig. 2.26), we decided to consider only the “aided” input method, i.e., the T9
technique, in this experiment.
The same 7 subjects who participated to the User Study 1, described earlier, were
again recruited for this study. For each subject this experiment took place right after the
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previous one. A break of 30 minutes was given to the volunteers before the start of the
new experiment. It is worth to point out again that all the participants were aware of what
the technique was, but they had not been used it for at least three years. The experimental
setup was very similar to the one of Study 1, except that also a Nokia 3310 mobile
phone played the role as a input device for half of the evaluation. Subjects were asked
to type 10 different phrases randomly selected from the MacKenzie and Soukoreff’s
phrase set [159]. Each phrase has to be entered using two different modalities: i) the
HAT system with the previously described custom T9 technique and ii) the Nokia 3310
mobile phone with the T9 method enabled. Similarly to Study 1, the presentation order
of the input conditions for each subject was randomized and there was a break of three
minutes between the two sessions, one per input modality. Using the mobile phone,
subjects were required to use only one hand to type on the numpad keyboard. Because
of the first experiment, subjects did not need to acquaint them with the HAT system.
Thus, a brief familiarization period was provided to them only regarding the Nokia 3310
input modality. Once the mapping between numpad keys and relative commands was
recalled, the experiment could start. In order to compare the rates of text entry using the
two considered input methods we recorded the time needed to successfully type each
given phrase (including any time to correct errors using the DEL/RESET commands).
We then transformed all the data related to time in CPM, that is a metric often used
because it ignores the length of the words on the typing test. Spaces were considered
as characters. Fig. 2.27 shows the performance comparison expressed in CPM between
the two input methods tested: the HAT system in red and the phone in blue. Each circle
represents the mean among all the subjects for a single phrase. It is worth emphasizing
that different subjects had to always type different phrases. The two dashed lines are the
linear interpolation of all the collected data relative to each input modality. The slope
of the equations shown in the graph, 0.662 for the phone and 1.249 for the HAT system,
highlights the difference in the average learning speed between the two input methods.
A two-way repeated measures ANOVA was performed on the data with input modality and number of trials as factors. According to Shapiro-Wilk and Mauchly’s Test, the
assumptions of normality and sphericity, respectively, were not violated for any effect.
There was a significant effect of the input modality (F1,7 = 12.033, p = 0.010), but no
effect of the number of trials (F9,63 = 1.676, p = 0.114); the interaction between input
method and number of trials was not significant (F9,63 = 1.820, p = 0.082)
According to Fig. 2.27, we expected a statistically significant difference between
different trials suggesting the learning effect.
However, the amount of data we collected is limited and might be not large enough
to carry out a reliable statistical analysis. Moreover, we empathized the learning effect,
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at least for HAT, in the User Study 1, where a subject had to repetitively type the same
phrase 15 times. Although memorizing the position of all the letters is very hard with a
so narrow use of HAT, we tried to make the volunteer memorize at least all the letters to
type for a single phrase.
Despite the most recent T9 use dates back to at least three years in the past for each
user, they all admitted, as confirmed by the data acquired, that they easily recalled the
lost know-how after a few trials. That significantly helped out in the experiment not only
in terms of algorithm confidence but also at a sensorimotor level: their brain could reuse
some previously existing circuits to dexterously coordinate the hands in motion over the
phone keyboard. In the neuroscience field, it is well known that learning how to perform
a task anew it is rather more complicated and resource consuming than retrieving a long
forgotten ability from the long term memory.
2.4.3.3 Multi-phrase extensive training for a single user
In order to further investigate the potential impact of HAT, an extensive comparison
experiment against a massively spreaded device was conducted with the purpose of identifying the two learning curves. We selected the Nokia 3310 mobile phone and tested
its T9 implementation in comparison with HAT both in terms of same phrase with multiple repetitions and among different phrases. The experiment consisted in repeating ten
phrases 10 times randomly chosen among the same set of the previous experiment [159].
The Nokia 3310 was tested first, then the experiment set was repeated with the sentences
in the same order with HAT. Due to the massive number of repetitions, which involved
a significant amount of time and thus resolve and effort on the experimentee side, only
one volunteer underwent the 200 trials run. Although certainly biased subject-wise, we
believe that these results are trustworthy and meaningful for the investigation question,
i.e. determining the convergence properties of the learning curve as a function of the
number of trials. The comparison with the numpad keyboard mobile phone is reported
for reference.
Fig. 2.28 and Fig. 2.29 show the results of the comparison experiments in terms of
completion time and characters per minute, respectively. Fig. 2.28a clearly shows a net
decrease in the completion time as a function of trials, both in terms of repetitions (horizontal axis) and completed phrases (vertical axis). The same general behavior is also
evident in Fig. 2.28b which, even if features a greater average time (generally brighter
colors toward yellow) shows a greater difference between the first and last trials if compared to the Nokia 3310 case. For the sake of completeness we also report Fig. 2.29a
and 2.29b in which a similar performance trajectory is appreciable in terms of characters
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Figure 2.28: Comparison extensive experiment between Nokia 3310 and HAT in T9 Mode: completion time.

per minute.
As a general comment the figures shows the phone to outperform HAT in absolute
value, both in terms of completion time and CPM. However, HAT shows a greater improvement as a function of the number of underwent trials. A possible explanation for
this behaviors concerns the a-priori knowledge of the test subject. A healthy male aging
32 was involved. He had no previous experience with that particular model of mobile
phone but owned a similar device for at least 5 years in the past. This established a certain knowledge regarding the sensorimotor coordination of his fingers for the numpad
layout, making it fairly straightforward to adapt to the Nokia 3310.
On the other hand, HAT is a completely new input system for which the subject
brain couldn’t benefit for well established available knowledge. This motivates both the
worst absolute performance and the still increasing learning curve at the end of the 100
typed sentences. Additionally, from an informal interview with the subject, he reported
a relevant difference between the Nokia and HAT T9 implementations. For the same key
combination the two softwares differ for the order in which possible words are selectable
and that has a net impact in the completion time. In fact when the word is the right one
already the time for selecting it from the list is saved.
HAT T9 uses the words “shortness” as unique sorting criteria, that is for the same key
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Figure 2.29: Comparison extensive experiment between (a) Nokia 3310 and (b) HAT in T9 Mode: characters
per minute.

sequence full words are listed first, than those that need a single additional character and
so on. Possible improvements, which will further investigated in the future, concerns
words usage frequency and typed sentence analysis for defining a better sorting criteria.
We assume that Nokia T9 implementation consider some of the aforementioned criteria,
resulting in a more efficient possible words suggestion.
In order to assess the general mechanical and electrical design of HAT, we asked
each subject who participated to the experiments to describe informally his/her feeling
at a glance.

2.4.4 Conclusions
In this chapter we presented a novel wearable input interface based on finger interaction.
Two conductive bands and a MARG sensor detect finger tap and orientation, respectively,
so that a Bluetooth connected device can be notified. We investigated the potential impact in the field of text input by implementing a smartphone companion application
with two available modalities: multi-tap and custom T9. The resulting extreme modularity was tested in two comparative user studies against a wide spreaded numpad mobile
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phone. Overall the reported experimental results shows an interesting learning slope and
a curve fitting study predicts a potential typing speed of at least 60 CPM. Bearing in
mind the wearable nature of the proposed device, it may not be ideal for writing your
novel, but a longer practice can significantly improve they way we currently interact
with our smartwatches.
As mentioned in the experimental evaluation, all the participants who took part in the
experiments were not native English speakers. Although this might affect the absolute
performance in terms of the metrics adopted in this work, the results presented should
not be biased because of this; most of the conclusions and results shown come from
comparisons with other data collected by the same subjects. Concerning this, if we
consider the potential maximum typing speed depicted in Fig. 2.26c (using the custom
T9 technique) without considering the comparison with the other input method tested, it
might be considerably underestimated.
While the numpad keyboard is a non wearable device, HAT is a scalable and minimally hindering device. That makes HAT suitable to compensate the missing typing
ability for those wearable devices, such as smartwatches, that are designed for a particular use in which wearability is a necessity. Basing on our experiments, the performance
loss, compared to wide-spreaded devices implementing the same functionality, is acceptable and HAT is a viable way to enable a new era of smart wearable devices. We believe
that for a number of applications, including fitness activities, device wearability is a requirement and that HAT can potentially compensate for missing input degree of freedom
limitation that affects currently available smartwatches.
One relevant characteristic of HAT is the presence of tactile feedback while typing.
The absence of that kind of feedback limits the ease of use of current smartphones for
visually impaired, thus the use of HAT could potentially improve their experience. Basing on our past collaborations with the Italian Union of Blind (UIC1 ) future works will
include a dedicated study on the most adequate features for visually impaired possibly
involving hardware enhancements like vibrotactile feedback.

1 Unione

Italiana dei Ciechi e degli Ipovedenti https://www.uiciechi.it/organizzazione/regioni/Toscana.asp

Chapter 3

Haptic Guidance Algorithms and Policies
The best way to find out if you can trust somebody is to
trust them.
Ernest Hemingway

This Chapter presents our contribution for what concerns "Guiding humans suggesting directions and velocities", concept introduced at the beginning of this dissertation.
We start this Chapter outlining the capability of haptic cues in guiding humans. Motivation, preliminary experimental results, and discussion prepare the background for
the explanation of the developed approaches. Then, we present an innovative policy to
navigate subjects in a dynamic environment. It consists in a synergistic combination of
stimuli generated by vibro-haptic interface and obstacle avoidance algorithms. Finally,
we conclude the Chapter moving our attention in controlling the human walking speed,
reporting preliminary and confidential results on the potentiality of haptic interfaces in
pace suggesting.

3.1 Human navigation using haptic cues
In real world scenarios, visual and auditory channels may be overloaded with a huge
quantity of information, resulting in some cases, unusable. A following consequence
is the rapid error increasing and the overall user performance reduction if cues are provided through these channels. A possible solution is to deliver necessary information
exploiting an underutilized sense, i.e., the sense of touch. As the sound, a tactile stimulus is made up of a signal with varying frequency and amplitude, but different from
the auditory feedback, tactile sensation directly engages our motor learning system with
extraordinary sensitivity and speed [166, 94]. Moreover, tactile communication can be
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used in situations where visual or auditory stimuli are distracting, impractical, unavailable or unsafe. For instance, let us assume that single or multiple humans want to reach a
final location in a large environment. Demonstrative scenarios are for instance, assisting
older adults or visually-impaired persons, and helping people in a dangerous situation
with poor visibility and no way of hearing clearly due to environmental noise.
As we mentioned in the introduction (see Sect. 1.3), vibrotactile haptic guidance has
been successfully exploited in the last years. Closely related are the researches presented
in [74, 167, 168, 97, 45], and [169]. In [74], a vibrotactile belt is used for waypoint
navigation in an outdoor environment. Another belt was exploited in [167] where the authors presented a navigation guidance system that guides a human towards a goal point.
A torso-mounted vibrotactile display in [168] to provides cues for improving the situational awareness of soldiers in a simulated building-clearing exercise. Scheggi et al. in
[97] presented a new paradigm for the assisted navigation of mixed human-robot teams
using haptic information. Moreover, in [45], the authors proposed a mobile device for
human navigation using multimodal communication (audio, visual, vibrotactile and directional skin-stretch stimuli). Finally, Benallegue et al. in [169] present an innovative
head-neck system to balance the human steady gait trajectory. It exploits the tilt estimation within the visuo-vestibular system and contributes to the dynamics of walking due
to the head stabilization.
While kinesthetic feedback is common in haptic systems, we tested vibrotactile interfaces, since tactile devices are generally more portable, less encumbering and have
a wider range of action than the kinesthetic ones [170]. Different from existing strategies, our idea has the following pros: (i) the user has the hands free, thus other physical
tasks may be accomplishable; (ii) it is easy to extend the physical interaction to multiple
users; (iii) since we are using wearable devices, the proposed approach can be extended
to other body parts, for example it can be combined/extended to guide the arms of the
user along feasible trajectories in cooperative manipulation/transportation tasks. Similar
approaches are [74] and [167]. In the former authors present an haptic belt used for
waypoint navigation. The system relied not only on vibrotactile stimuli but also on GPS
information. In [167] instead, humans ares guided to a goal point with a system based
on a tactile belt interface.
Before starting to develop a new algorithm we tested the possibility of guide human
using haptic interfaces. Elastic bands were tested considering both their capability in
displaying cues and investigating the after-effect problem. The idea of the preparatory
experiments was to evaluate whether the vibro interface were able to suggest direction.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 3.1: Haptic cues are provided to the users via two vibrotactile interfaces placed on the forearms. The
haptic armbands are composed of two vibrating motors (1) attached to an elastic wristband (3). A Li-Ion
battery and an Arduino board are in (2).

3.1.1 Description of the haptic interface
Tactile vibratory sensitivity is influenced by the spatial location on the body, the distance
between the stimulators, the frequency of stimulation and the age of the user. Studies
have demonstrated that vibration is better sensed on hairy skin due to its thickness and
nerve depth, and that vibrotactile stimuli are best detected in bony areas [171]. In particular, wrists and spine are generally preferred for detecting vibrations, with arms and
ankles next in line [172]. Due to the aforementioned considerations and since our aim is
to design an intuitive and non-obtrusive device which could be easily worn, we concentrated on the development of vibrotactile bracelets. Starting from the results presented
by Scheggi et al. in [79], we decided to use the bilateral configuration, that required two
bracelets, one for each arm. Please refer to [79] for further details about study procedures
and results. In order to improve the intuitiveness of the haptic feedback, we investigated
a solution in which two haptic bracelets, equipped with vibrating motors, are used (see
Fig. 3.1).
From a technical point of view, the vibrotactile bracelets are composed by cylindrical
vibro-motors, independently controlled via an external PC using the Bluetooth communication protocol (see Fig. 3.1). The communication is realized with an RN-42 Bluetooth
antenna connected to a 3.3 V Arduino pro-mini. The wireless connection baud rate is
57600 bps. The microcontroller installed on the board is used to independently control
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the activation of each motor and receiving data from an external PC. Note that the proposed vibro-motors are controlled by applying a certain amount of voltage, which determines both frequency and amplitude. Thus, we can not change frequency and amplitude
independently. As the user’s maximal sensitivity is achieved around 200–300 Hz [173]
(the human perceptibility range is between 20 Hz and 400 Hz), two Precision Microdrives Pico Vibe vibration motors are placed into two fabric pockets inside the bracelet
(the width of the wristband is about 60 mm), with vertically aligned shafts. The motors
have a vibration frequency range of 100–300 Hz, lag time of about 20 ms, rise and stop
time of 35 ms. The bracelet guarantees about 4 hours of battery life with one motor
always turned on. Each bracelet weights about 90 g.

3.1.2 Evaluation of the haptic feedback
In this Section we are not interested in exploring how humans perceive vibrational stimuli (in fact, an extensive psychophysical literature exists on this subject, see e.g. [174,
175, 176]), but rather in how the stimuli generated by the proposed bracelet are perceived by the subjects. In order to define a relationship between the haptic stimuli and
the velocity of the users, let us remind that right now, we were interested in steering the
users by changing their angular velocity.
Since three stimuli (turn left (L), turn right (R), and go straight (S)) have been demonstrated to be intuitive and effective in guiding users along a path [78], it was necessary
to find the relationship between the proposed three stimuli and the angular velocity of
the users. We quantified the amount of angular velocity that the users apply when they
perceive the proposed haptic stimuli. We describe the evaluation of the velocity associated to each stimulus in the next Section. We used an additional stimulus (S) to stop the
user by activating both the haptic devices.
The proposed system was tested on 7 healthy subjects (6 males, age range 23-40,
5 right-handed). None of the participants reported any deficiencies in the perception
abilities (including vision, hearing, touch and proprioception). The participants signed
informed consent forms. All of them were informed about the purpose of the experiment, were able to discontinue participation at any time, and no payment was provided
for the participation. Two different experiments were performed. The aim of the first test
was to evaluate if bracelets could elicit the intended causal chain of stimulus-perceptiondecision. The second experiment was performed to evaluate the maximal stimulus duration that does not degrade the perception of the stimulus itself, since vibration effects
may persist after the end of the stimulation (aftereffect problem).
In the first experiment, participants were instructed to walk along a walkway whilst
wearing the wristbands and to react accordingly to the stimulus type (L, S, R) as soon
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Figure 3.2: Evaluation of the haptic feedback. Trajectories performed by the users, as the participants walk
from top to bottom using bracelets for the three stimuli (a) turn left, (b) go straight ,and (c) turn right, respectively.

as they perceived it. The length of the walkway was about 4 m. The vibrotactile stimulus
was a 2 s vibration. For each haptic configuration, each subject performed 12 trials (4 trials by three stimuli) organized in a pseudo-random order. All subjects were blindfolded
and wore circumaural headphones reproducing white noise to mask distracting ambient
or cuing sounds from the stimulators. Eight cameras Vicon system tracked the motion
of the human. Such experiment allowed to evaluate the haptic devices in a scenario as
similar as possible to the final setup. All the subjects correctly reacted to the haptic stimuli. Table 3.1 reports the mean and standard deviation of the angular velocity when the
proposed stimuli were displayed to the users.
In the second experiment, we analyzed whether a signal with a long duration affected
the perception of the signal itself (aftereffect problem). Each subject was comfortably
seated at a desk. Circumaural headphones were worn, through which white noise was
presented to mask distracting sounds. Each subject tested two sets of signals, each set
was composed by pulsed signals with period 2τ = 0.4 s and 4 different durations (2 s,
Haptic stimulus

ω (rad/s)

Turn left

1.08 ± 0.31

Turn right

−1.11 ± 0.33

Go straight

0 ± 0.11

Table 3.1: Mean and standard deviation of the angular velocity when the proposed stimuli are displayed to the
users
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Questions

Mean

STD

4.00

0.816

Q1

The haptic system is easy to use.

Q2

The haptic system is not hampering.

4.29

0.488

Q3

Following the cues is not tiring

4.14

0.690

Q4

Wearing two bracelets is a comfortable solution.

2.86

0.690

3.71

0.756

4.29

0.756

Q5
Q6

The haptic system give comprehensive
information for the guidance system.
The cues suggested by two bracelets are easy
to distinguish

Table 3.2: Questionnaire proposed at the end of the experiment.

10 s, 30 s, 60 s). The users did not know the duration of each signal. The signal was displayed to the bracelet and the user had to recognize when the bracelet stopped to vibrate.
For each signal we recorded the response time (interval of time between the end of the
stimulus and the instant in which the user signaled the end of the vibrotactile signal).
Responses were made by pressing a specific button on a keypad. We performed a oneway repeated-measures ANOVA on the perception time to determine whether reaction
times for different stimuli duration (2 s, 10 s, 30 s, 60 s) are related to the duration of the
stimulus itself. For both feedback conditions, the collected data passed the Shapiro-Wilk
normality test. As a general result, participants recognized the end of the stimuli with
mean delays of [0.72±0.14, 0.75±0.14, 0.69±0.24, 0.79±0.14]s for the four durations,
respectively. Moreover, tests showed that delays in reacting to the end of the stimulus
do not depend on the duration of the stimulus: [F(3,18) = 0.421, p = 0.740, αp = 0.05].
Moreover, no tingling sensations were reported by the participants.
A questionnaire, consisting in 6 questions, was designed to evaluate user’s comfort,
opinion of stimulation quality, perceived effectiveness of the feedback, intrusiveness and
flexibility of the device, and overall preferences. An answer of 5 meant strongly agree,
whereas an answer of 1 meant strongly disagree. Results are reported in Table 3.2.
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3.2 Suggesting directions in dynamic environments
Human guidance in situations where the users cannot rely on their main sensory modalities, such as assistive or search-and-rescue scenarios, is a challenging task. In this
Section, we address the problem of guiding users along collision-free paths in dynamic
environments, assuming that they cannot rely on their main sensory modalities (vision,
audio). In order to safely guide the subjects, we adapted the Optimal Reciprocal Collision Avoidance to our specific problem. The proposed algorithm takes into account the
stimuli which can be displayed to the users and the motion uncertainty of the users when
reacting to them. The proposed algorithm was evaluated in three different scenarios. A
total of 18 blindfolded human subjects were asked to follow haptic cues in order to reach
a target area while avoiding real static obstacles and moving users. Three metrics: time
to reach the goal, length of the trajectories, and minimal distance from the obstacles were
considered to compare results obtained using this approach and experiments performed
without visual impairments. Experimental results reveal that blindfolded subjects are
successfully able to avoid collisions and safely reach the targets in all the performed trials. Although in this work we display directional cues via haptic stimuli, we believe that
the proposed approach can be general and tuned to work with different haptic interfaces
and/or feedback modalities.

3.2.1 Motivation
Let us consider the problem of guiding a subject toward a goal location in a dynamic environment while avoiding obstacle collisions (Fig. 3.3). Possible scenarios are assistive
and search-and-rescue scenarios. In such cases, environmental noise, dust, or fog from
debris severely reduce the human operator sensing. Other examples of applicability of
human guidance are human-robot cooperative tasks, where the robot can guide the user
along collision-free paths without violating the mechanical constraints of the robot itself.
As we mentioned, haptic feedback has been found an effective, yet non-intrusive way
for providing directional cues to users. It represents an interesting way to provide information when audio and visual modalities are not available. In fact, audio and/or visual
displays may be ineffective in circumstances where vision is temporarily impaired. In
search-and-rescue scenarios, background noise can make auditory feedback difficult to
hear or understand. More than the works presented previously, other similar approaches
are detailed in the following lines to introduce our policy. In [78] vibrotactile armbands
were used to navigate subjects along fixed paths using three haptic stimuli: turn left, turn
right, slow down. No dynamic obstacles were considered by the authors. Haptic devices
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Goal area

Goal area

Figure 3.3: With this algorithm, we address the problem of guiding human subjects in situations where the
users cannot rely on their main sensory modalities. The subjects have to reach the respective goal areas
while avoiding collisions with static obstacles and moving users. The proposed obstacle avoidance policy
generates online suitable stimuli (in our specific case, haptic stimuli), which guide the users along collisionfree trajectories (dotted).

and haptic policy were used in [97, 79] to guide blindfolded users in dynamic environments assisted by a mobile robot. The robot recomputed the desired path as soon as new
obstacles (static/dynamic) were detected. With regard to haptic stimuli for blind navigation, an indoor localization system was presented in [177]. The system used Bluetooth
for localization, and provided surrounding environment information by means of five
tactors placed on the chest and on the shoulders of the users. In [178], the authors developed an electronic bracelet which provided vibrations when an obstacle was close to the
user. The vibration magnitude was directly proportional to the obstacle distance. Finally
in [179], a comparison of different vibrotactile devices for guiding visually impaired
people was proposed. Recently, path-planning algorithms for humans were proposed in
[180, 181]. In [180], the authors proposed a path-planning algorithm based on Rapidlyexploring Random Trees (RRT*). The algorithm allows one user to reach a goal area
while always keeping in contact with other humans in the surroundings using a Software
Defined Radio. In [181], the authors designed a path panning solution for mobile robots
to assist navigation for older adults and disabled users. The proposed method selected
the optimal path by taking into account the user comfort in performing it.
For each subject, the proposed navigation policy generates online suitable directional
cues in order to minimize the possibility of collisions among the users, while avoiding as
much as possible oscillations in the users’ motions. The proposed method relies on the
Optimal Reciprocal Collision Avoidance (ORCA) algorithm for non-holonomic agents
proposed in [182], that we adapt to our specific problem. ORCA has been demonstrated
to provide smooth, collision-free motions which are as close as possible to the desired
motions of the agents. The proposed algorithm is based on the assumption that the
human locomotion can be approximated by the motion of a unicycle system, i.e., nonholonomic constraints similar to those of mobile robots seem to be at work when a
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Yw
ω
v
θ
y

r
Zw

x

Xw

Figure 3.4: The proposed approach assumes that the human locomotion can be approximated by the motion of
a unicycle system. [x, y]T and θ represent the position and orientation of the human w.r.t. the world reference
frame hOw , Xw , Yw , Zw i and v, ω represent the linear and angular velocities of the user. In the proposed
setup, the human is free to select her/his desired linear velocity while control signals are sent to the human to
steer her/his locomotion by acting on ω. Every user (navy blue) is modeled as as disc-shaped entity having
radius r.

human is walking [183]. In designing the proposed obstacle-avoidance algorithm, we
address the following challenges. First, it is worth pointing out that while it is simple
to steer a robot, it is not trivial to impose a desired velocity to a human. In fact, by
providing directional cues via haptic feedback, only a discrete set of different stimuli
(i.e., , instructions) can be displayed to the users. Such set of stimuli is far smaller than
the set of all the possible velocities that a user can perform. Moreover, the larger is
the set of stimuli provided to the users, the harder could be for a subject to recognize a
particular stimulus and to react accordingly. Second, when a user perceives a guiding
stimulus, she/he will never react in the same exact way. Differently from related studies,
the proposed algorithm takes into account the limited number of stimuli that can be displayed to the users, and the motion uncertainty of the users when reacting to a particular
stimulus. We evaluate the proposed obstacle avoidance algorithm in combination with
haptic stimuli. The haptic policy has been demonstrated to be intuitive and effective
in guiding users in the previous Section, and in works considering mixed human-robot
scenarios [96, 97, 79], older adults in assistive tasks [184], and visually impaired [77].
Without loss of generality, in what follows we assume that the human is free to select
her/his desired walking speed. Control signals are sent to the users in order to steer their
locomotion. The proposed method is evaluated in three different scenarios consisting
of: (i) two users; (ii) two users and a static obstacle; and (iii) three users. A total of
18 users participate in the evaluation. In all scenarios, the users have to move toward
their respective goal areas, while avoiding reciprocal collisions and collisions with the
environment. Three metrics such as time to reach the goal, length of the trajectories, and
minimal distance from the agents have been considered to compare the results obtained
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Figure 3.5: (a) Let us assume a configuration with two holonomic agents on a collision course. (b) The unsafe
region (Velocity Obstacle (VO)) in the velocity space for agent i induced by agent j is a truncated cone built
by considering the half-lines emanating from the origin, tangent to a disk at the relative position of the two
agents having radius ri +rj . The amount of truncation depends on the time window τ . VO is the set of
all relative velocities of agent i with respect to agent j that will result in a collision between i and j at some
moment before time τ . (c) The set of permitted velocities for agent i for optimal reciprocal collision avoidance
with a user j is a half-plane delimited by the line perpendicular to u through the point vi + 1/2 u, where u
is the vector from vi - vj to the closest point on the boundary of the VO. u is the smallest change required
to the relative velocity of agent i and j to void collision within τ time. The agents share the responsibility of
avoiding collisions among them, i.e., agent i adapts its velocity by (at least) 1/2u and assumes that agent j
takes care of the remaining half. Collision-free velocities for agent i are the velocities which satisfy constraint
ORCAi,j (right side of the half-plane defined by ORCAi,j ), while collision-free velocities for agent j are
the velocities which satisfy constraint ORCAj,i (left side of the half-plane defined by ORCAj,i ).

using this approach with experiments performed with sighted people.
The proposed research demonstrates the navigation of multiple users in dynamic scenarios, assuming that: (i) the users cannot rely on their main sensory modalities; (ii) a
limited discrete set of directional cues can be displayed to the users. Different from
related research, the users do not rely on additional tools (like the white cane). Moreover, the proposed approach tries to avoid as much as possible oscillations in the users’
motions. Although in this work we display directional cues via vibrotactile stimuli, the
proposed approach can be general and tuned to work with different haptic interfaces
and/or feedback modalities (audio, visual).

3.2.2 Obstacle avoidance for human navigation
Here, we describe the obstacle avoidance algorithm used to safely navigate the users
in dynamic environments. The proposed algorithm is based on the assumption that the
human locomotion can be approximated by the motion of a unicycle system, i.e., the
T
human’s walking direction is tangential to her/his trajectory [183]. Let x = [ x, y, θ ]
be the pose of a user whose kinematics can be abstracted as a unicycle model, where
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p = [x, y]T and θ represent the position and orientation of the human w.r.t. the world
reference frame hOw , Xw , Yw , Zw i, respectively (see Fig. 3.4). Let v, ω be the linear
and angular velocities of the human. The dynamic model of the human motion can be
described as,

 

0
cos(θ)

 




(3.1)
v
+
ẋ = 
 0  ω.
 sin(θ) 
1
0

We assume that the agents (in our case the humans) are modeled as disc-shaped entities having radius ri , i = 1, ..., n, being n the number of agents. The algorithm is based
on the extension of the Optimal Reciprocal Collision Avoidance (ORCA) algorithm for
non-holonomic robots (NH-ORCA) presented in [182], that we adapt to our specific
problem.
ORCA is a velocity-based collision avoidance approach for multiple holonomic
agents (Fig. 3.5), [185]. The algorithm provides a sufficient condition for each agent
to be collision-free for at least a fixed amount of time τ into the future. Each agent takes
into account the observed velocity and pose of the other agents in order to avoid collisions with them. Then, the optimal velocity is selected by using linear programming.
The main advantage of ORCA with respect to other obstacle avoidance algorithms is
that is provide smooth, collision-free motions, avoiding as much as possible oscillations
in the agents’ paths.
NH-ORCA is the generalized version of ORCA for any non-holonomic agents. The
underlying idea is that any non-holonomic agent i can track a holonomic speed vector
vi with a certain tracking error ǫi , i.e., a non-holonomic robot can drive along an arc
and then along a straight line which is close to a holonomic vector in that direction
(Fig. 3.6). In accordance with [182] we can compute the holonomic speed vector vi that
approximates the non-holonomic velocity with the minimum error ǫi as follows,
vi = vi,h [cos(θi,h ), sin(θi,h )]T .

(3.2)

If ωi 6= 0, then Eq. (3.2) can be computed assuming,
θi,h = ωi t

vi,h = vi

2(1 − cos(ωi t))
,
ωi t sin(ωi t)

where ωi is the non-holonomic angular velocity, and t 6= 0 is the time to achieve the
correct orientation θi,h . If ωi = 0, vi can be computed from (3.2) assuming vi,h = vi
and θi,h = 0. Given a non-holonomic velocity (vi , ωi ) with ωi 6= 0, the maximum error
ǫi in tracking the related holonomic velocity vi is given as (cf. [182]),
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ǫ2i (vi , ωi , vi,h , θi,h ) = vi,h
t −
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2vi,h t sin(θi,h )
2(1 − cos(θi,h )) 2
vi +
vi . (3.3)
ωi
ωi2

Original ORCA algorithm for non-holonomic robots consists in the following steps.
First, a set of allowed holonomic velocities is calculated based on the current nonholonomic velocities and maximum tracking error ǫi . Resulting constraints are computed and added to the linear program in the ORCA formulation. To allow collision-free
navigation, ri has to be increased by the tracking error ǫi , since the agents do not track
the desired holonomic velocity exactly. Finally, the desired holonomic velocity is computed via linear programming and mapped to the corresponding non-holonomic control
input, which guarantee collision-free motion. Velocity-based collision avoidance approaches use the pose of the agents and their actual velocity to generate collision-free
velocities [182, 185, 186]. Guiding users via haptic, audio, or visual stimuli, implies that
we are not imposing a desired velocity to the subjects (different from a robot). Instead,
we are providing stimuli which should be translated into suitable velocities. This arises
two challenges. First, a mapping between the directional stimuli and the velocity of the
human should be defined. Second, motion uncertainty of the users when reacting to a
given stimulus should be taken into account (cf. Sect. 3.2.1).
For the mapping between the directional stimuli and the velocities of the human, we
used the results presented in Sect. 3.1.2The online obstacle avoidance algorithm consists
in the following steps. Let δt be the constant sampling time of the system and let NS be
the number of stimuli displayed to the users. At each iteration, the proposed collision
avoidance policy performs a continuous cycle of sensing and acting for each user (Fig.
Holonomic trajectory
ǫi
θi,h
θi

Non-holonomic trajectory

ri
Figure 3.6: The underlying idea of NH-ORCA is that any non-holonomic agent i can track a holonomic speed
vector with a certain tracking error ǫi . Such error ǫi is used to compute the collision-free velocity based on
the actual pose and velocity of the user.
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Figure 3.7: (a) Let us assume a configuration with two disc-shaped non-holonomic agents on a collision course.
(b) In order to determine the Velocity Obstacle VO in the velocity space, we first compute the holonomic
velocity vi , vj from the non-holonomic ones (vi , ωi ), (vj , ωj ). The VO (shaded area) is a truncated cone
tangent to a disk at the relative position of the two agents having radius ri +rj +ǫi +ǫj , being ǫi , ǫj the errors the
agents will perform in tracking holonomic velocities. (c) If the positions of the agents are obtained from noisy
measurements, (i.e., they are drawn form normal distributions pi = N (µpi , Σpi ), Σpi = diag(σpi , σpi )
pj = N (µpj , Σpj )), Σpj = diag(σpj , σpj ) the VO is updated accordingly. The algorithm selects the
stimulus k = 1, ..., NS whose holonomic velocity and related uncertainty ΣSk maximize the intersection
with the collision-free region. For agent i, the desired stimulus should maximize the intersection of ΣSk with
the region delimited by ORCAi,j .

3.7). First, the system estimates the pose and actual velocity of all the users. For each
user i, the algorithm calculates the holonomic velocities vi and related tracking errors ǫi
from the actual non-holonomic velocities (vi , ωi ), (Fig. 3.7(a)). By using the holonomic
velocities vi and the tracking errors ǫi , constraints are added to the linear program in the
ORCA formulation (Fig. 3.7(b)). Each constraint is represented as a half plane in the
holonomic velocity space. Let pi = N (µpi , Σpi ) be a bivariate normal distribution of
the measured position pi of the user i, having mean µpi and standard deviation Σpi =
diag(σpi , σpi ). For example, positions might be estimated using an Extended Kalman
Filter which provides an estimate of the variance, and hence the standard deviation, of
the measured quantities. These values are taken into account by the obstacle avoidance
algorithm by expanding the edges of the velocity obstacle (Fig. 3.7(c)). In order to
select the guiding stimulus k = 1, ..., NS , first we calculate the holonomic velocities
ΣSk related to the non-holonomic velocities and uncertainty of stimulus k (Fig. 3.7(c)).
Finally, the algorithm selects the stimulus whose ΣSk maximizes the intersection with
the obstacle-free region in the ORCA formulation. It is worth pointing out that the
collision-free velocities are computed in order to be as close as possible to the preferred
ones. In our particular case, the preferred velocities are the ones that minimize the
walking time of the users towards their goal areas. The proposed algorithm differs from
[182], since NH-ORCA starts by considering a holonomic behavior for the agent. Then,
a set of holonomic allowed velocities is computed. Finally, the algorithm calculates
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the optimal holonomic velocity, which is mapped to the corresponding non-holonomic
control inputs for the agent. Moreover, the proposed algorithm takes into account the
fact that only a discrete set of stimuli (i.e., control inputs) can be displayed to a user and
the presence of motion uncertainty when the users react to such stimuli.

3.2.3 Human guidance via haptic feedback
In this section, we briefly describe the haptic guidance policy used to validate the obstacle avoidance algorithm described in Sect. 3.2.2. The proposed policy is based on the
assumption that the human locomotion can be approximated by the motion of a unicycle
system (cfr. Sect. 3.2.2). Moreover, we assume that the human is free to select her/his
desired walking speed. Thus, haptic stimuli are sent to the user in order to steer the
heading.
Let us consider the problem of guiding a user along a path, given walking pace. This
problem consists in steering the human by acting on her/his angular velocity ω. In order
to provide stimuli which are easily recognizable by the user, the device could elicit only
three basic behaviors on the human (turn left, turn right, and go straight). Thus, only
three stimuli would be sufficient in principle. As a consequence, we display vibrotactile
stimuli via two haptic armbands placed on the forearms: vibration of the left armband
alerts the participant to turn left (L), while vibration of the right armband alerts the
participant to turn right (R). If the armbands do not vibrate, it means that the user can
go straight (C).
Algorithm 1 describes the proposed collision avoidance method when coupled with
haptic stimuli for human guidance. For simplicity, in the algorithm we consider possible
collisions among users. However, the proposed approach can be easily extended to avoid
collisions with static objects such as walls, etc. In this case, the ORCA half-plane for
user i is computed at the point vi + u instead of at point vi + 1/2u (Fig. 3.5).

3.2.4 Experimental validation
In this section, we present an experimental evaluation performed to assess the feasibility
and functionality of our approach. We validated the proposed approach in three different
scenarios. In the first, two users were asked to reach two different goal areas, wearing
two vibrotactile armbands each (one per arm), which displayed the directional cues. We
defined this scenario as S1. In the second scenario, S1 was augmented by introducing
a static obstacle. Both users still had to reach two different goal areas, while avoiding
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Algorithm 1 Optimal Reciprocal Collision Avoidance for human guidance via haptic
feedback. Let NU be the number of users and let NS = 3 be the number of haptic stimuli
which can be displayed to the users (turn left, turn right, and go straight). For each agent
i = 1, ..., NU the algorithm computes the ORCA constraints (regionORCA ) with respect
to all the other agents. The algorithm considers the position pi , the holonomic velocity
vi , and velocity approximation error ǫi of the agent.
Then, a numerical method is used to compute desired haptic stimulus which maximizes
the intersection of the collision-free region defined by the ORCA constraint and the
region Σk (defined by the velocity and uncertainty related to the haptic stimulus k =
1, ..., NS ).
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:

12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:

for k = 1, ..., NS = 3 do
Compute ωk related to haptic stimulus k
end for
while users did not reach their goals do
for i = 1, ..., NU do
regionORCA ← ∅
vi , ǫi ← (vi , ωi )
for j = 1, ..., NU do
if i 6= j then
vj , ǫj ← (vj , ωj )
regionORCA ← addRegion(pi, vi , ǫi ,
pj , vj , ǫj )
end if
end for
for k = 1, ..., NS = 3 do
Σk ← (vi , ωk )
Ik ← Σk ∩ regionORCA
Stimulus ← max(Ik )
end for
end for
end while

⊲ for each user

⊲ consider all the other users

⊲ for each stimulus

the object. This scenario was named S2. The third scenario, named S3, was built by taking S1 and introducing a third human operator. A visual resume of the scenarios can be
found in Figs. 3.8 and 3.9. In all the three scenarios, the users tried two modalities. In the
first modality (H), users were blindfolded and were wearing earphones for masking the
distinguishable sounds of the vibro-tactile interfaces. In the second modality (V), users
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Figure 3.8: (a) Experimental validation for scenario S1. Two blindfolded and audio-occluded users have
to move towards their goal areas by following directional cues provided by haptic armbands. (Left) The
trajectories performed by the users are shown in red and green. The users are represented with colored circles.
The starting point and the goal are two circles of radius 0.35 m centered in two opposite vertices of a square
room with side of 2 m. (Right) Snapshots of a performed trial. Haptic stimuli are provided to the user via two
vibrotactile wristbands.
(b) Experimental validation for scenario S2. Two blindfolded and audio-occluded users have to move towards
their goal areas, while avoiding a static obstacle. (Left) The trajectories performed by the users are shown
in red and green, whereas the obstacle is depicted with a blue circle. The users are represented with red and
green colored circles. The starting point and the goal are two circles of radius 0.35 m centered in two opposite
vertices of a square room with side of 2 m. (Right) Snapshots of a performed trial.
Haptic stimuli are provided to the user via two vibrotactile wristbands.

were able to see the environment and the other agents (other users or the obstacle), and
no auditory occlusion was provided. In both modalities, users were allowed to choose
their natural walking speed. Each agent was modeled as a unicycle robot, pose and velocity were computed using an Extended Kalman Filter acquiring measures with a Vicon
optical tracking system, composed of eight cameras. Six passive retro-reflective optical
markers were placed on each user’s torso, following the strong analogy between the steering wheels of a mobile robot and the human trunk, [183]. The sampling frequency of the
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Figure 3.9: Experimental validation for scenario S3. Three blindfolded and audio-occluded users are guided
to reach the opposite corner of square room having side of 2 m. (Left) The trajectories performed by the user
are shown in red, green, and blue. The users are represented with colored circles. The starting point and the
goal are two circles of radius 0.35 m. (Right-handed sequence) Snapshots of a performed trial. Haptic stimuli
are provided to the user via two vibrotactile wristbands.

motion capture system was set to 100 Hz. In the experimental validation, we represented
the users and the obstacles by their bounding circle; it is a common choice to represent
objects by its bounding area or volume. The proposed evaluation was performed on 18
healthy subjects (twelve males, age range 23-49, 15 right-handed): one of them had great
experience with the proposed vibro-tactile armbands, the remaining users had less or no
experience with our haptic interfaces. None of the participants reported any deficiencies
in perception abilities or physical impairments. The participants signed informed consent forms. All of them volunteered to the experiment, were informed about the purpose
of the it, and were able to discontinue participation at any time. The motion control and
related haptic stimulus was sent to the user each 0.2 s (5 Hz), according to the duration
of the vibro-tactile stimuli (cfr. Sect. 3.2.2 and Sect. 3.2.3).
The 18 participants, labeled from U1 to U18 for convenience, were divided per scenario as follows: all users, i.e., U1 to U18, performed four repetitions of scenario S1 and
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Figure 3.10: Results of the experimental validation, divided by scenario: a) mean time to reach the goal
(±standard deviation); b) mean length of the path (±standard deviation) travelled; c) mean minimum distance
between agents (±standard deviation). Blue bars represent data where haptic suggestions were provided to
the users (H), whereas green bars represent data where visual information was provided to the users (V). In
(a) users were taking less time to reach the goal when they were able to see the surrounding environment
(modality V) in all the cases. (b) The length of the performed trajectories is presented for the three scenarios.
(c) The minimal distance recorded among all trials for a certain modality and a certain scenario is presented.

S2 per modality, being arranged in couples (U1 with U2, U3 with U4, etc.). For what
concerns S3, triplets of users were formed, being U1, U2, and U3 in a group, U4, U5,
and U6 in another group, and so forth. For S3, four trials were performed per modality.
Each user performed the trials in pseudo-randomized order. In each trial, users were
asked to start from predefined positions and to reach predefined goals. The users walked
in a square room with a side of 2 m. The radius of the bounding circle was set to 0.35 m
for each user. The starting point and the goal are two circles of radius 0.35 m. For the
scenario S2, in which users were asked to avoid a static obstacle, we represented the obstacle with a 0.3 m circle. The goal was considered successfully reached as soon as the
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center of the bounding circle of the user entered the goal area. A computer connected
to the motion tracking system was in charge of: acquiring human positions from the
motion tracking system measurements; computing the optimal turning direction (or no
turning); sending communication signals to the wearable haptic interfaces, for activating
the vibro-tactile cues.

3.2.5 Results and discussion
Three metrics were used for evaluating the functionality of our approach: time to reach
the goal, length of the trajectories, and minimal distance from agents. Results on the
recorded trials for these metrics are summarized in Fig. 3.10. In all trials and for all
the modalities, no collision with other agents (either another user or the obstacle) happened. While for the visual conditions this was expected, regarding the haptic guidance
condition the obtained results show that our approach works, i.e., our system is able to
successfully guide two or three users along collision-free paths, towards a goal area. Let
us now analyze the obtained results.
In Fig. 3.10, data from modality H (where haptic suggestions were provided to the
users) are depicted with blue bars, whereas green bars represent data from trial in modality V (subjects with no vision and audio impairment). Fig. 3.10a shows the completion
trial for all three scenarios. As we can observe, users were taking less time to reach the
goal while they were able to see the surrounding environment (modality V). This result
is not surprising since it is known that human subjects slow down their walking pace
when the visual feedback from the environment is removed, i.e., the vision channel is
occluded. Fig. 3.10b presents the recorded trajectory lengths for the three scenarios. In
this case, the difference between visual trials (modality V) and situations where the users
were suggested by haptic cues is not as vast as for the time to reach the goal. Fig. 3.10c
depicts the mean minimal distance (and standard deviation) between the agents recorded
among all trials for a certain modality and a certain scenario. This last parameter can
be seen as a measure on how much the system is daring in making people passing close.
While it is clear that the system behaved similarly for the three scenarios in modality H
(haptic suggestions were give to blindfolded, audio-occluded subjects), it is interesting
to note how users were still passing fairly distant (between 1 m and 1.2 m) in case of S1,
and closer to each other (and the obstacle) for the other two scenarios. This behavior
may be explained by the fact that a third known point (the obstacle for S2 and the third
user for S3) can give a sort of augmented confidence to the user. However, this type of
result will be analyzed in future works.
Comparison of the means among feedback conditions and scenarios was tested using
a series of paired-samples t-tests. Data are mean ± standard deviation, unless otherwise
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stated. Salient differences, where present, would like to be found on the same scenario,
but among two different feedback conditions. For this reason, nine paired-samples ttests were run, to check whether in the three different scenarios (S1, S2, and S3) the
three metrics of interests (time to reach the goal, length of the walked path, and minimum distance among users) would prove to be more significant when users were given
haptic cues w.r.t. when users were left without cues. Since each set of data (each bar
of Fig. 3.10) was used only once in our analysis, it was not necessary to adjust the
alpha value to avoid raising the probability of making a Type I error. Each test tij is
labelled after type of metric (i = 1 as time to reach the goal, i = 2 as length of the
path, and i = 3 as minimum distance between agents) and the j th scenario. In all tests,
the assumption of normality of data was not violated, as assessed by Shapiro-Wilk’s
test (p11 = .204, p12 = .667, p13 = .569, p21 = .818, p22 = .259, p23 = .574,
p31 = .418, p32 = .567, p33 = .405). Participant were found to be faster (i.e., to
take less time to reach the goal) when not stimulated with haptic cues in all scenarios
(t11 (71) = 11.943, p < 0.001, t12 (71) = 11.664, p < 0.001, t13 (71) = 10.238,
p < 0.001), while the length of the walked path differed only when more than two
agents (S2 and S3) were considered (t21 (71) = 0.713, p = 0.478, t22 (71) = 5.259,
p < 0.001, t23 (71) = 4.061, p < 0.001). A similar result has been found for the minimum distance between agents, meaning that the participant were going closer to each
other when they could see (no haptic cues given) and when more than two agents (S2
and S3) were considered (t31 (35) = 0.955, p = 0.346, t32 (35) = 4.119, p < 0.001,
t33 (23) = 7.745, p < 0.001).

3.2.6 Conclusions
We detailed a solution for addressing the problem of guiding multiple users along collisionfree paths in situations with poor/no visibility and reduced hearing capabilities. We
considered a dynamic environment made by static obstacles and multiple moving users.
Haptic feedback was used as an interesting way to provide directional information when
audio and visual modalities are not available. Haptic stimuli are generated by a modified
version of the Optimal Reciprocal Collision Avoidance algorithm for non-holonomic
agents, which considers the reduced number of stimuli (i.e., instructions) that can be provided to the users and their motion uncertainty. The proposed navigation policy exploits
the non-holonomic nature of human locomotion in goal directed paths, which leads to a
very intuitive guidance mechanism. The proposed method is evaluated in three scenarios.
Experimental results reveal that all the blindfolded subjects could safely reach the goal
area.
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3.3 Suggesting walking pace under manual and cognitive load
This Section presents a comparison between two different approaches for controlling
human cadence. Elastic haptic bands are used to suggest walking-pace during an exercise aimed at reproducing real industrial or human-robot cooperation task. The proposed system consists of two wearable interfaces for providing timing information to
the users, and a pressure sensor to estimate the step time, thus resulting in a combination
of walking-state monitoring and vibro-tactile stimuli to regulate the walking pace. Vibrational stimuli with a constant presentation interval are alternately and repeatedly given
to the right and left side of the human body, in accordance with the desired walking
speed. We tested two different interface placements: wrists and ankles. The guidance
system has been evaluated under mental and manual workload using three additional
tasks: answering to questions using a smartphone, playing a memory game on a tablet,
and balancing a small sphere in the center of a flat surface. Experimental results revealed
that subjects prefer the ankle position for what concerns wearability, comfort and easiness in task execution. Examples of the proposed approach in daily use are training and
coaching in sports, rehabilitation, and human-robot cooperation and interaction

3.3.1 Motivation
Nowadays there is growing interest in technologies and methods to assist people during
daily activities; despite many attempts, research in navigation aids is still in its infancy.
Most of them rely on vision or hearing as primary communication channels, which could
be overloaded in many multi-tasking scenarios. We investigated the opportunity of controlling pedestrian cadence at non-attentional level. Related works demonstrated that
walkers are able to synchronize to auditory and visual cues [187], but this approach
demands more attention and may conflict with daily tasks due to the limited resources
availability [188]. The interaction with electronics and mechanical devices may arise
interference due to the dependency on visual and auditory channels, contributing to overload, thus reduce, sensory perceptions [189, 190]. A clear way to reduce cognitive load
consist in replacing the audiovisual cues with stimuli involving other senses. This prevents channels from saturating and lowers the overall mental efforts [76].
We prove that given a desired walking pace, users can adjust their gait cadence to
match it with little error and minimal effort by means of vibro-tactile cues. The coordination of a team of humans for sport training and the cooperation between humans and
robots, represent two examples among the numerous guidance scenarios. As we intro-
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duced in Sect. 1.3, haptic communication offers an effective, yet non-intrusive, way for
providing cues to the users when visual modality is temporarily impaired or the audio
modality is overloaded by background noise. The underlying idea is that audio or visual
systems do not represent the right solutions to guide the walking velocity of a subject
while hands are involved in a task, such as assembling parts in an industrial environment
or writing on a touch display. By freeing cognitive and attentional resources, the users
can carry out their tasks with improved safety and quality. In the previous Section, we
presented systems based on haptics focusing on providing stimuli mainly via bracelets
and waist belts. It is worth reporting here the main contributions to outline differences
with respect to our policy. A torso-mounted vibro-tactile display was used to provide
cues for improving situational awareness of soldiers in a simulated building-clearing
exercise [168]. In [167] and [74], a vibro-tactile belt was used for human guidance in
indoor and outdoor environments, respectively. In [79], the authors used vibro-tactile
armbands to guide users along a predefined path, assisted by a mobile robot. In addition,
in [76] the authors exploited the use of haptic stimuli for indoors pedestrian guidance
using two wrist-worn interfaces. Vibro-tactile armbands were used to navigate subjects
along fixed and dynamic paths [78, 191], where three basic haptic cues were sent to
the user to steer the locomotion. Adame et al. in [179] proposed a comparison among
different vibro-tactile devices for guidance of visually impaired users. Contributions in
the aforementioned literature focused on how to suggest a given rotation to the human
body, or how to steer humans along a certain trajectory. An often undervalued important
parameter to guide humans is the time to reach the target i.e., the steps cadence. In [192]
the authors presented an interesting vibro-tactile guidance method to suggest velocity to
users by means of haptics. An exemplar application is guiding subject toward the closest
bus stop at the optimal walking speed.
With this work, we present results concerning the idea of using haptic interfaces to
suggest walking pace when users are asked to accomplish additional tasks. We tried to
replicate the traits of a real scenario, such as human-robot cooperation and industrial
tasks. In particular we concentrate on applications where the operator use her/his hands
to perform manipulation tasks while walking towards a target.
Two different solutions to provide the periodic vibro-tactile guidance have been
tested and compared with the approach proposed in [192], to extend it under cognitive
and manual load.
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Figure 3.11: System overview. In a) the haptic band exploited to display haptic stimuli at the user’s ankle. In
b) the haptic band worn as bracelet.

3.3.2 Human pace suggestion via haptic feedback
In this Section we analyse the gait synchronization strategy developed to control the
user gait cadence i.e., the linear velocity. The principles of our guidance approach are
based on the step cycle schema proposed by Philippson in [193]. A step consists of a
limb movement performed from heel strike to next heel strike of the same foot. The step
cycle and length are defined as temporal duration and spatial distance of a single step.
Our method exploits a feature of the human sensory-motor system, called sensory-motor
entrainment, to suggest a specific walking cadence [194, 195]. It is known that the frequency of a cyclic movement, such as walking and running, can be affected by rhythmic
sensory inputs and can smoothly converge on the rhythm of the input [196]. For example,
when people walk while listening to music, their step cycle gradually conforms to the
rhythm of the music. Recent works proved that haptic stimuli can be used to deliver the
walking cadence without interfering with other sensory channels, which might be useful for the user safety or task execution. In our method, haptic stimuli, i.e., vibrations,
are periodically provided to different left/right body parts to assess which is the most
suitable haptic input location. The user mean gait cadence is measured using a pressure
sensor placed under the right foot, and is compared with the suggested cadence.
In this final part of the thesis, we want to investigate whether it is more performing to
place the haptic interface on the wrists or the ankles to guide the human linear velocity
through the suggestion of a specific step cycle. task. Synchronization capability and
comfort are the metrics used to evaluate the two policies. To identify which is the best
location for the haptic stimulation in a work environment, we asked participants to perform additional tasks, which purpose was to increase the manual and mental workload
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Figure 3.12: Cadence cues are provided to the users via two vibro-tactile elastic bands placed on the wrists or
on the ankles (a) of the user during a task with manual and cognitive load. The haptic bands (b) are composed
of two vibrating motors (1) attached to an elastic wristband (3). A Li-Ion battery is in charge of power and an
Arduino board controls the interface (2).

to verify differences in performances related to the haptic bands locations.

3.3.3 System overview
The proposed system aims at suggesting human cadence by controlling their step cycle
time. It is composed of two parts: the former is in charge of providing haptic cues to
the user, whereas the latter, used only for experimental testing and validation, detects
contacts between the foot and the ground, thus to compute the user cadence. In what
follows we describe the two components of the system.
Haptic bands The desired cadence is suggested to the users through rhythmic vibrations provided by remotely controlled elastic haptic bands. The haptic band is a customized version of the bracelet presented in Sect. 3.1.1, compared to which we updated
the design to best suite both ankles and wrists. The hardware and electronic components
are the same of the previous version. Whenever a trigger is sent to a haptic device, the
motors vibrate providing a vibro-tactile stimulus to the wearer. In order not to overload
the user’s tactile channel and reduce the recognition time, we do not modulate the frequency of the signal, but we use a simple on/off mechanism, similar to the one used
in [97]. We activate alternatively the two devices in accordance with the desired step
duration. An additional stimulus to stop the user by activating both the haptic devices is
implemented. When an interface is activated, its motors vibrate for 0.1 s at a frequency
of 250 Hz. Subjects wear one haptic bracelet on each ankle or wrist in order to maximize
the stimuli separation, keeping the discrimination process as intuitive as possible.
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Figure 3.13: The pressure values are recorded by a flexible force sensor (FSR 400) and sent wireless through
a XBee radio module. The raw signal showed in (a) is normalised between 0 and 1. Steps are extracted
by thresholding the raw signal (b), and considering the positive edges (c). The threshold is set at 2 ∗ ST D
(Standard Deviation).

Pressure Sensor The second component has been developed to capture the walking
pattern, with the aim to extract the step timing. Its function is the heel strike detection
and consists in a flexible force sensor (SFR 400) and a XBee radio module. The force
sensing resistor measures the force applied through the deformation of the active surface, which produces a resistance variation. We use this component as unobtrusive and
comfortable switch to detect the contact of the shoe with the ground. The XBee module
is used to convert an analog signal into a digital signal and send it wirelessly to another
module, connected to the laptop. The pressure value is converted into a 10 bit digital
signal. The step extraction procedure exploits a single-threshold value, defined as the
double of the standard deviation of the data, measured during the initialization phase
(see Sect. 3.2.4). The sensor measures the pressure under the heel at 100 Hz. Thus,
we are able to measure the step cycle and monitor the walking state from the obtained
pressure data. The step-detection procedure consists of three phases. In the first step,
raw pressure data are acquired by the system and normalized (Fig. 3.13a, then it is transformed into a two-levels signal using a custom threshold (Fig. 3.13b). The square wave
indicates whether the foot is in contact or not with the ground, assuming value 1 or 0,
respectively. As a final step, the algorithm extracts positive edges matching the contact
of the heel with the floor, identifying the step as the interval between two consecutive
edges. Let the number of steps per minute be the stride-frequency and the space between two subsequent steps the stride-length. Walking velocity can be thus computed as
the product of stride-frequency and stride-lenght. Even if the walking speed seems to be
controlled by two parameters, Laurent et al. in [197] demonstrated that the gait can be
controlled acting on only one of the two parameters.
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3.3.4 Experimental validation
The experiments were performed to assess the feasibility and functionality of the developed approach. We validated the proposed walking-pace suggestion technique using two
different body locations for the haptic interfaces, wrist and ankle.
Preliminary test We started the experimental validation of our system by exploiting
the results presented in [192]. We performed preliminary tests using haptic interfaces
either as bracelets or anklets. Eight healthy subjects walked for 220 meters following the
path depicted in Fig. 3.14. Three step duration values (0.8 s, 1.0 s , and 1.2 s) were tested
for each configuration. We selected these values to test the system since we observed
in preparatory experiments that [0.8 – 1.2 ]s is a suitable range considering the standard
human comfortable cadence. The aim of this test was to verify the attitude of our system
in suggesting walking speed and compute a rough estimation of users’ response. Users,
step duration and body location were pseudo-randomly selected. We discarded the first
4 s of data, where the participant is transitioning from stationary to walking state. During
task execution, participants wore headphones reproducing white noise to acoustically
insulate them from the environment and avoid cues generated from the motors vibrations.
The metric is the error in adapting to the proposed rhythm. We defined the error as the
average of the difference between subject’s and desired stride duration per each step,
normalized and expressed in percentage (with respect to the suggested cadence):
error =

N
1 X u(k) − d(k)
× 100%.
N
d(k)

(3.4)

k=1

Where N is the number of steps walked during the test, uk and dk are the duration of the
k − th step and the desired time, respectively. Experimental results revealed an average
error among all trials of 3.46 ± 1.78 % and 2.93 ± 1.56 %, in the case of interfaces worn
as bracelets and anklets, respectively. Since we were interested in selecting the optimal
location, we performed statistical analysis tests to assess if the difference in error was
significant or not. The standard deviation of the error, calculated for each subject, is
considered the user synchronization capability, in fact, higher is standard deviation the
more is the differences among the steps. In Sect. 3.3.5.1 we report and discuss results
with statistical tests.
Cognitive load The main objective of this work is to compare the performance of
the haptic guidance method for users performing tasks requiring cognitive load. Two
conditions were considered: vibrations provided on wrists and ankles. The results of the
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Figure 3.14: Representative walkway.

preliminary experiments suggested ankle as desired location, and laid the bases for what
follows.
Once the capability of suggesting walking pace using vibrations was established,
and a candidate location was determined in absence of secondary tasks, we studied the
potential of the proposed system in association with manual and cognitive tasks. To increase the subject cognitive load during the synchronized walk, three tasks have been
designed in a preparatory phase: i) answering to questions asked by another operator
via smartphone app, ii) a memory game on the tablet, and iii) a balancing ball-plate
game. These tasks involved the use of both hands, to simulate a real work situation,
and required a discrete effort to successfully accomplish the trial. Eight healthy subjects
(all males, age range 23-35) took part only to this prior test. The texting approach was
implemented first. The questions concerned logic, numerical calculations and general
knowledge, randomly drawn from a standard set [198]. Subjects were asked to answer
appropriately, while keeping the focus on the gait synchronization. The second tested
task was a memory game, that resulted excessively demanding, it was extremely difficult to keep the synchronization while achieving a good score, regardless of the body
location and cadence. The game consisted in keeping track of a sequence of buttons
which turned on sequentially, and replicating the same sequence in a limited time. Each
round the sequence became more complex, by increasing the memory load by one. The
third exercise was a customized version of a ball-plate game. The aim of the task was to
maintain a ball inside a plate avoiding contacts with the edges. This resulted as the best
option for our purpose. Firstly, it can be considered very close to a real task. Maintaining
a ball in the center of a plate involves hands, eyes, and it is not excessively immersive.
Moreover, differently from the first game, we can score and rate how the user is perform-
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ing the tasks. The plate is equipped with a touch sensor on the border, thus the number
of hits (i.e. errors in execution) gives a rate on the accomplishment. We decided to test
the guidance policy while executing this task.
The evaluation of the system with a cognitive load was performed on 16 healthy
subjects (10 males, age range 23-35): one of them had experience with the proposed
vibro-tactile device, the remaining users had less or no experience with our haptic interfaces. None of the participants reported any deficiencies in perception abilities or
physical impairments. To enrich the discussion after the trials and to better understand
the results we estimated the user’s physiological cadence before starting the experiment.
We asked users to walk for the entire pathway without haptic suggestions. In the first 20
meters we checked and calibrated the pressure sensor, whereas in the remaining we evaluate the most comfortable walking cadence while the user acquainted with the pathway.
Then, subjects were asked to synchronize the gait cadence to the vibrations provided by
the haptic devices. Two values of cadence were tested: ±10% with respect to the comfortable one (previously estimated). We adopted user-dependent cadences to preserve
uniformity in testing an heterogeneous set of volunteer with variegated ages, heights,
and walking habits. Each participant performed 5 trials: the comfortable gait cycle was
estimated during the first trial, then the 4 remaining trials were haptic-guided. Subjects
and desired walking pace were sorted in a pseudo-random order. Our setup was not
designed to measure the step length, so we refer to the mean cadence, which is the inverse of the mean step duration. During task execution, participants wore headphones
reproducing white noise to acoustically insulate them from the environment and avoid
cues generated from the motors vibrations. As the primary hypothesis was to provide a
purely tactile stimulus, the white noise was designed to cover the motor vibration noise.
Each subject was followed by a ghost operator equipped with a laptop for data acquisition, walking at distance of about 5 meters behind. This distance was selected not to
disturb the task execution, while keeping the communication active between the wireless
devices. Furthermore, vibrations parameters were manually set by the operator via an
ad-hoc software. The operator was also in charge of starting the pressure data recording,
using the same software. The pressure sensor was placed in the same position of the
previous experimental setup. The pressure sensor placement has proven critical for the
success of the measurement: the optimal place was the posterior part of the sole, where
there was no contact with the foot during the swing phase. We selected this location
after numerous prior tests.
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Figure 3.15: Results of the experimental validation, divided by scenario. Blue bars represent data where
haptic cues were provided to the wrist, whereas red bars represent data where information was displayed at
ankle location. (a) Preliminary test. In S1 users were asked to follow a 0.8 seconds step cycle, 1.0 and 1.2
seconds were asked in S2 and S3 respectively. (b-c) Cognitive test. Two values of step cycle were tested:
±10% with respect to the comfortable pace. In (b) we report error in maintaining the suggested cadence,
whereas in (c) bars depict error in performing the task (i.e., number of hits).

3.3.5 Results and discussion
In this section we analyse the data collected in the experimental phase (see Sect. 3.2.4)
by means of statistical tests to give a more accurate and reliable interpretation, then we
proceed with a discussion on the users questionnaire responses.
3.3.5.1 Results and Statistical Analysis
Preliminary test Regarding the preparatory test, for each user we compared the gait
cycle error (mean and standard deviation) in trials with different haptic interface body
locations. We calculated the difference between the synchronization error while performing the “ankle" trials and the error in the “wrist" trials of the same subjects, at the same
desired cadence, and then we ran statistical analysis on that data. Visual representation
is summarized in Fig 3.15. Resulting errors were normally distributed, as assessed by
Shapiro-Wilk’s test (p = 0.365 > 0.05). Statistical tests revealed a mean gait cycle
error reduction of 2.43 ± 0.85 % while wearing haptic interfaces as anklet with respect
to the wrist placement. The paired samples t-test underlined a statistically significant
decrement of the mean error using anklets (t(23) = 2.829, p = 0.012 < 0.05). Then we
ran statistics on the subjects error standard deviation. The Shapiro-Wilk’s test assessed
the normality of the distribution (p = 0.770 > 0.05).
Additionally, three paired-samples t-tests were conducted, to check whether in the
three different scenarios (S1, S2, and S3) the metric of interest proved more statistically
significant in ankle stimulation with respect to the wrist positioning. Each test Si is
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labeled according to the suggested walking pace (i = {1, 2, 3} corresponding to the
desired step cycles of 0.8, 1.0, and 1.2 seconds, respectively). For each test, we computed the error percent between the real and desired cadence (cfr. EQ. (3.4)) and then
performed statistical analyses to assert differences in performance between the proposed
haptic bands locations. We verified the absence of significant outliers, and the possibility to approximate the dependent variable distributions of the two groups (trials with
bracelets and anklets) as normal distributions. None of the tests showed outliers, and the
assumption of normality was not violated in any test, as assessed by Shapiro-Wilk’s test
(p1 = 0.366, p2 = 0.312, p3 = 0.646 for the error mean, and p1 = 0.807, p2 = 0.532,
p3 = 0.288 for the error standard deviation). Participants were found aligned with the
desired cadence more often (i.e., the average error is lower) when the elastic haptic bands
were positioned on ankles: outcomes of data analysis showed an error percent reduction
of 4.09 ± 1.69, 1.31 ± 0.41, and 1.70 ± 0.55 in scenario S1, S2, and S3 (t1 (7) = 2.418,
p < 0.05, t2 (7) = 3.160, p < 0.05, t3 (7) = 3.101, p < 0.05). The mean difference in
standard deviation indicated that the subjects were able to synchronize more consistently
using the haptic interfaces as anklets: values obtained were 1.48 ± 0.33, 0.75 ± 0.27,
and 1.09 ± 0.35, respectively in scenario S1, S2, and S3 (t1 (7) = 3.424, p < 0.05,
t2 (7) = 2.706, p < 0.05, t3 (7) = 3.072, p < 0.05). The test revealed that wearing the
haptics interfaces in the ankle increased the capability of guiding walking pace. Observing both the result graphs (Fig. 3.15) and the statistical test outputs, we observed that the
more the required cadence was far from the comfortable one (about 1 second per step),
the greater was the difference in performances between the two adapted guiding policies.
Moreover, from the outcomes of these trials we noticed that the higher was the required
cadence, the higher was the error.
Cognitive test For what concerns the test executed with a not-negligible cognitive load
task, we evaluated the results through two different metrics: the error in following the
walking cadence and the number of times the ball hits the tray margin during the task
execution. In Fig. 3.15b and Fig. 3.15c we pictorially summarize the experimental evaluation results. On both metrics of interest we carried out statistical tests to validate the
results. As we did for the preparatory experiment, we analysed errors on trials with
different gait cadence both separately and together. For what concerns all the trial, the
wrist location elicited a statistically significant average error increasing of 0.54 ± 0.17%
compared to the ankle. Statistical significance was established using paired-sample ttest (t(31) = 3.132, p < 0.05). Values satisfied the Shapiro-Wilk test ensuring a normal
distribution of the mean error differences (p > 0.05). Additionally, statistical analysis
was used to infer about the subjects synchronization. Users maintained a more uniform
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pace using the the haptic bands as anklets. Difference between error standard deviations
using bracelets and anklets resulted to be 0.22 ± 0.06%. The Shapiro-Wilk test verified
the distribution normality (p > 0.05) and paired-sample t-test confirmed the statistical
significance (t(31) = 3.768, p < 0.05) Moreover, we performed single paired-sample
t-test for each condition, investigating whether the increasing in performance is related
to the position of the haptic bands for each scenario. For both gait cycle conditions we
compared the error mean values. The ankle solution, compared to the wrist location,
elicited a average error reduction of 0.26 ± 0.11 % (t(15) = 2.339, p < 0.05) in following the slower rhythm and 0.80 ± 0.31 % (t(15) = 2.607, p < 0.05) for the faster one.
The error standard deviation reduction is 0.20 ± 0.08 % (t(15) = 2.335, p < 0.05) in
following the slower rhythm and 0.25 ± 0.08 % (t(15) = 2.903, p < 0.05) for the faster
one. Error are expressed as percentage of the trial requested cadence.
Data from participants were analyzed to understand the correlation of haptic suggestions and task performance. Number of errors (hits against the touch sensor) was used as
a metric. Of the 32 trials (2 for each participant to the study), the wrist location elicited
an increase in mistakes in 26 trials compared to the ankle position, whereas two trials
saw no change. Moreover, results in accomplishing the requested task were analyzed to
further understand the correlation of haptic suggestions and task performance. Of the
16 participants recruited to the study, the anklet position elicited a reduction in hits in
12 participants compared to the wrist position, whereas one participant saw no improvement and 2 performed better with the bracelets. We performed Wilcoxon signed-rank
tests considering both separating trials by gait cycle (+10%, and -10% with respect to
the physiological), and together. Trials with higher cadence (−10%) showed a statistically significant median reduction in hits (4 hits) when subjects wore anklets (7 hits)
compared to the bracelets (11 hits), z = 2.051, p < 0.05 . Also outputs of the test
conducted on the slowed pace (+10%) confirmed an improvement in executing the task
with the anklets. The median number of hits wearing haptic interfaces in the ankles drew
from 11 to 8, resulting in a median reduction of 3 hits (z = 3.087 p < 0.05).
3.3.5.2 Discussion
In addition to the statistical results, we take into account also the users’ point of view.
The aim of this work is to compare different haptic guidance strategies for real applications. Thus, not only numbers but also personal experiences represent a key value. At the
end of the trials, a survey based on the Usability and User Experience (USE) [150] in the
form of a bipolar Likert-type was proposed to the subjects. The USE questionnaire evaluates three dimensions of usability: comfort, ease of use, and wearability. Each feature
is evaluated using a number of items: subjects must select a mark on a seven-point scale
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Table 3.3: Questionnaire factors and relative marks.
Questionnaire factors

Mean (SD)

Comfort

6.33 (0.88)

Ease of use

3.82 (0.90)

Wearability

5.67 (1.10)

Marks range from “1 = strongly prefer Wrist” to “7 = strongly prefer Ankle”.
Mean and standard deviation (Mean (SD)) are reported.
(1 = strongly prefer Wrist, 7 = strongly prefer Ankle) . Results are shown in Table 3.3.
From Table 3.3, we can assert that the subjects rated positively the overall features of
the system. For what concerns the easy of use, since the working principle is the same for
both anklets and bracelets, results outline the equivalence of the two approaches. Without any doubt, we can affirm that the subjects strictly prefer the anklets from the comfort
point of view. Users motivated this choice since the vibration in the arm was considered at the same time both a pace suggestion and a disturbance to the task. They were
using their hands to balance a ball; a vibrations represented an interference in the task
execution. For what concerns the last factor, the wearability feature, results of the questionnaire revealed that user prefer the anklet with respect to the bracelet. This answer
can be attributed to the subjects often wearing bracelets, watches and other accessories
on their forearm. Despite the haptic device being lightweight (89.3 g), subjects preferred
wearing it on their legs because it felt less constraining and tiring. A further suggestion
users gave us after the experimental session was the possibility to hide more easily the
haptic interface under their clothes in the case of anklet.

3.3.6 Conclusions
In this Section, we reported preliminary results regarding the problem of guiding humans
by modifying their step-cycle time i.e., the linear velocity. Haptic stimulation is used as
an interesting way to provide velocity information when audio or visual channels are not
available or overloaded. We considered two different location for displaying vibrations
and suggesting walking pace, the wrist and the ankle. A task requiring a not negligible cognitive load was assigned to users. Experimental evaluation and subjects usage
feedback showed a preference for the ankle location. Such body position resulted in a
smaller error regarding rhythm synchronization and better performances in executing a
real task; it also was preferred by the users for usability, wearability and comfort.

Conclusions and Future Work

A journey of a thousand miles begins with a single step
Lao-Tzu

This thesis presents my contribution to the field of human guidance, collecting all
the work I have done from December 2014 to December 2017 toward my Ph.D. degree.
In these years, I tried to contribute to address the challenge of guiding humans using
haptic strategies, considering both the limbs posture and user’s position and orientation.
We developed wearable human tracking systems, to estimate and reconstruct the pose
of different body limbs, and studied algorithms to guide people by means of haptic
interfaces, acting on walking speed and direction.
Chapter 1 introduces the technological background of tracking systems and haptic
strategies for human guidance. The state of the art and our contribution in tracking are
presented in the first part, then we focus our attention on the sense of touch and its
interesting features.
With Chapter 2, we enter in the core of the thesis, presenting results in the field of
human tracking. As a starting point we introduce our tracking system: a glove for hand
tracking [199]. The proposed device addresses the problem of reconstructing the human
hand pose and, at the same time, provide haptic feedback in a wearable way. The glove
can estimate the joints values of the hand as well as the hand rotation with respect to
a global reference frame. It is designed to limit possible disturbances generated by the
servomotors of the haptic interfaces. A modular solution is considered to connect an arbitrary number of cutaneous devices and to separately use the sensing and the actuation
component. The experimental validation reveal an orientation estimation error comparable with the human ability of discriminating finger joint angle. As a further advancement,
we will improve the glove by using customized and flexible sensing boards of smaller
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size. An embedded microcontroller will be included to make a wearable and stand-alone
tracking system. Moreover wireless technologies will replace the serial communication.
The tracking glove enhancement is presented in Sect. 2.2 in which we introduce a
new method to estimate the fingertip contact forces using the glove [200]. For a deformable object with known stiffness matrix, the force is obtained by multiplying the
position of the fingertips in the contact frames and stiffness matrix of the object. In
future works, we will validate the proposed technique with real objects and additional
studies will be performed in order to make the proposed method more general.
Two further spin-off projects started from the developed tracking algorithm. The
first, detailed in Sect. 2.3, consists in a wearable human machine interface [201]. A
cap, instrumented with a nine axis MARG and three EMG sensors, is used to control a
lightweight robot for people with mobility impairments. Outcomes show that individuals
with severe motor impairments can comfortably operate assistive robotic manipulators
using the proposed system interface. Moreover, patients confirmed its ease of use and
performances comparable with the standard joystick controller. In future studies, force
feedback techniques will be evaluated to improve control performance.
The second work is detailed in Sect. 2.4. Here we present a novel wearable input
interface based on finger interaction [202]. Two conductive bands and a MARG sensor
detect finger tap and orientation, respectively, so that Bluetooth connected device can be
notified. We investigated the potential impact in the field of text input by implementing
a mobile application. Although preliminary results seem promising, we need to involve
a larger set of subjects to have much significant set of data to analyze. Moreover, the
prototype presented is still far from a real commercial accessory, but we are currently
working on a new design for each ring where its form factor will be reduced by half.
Contributions in wearable human tracking for guidance purpose are followed by developed policies to guide human towards a destination using haptics. We show the possibility of controlling walking speed and direction exploiting vibrotactile elastic bands.
More in detail, in Sect. 3.2 we present a solution aim to address the problem of guiding multiple users along collision-free paths using the sense of touch. We consider a
dynamic environment made by static obstacles and multiple moving users. Haptic feedback is used as an interesting way to provide directional information when audio and
visual modalities are not available. Haptic stimuli are generated by an ad-hoc version of
the Optimal Reciprocal Collision Avoidance algorithm for non-holonomic agents, which
considers the reduced number of stimuli (i.e., instructions) that can be provided to the
users and their motion uncertainty. The proposed navigation policy exploits the nonholonomic nature of human locomotion in goal directed paths, which leads to a very
intuitive guidance mechanism. Experimental results reveal that all the blindfolded sub-
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jects could safely reach the goal area. In future work, we will consider more challenging
scenarios including the presence of narrow passages, and scenarios in which the users
have a limited interval of time to accomplish the task. In addition, we plan to evaluate the
proposed approach with different feedback modalities (composed of a different number
of stimuli), and with older adults and visually impaired.
The idea of guiding human walking inspired also the last part of this thesis. In
Sect. 3.3 we report preliminary results regarding the problem of guiding humans acting
on their step-cycle time i.e., controlling the linear velocity [203]. Haptics is used as an
unobtrusive way to provide information when audio or visual channels are not available
or overloaded, for instance in a real industrial scenario or in a human-robot interaction
task. We consider two different locations for displaying vibrations and suggesting walking pace: wrists and ankles. A task requiring a significant manual and cognitive load was
assigned to subjects. Experimental evaluation and user usage feedback show that ankle
location is preferred. Such body position results with a smaller error in syncronizing the
walking gait, with better performance in executing a real task, and was most ranked by
the user for usability, wearability and comfort.

Appendix A

Orientation Estimation of MARG Sensors
In this Appendix, we briefly detail the orientation estimation algorithm used in the previous described works. We mainly exploit the quaternion based method presented by
Comotti in [105]. The author used quaternions to estimate the orientation of a single
MARG sensor with respect to a global reference frame. Using quaternion allow us to
overcome the problems introduced by the Euler angles, for instance the gimbal lock problem and the issues related to the trigonometric functions. In this algorithm and in the
entire work we use the following convention to represent a quaternion: q = [ω x y z],
where ω is the real number. The proposed algorithm is composed of three parts, the
former estimates the orientation relying on accelerometer and magnetometer measures,
the second produces an estimation based on the gyroscope angular rate integration, and
the latter fuses the two previous estimations. In the first part, the algorithm estimates
the orientation using accelerometer and magnetometer measures, by minimizing a cost
function. By exploiting the Gauss-Newton method, the algorithm processes the measurement of gravity and Earth’s magnetic flux to evaluate the actual sensor orientation. Let
S
a(t), S m(t) ∈ R3×1 be the accelerometer and magnetic measures with respect to the
sensor reference frame ΣS . The Earth reference vector S z(t), expressed in the sensor
frame, results
#
"
S
a(t)
S
∈ R6×1 .
z(t) = S
m(t)
Using the same notation, we indicate the reference vector in the world reference frame
ΣW as
#
"
W
a(t)
W
∈ R6×1 .
z(t) = W
m(t)
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Taking into account that the gravity vector is always aligned with the world z-axis, therefore we can consider


0


 0 
W
 ∈ R6×1 .
z(t) = 


 1 
W
m(t)
Let the orientation estimation error be
ǫ(t) =

W

z(t) −

W

MS (t) S z(t)

(A.1)

where W MS (t) ∈ R6×6 indicates the rotation matrix between the sensor frame ΣS and
the world frame ΣW . The role of the algorithm is to minimize ǫ, i.e., estimate W MS (t).
Let q(t) be the quaternion representation of the rotation matrix W RS (t), a single step
of the Gauss-Newton optimization method in a quaternion form produces
qi+1 (t) = qi (t) − J†i (t)ǫ(t)

(A.2)

where
J†i (t) = (JTi (t)Ji (t))−1 JTi (t).
The subscript i represents the i-th iteration of the optimization algorithm and Ji (t) is the
Jacobian of the error ǫ(t) reported in Eq. (A.1). Moreover, as recommended in [105]
and [113] we include a compensation of the magnetic distortion.
In the second phase of the algorithm, an estimation based on the gyroscope measure
is obtained. For each cycle the algorithm acquires from the sensor the angular rates
S
ωx (t), S ωy (t) and S ωz (t) referred to the x−, y− and z−axis of the sensor frame ΣS .
These measures can be represented in the quaternion form
S

ω(t) = 0 + iS ωx (t) + j S ωy (t) + kS ωz (t).

We consider


1 S
r(t − δt) ⊗ S ω(t) ,
(A.3)
2
the rate of changing in orientation expressed as a infinitesimal quaternion variation,
where S g(t−δt) is the latest estimated quaternion, S ω(t) = [ 0 S ωx (t) S ωy (t) S ωz (t) ]T
is the angular rate vector at the current time, ⊗ is the quaternion product, and δt is the
sampling time.
The last step of the estimation algorithm fuses the quaternions estimated in the previous phases. A complementary filter is used to combine the two values. On the short
S

ġ(t) =
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term, the filter prefers the data from the gyroscope, whereas on the long term, it gives
the greater gain to the data from the accelerometer, as it does not drift. The filter, by
using two gain factors whose sum is 1, fuses the gyroscope quaternion g(t) with the
quaternion q(t) computed by the Gauss-Newton method. The resulting quaternion r(t)
is obtained as,
r(t) = αg(t) + (1 − α)q(t)
where 0 < α < 1, α ∈ R is the gain of the complementary filter. The gyroscope
orientation quaternion g(t), is obtained by the following numerical integration
g(t) = r(t − δt) + ġ(t) δt,
where ġ(t) is in accordance to Eq. (A.3). It is worth noting that g(t) is initialized as
g(0) = [1 0 0 0]T . To have a better estimation, the gyroscope integration relies on the
last quaternion computed by the whole algorithm. Further details and information are
reported in [105].
Regarding the calibration procedure we use three different methodologies to calibrate each sensor.
For the accelerometer we exploit the assumption of having the sum of the outputs
equal to the gravity magnitude when the sensor is stable. As a consequence of this, we
adjust the bias and scale for each axis.
For the gyroscope calibration, we estimate the bias by placing the sensor fixed on a
surface; if the sensor is not moving the angular rate has to be zero.
Finally, we perform the magnetometer calibration using the algorithm proposed by
Merayo et al. in [204].

Appendix B

Hand Modeling
In what follows, we present the simplified kinematic model of the hand, exploited in
the projects presented in Chapter 2 which will be instrumental in the design of the sensing glove. A complete human hand model has about 30 degrees of freedom (DoFs )
[205]. For the sake of simplicity and without loss of generality, we use a simplified
kinematic hand structure. We model each finger as a planar kinematic chain, with one
universal joints (two intersecting, orthogonal revolute joints) and two one-dimensional
hinges. In accordance with [206], we assume that each finger has the metacarpal (MC)
bone fixed with respect to the hand frame, and characterized by four DoFs . In a
more complete model of the human hand, the thumb has at least five DoFs: two in
the trapeziometacarpal (TM) joint, two in the metacarpophalangeal (MCP) joint and
one in the interphalangeal (IP). However, the abduction/adduction motion range of the
MCP joint usually can be neglected and the thumb can be modeled with four DoFs.
Index, middle, ring, and pinky fingers have two DoFs in the MCP joint (one for adduction/abduction and another for flexion/extension), one in the proximal interphalangeal
(PIP) and one in the distal interphalangeal (DIP). Fig. B.1 shows the model of the hand
used in the works presented in this thesis. Each finger is modeled using four parameters, two for the rotation of the first joint and two for the remaining joint angles. The
orientation of the palm is represented using quaternions. The hand model has 23-DoFs
identified by 24 parameters, i.e., 20 values for the joints of the fingers and a quaternion
for the palm orientation.
Even if the human hand is extremely articulated, movements of the fingers are constrained to a specific range due to dynamic and static constraints. Static constraints refer
to the limit of the range of finger motions as a result of the hand anatomy. Dynamic
constraints are referred to the limits on the joints during motions. This typology can be
divided in two groups, inter-finger and intra-finger constraints. Inter-finger constraints
refer to the ones imposed on the joints values between different fingers. Intra-finger constraints relate the joints of the same finger. These constraints were studied by Cobos et
al. in [101].
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Middle
Ring

Index

Pinky
DIP

Thumb

PIP
IP
MCP
MCP

Carpus

TM

Figure B.1: A simplified kinematic structure of the human hand having 23 Degrees of Freedom (DoFs): 4
DoFs for each finger (two for the first joint and one for each of the remaining joints) and 3 DoFs for the hand
rotation.

Recently, the authors enhanced the previous results with the following relationship
for the index, middle, ring, and pinky [102],
θDIP ≃ 0.88 θP IP

(B.1)

θIP ≃ 0.77 θMCP

(B.2)

and
for the thumb. The authors found also that neither the hand position, nor the used hand
(left/right) had an influence on the linear relationship between the two distal finger joint
angles. Static constraints on the values of each joint are based on anatomical studies
[207, 101]. Table B.1 reports the static constraints used in the whole dissertation. Note
that intra-finger constraints are used to design the glove in order to minimize the number
of MARG sensors while allowing its integration with cutaneous haptic devices. Static
constraints are used by the tracking algorithm in order to provide a correct estimation of
the human hand.
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Digit

Thumb

Index

Middle

Ring

Pinky

Abduction

Flexion

Extension

(deg.)

(deg.)

(deg.)

TM

90

15

60

MCP

80

0

0

IP

80

10

0

MCP

90

40

60

PIP

110

0

0

DIP

90

5

0

MCP

90

40

45

PIP

110

0

0

DIP

90

5

0

MCP

90

40

45

PIP

120

0

0

DIP

90

5

0

MCP

90

40

50

PIP

135

0

0

DIP

90

5

0

Joint

Adduction

Table B.1: Static constraints of the fingers.
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